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ABSTRACT

The thème and the concept of 'Molecular Biology Database Integration* and
the problems associated with this concept initiated the idea for this Ph.D research. The
available technologies facilitate to analyse the data independently and discretely but it
fails to integrate the data resources for more meaningful information. This along with
the integration issues created the scope for this Ph.D research.
The research has reviewed the 'database interoperability' problems and it has
suggested a framework for integrating the molecular biology databases. The
framework has proposed to develop a cooperative environment to share information
on the basis of common purpose for the molecular biology databases. The research
has also reviewed other implementation and interoperability issues for laboratory
based, dedicated and target specific database. The research has addressed the
following issues:
-

diversity of molecular biology databases schémas, schema constructs and
schema implementation
multi-database query using image object keying
database integration technologies using context graph

-

automated navigation among these databases

This thesis has introduced a new approach for database implementation. It has
introduced an interoperable component database concept to initiate multidatabase
query on gene mutation data. A number of data models have been proposed for gene
mutation data which is the basis for integrating the target specific component database
to be integrated with the federated information system. The proposed data models are:
data models for genetic trait analysis, classification of gene mutation data,
pathological lésion data and laboratory data. The main feature of this component
database is non-overlapping attributes and it will follow non-redundant integration
approach as explained in the thesis. This will be achieved by storing attributes which
will not have the union or intersection of any attributes that exist in public domain
molecular biology databases. Unlike data warehousing technique, this feature is quite
unique and novel. The component database will be integrated with other biological
data sources for sharing information in a cooperative environment. This/involves

developing new tools. The thesis explains the role of these new tools which are: meta
data extractor, mapping linker, query generator and result interpreter. These tools are
used for a transparent integration without creating any global schema of the
participating databases.
The thesis has also established the concept of image object keying for
multidatabase query and it has proposed a relevant algorithm for matching protein
spot in gel electrophoresis image. A n object spot in gel electrophoresis image will
initiate the query when it is selected by the user. It matches the selected spot with
other similar spots in other resource databases. This image object keying method is an
alternative to conventional multidatabase query which requires writing complex S Q L
scripts. This method also resolve the semantic conflicts that exist among molecular
biology, databases.
The research has proposed a new framework based on the context of the web
data for interactions with different biological data resources. A formal description of
the resource context is described in the thesis. The implementation of the context into
Resource Document Framework (RDF) will be able to increase the interoperability by
providing the description of the resources and the navigation plan for accessing the
web based databases. A higher level construct is developed (has, provide and access)
to implement the context into R D F for web interactions. The interactions within the
resources are achieved by utilising an integration domain to extract the required
information with a single instance and without writing any query scripts. The
integration domain allows to navigate and to execute the query plan within the
resource databases. A n extractor module collects elements from different target webs
and unify them as a whole object in a single page. The proposed framework is tested
to find specific information e.g., information on Alzheimer's disease, from public
domain biology resources, such as, Protein Data Bank, Genome Data Bank, Online
Mendalian Inheritance in Man and local database. Finally, the thesis proposes further
propositions and plans for future work.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to Bioinformatics and
Molecular Biology Data bases
Chapter Objective
The chapter sets a background of the research topic. This chapter aîso explores widely
used public domain databases, their structures, search and access mechanisms. The
knowledge of thèse public domain databases which are presented here are the foundation
of this research. Furthermore, the chapter highlights the thesis structure and the
contribution of this research.
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1.8 Summary

Chapter l : Introducüon to Bioinformatics and Molecular Biology Databases

Chapter 1
Introduction to Bioinformatics
and Molecular Biology Databases
Bio-informatics: bioinformatics is conceptuatising biology in terms ofmolecuies (in the sense
of Physical chemistry) and appfying "inforamtics techniques" (derived/rom disciplines such
as applied maths, computer science and statistics) to understand and organise the informaron
associated with these molecules, on a large scale. In short, bioinformatics is a management
information system for molecular biology and has many practical applications.
Luscombe et al (2001): Oxford English Dictionary

1.1 Introduction
Molecular biology provides one of the most challenging application domains
for datábase research. This is because o f the rich variety o f data which are easily
available from genome sequences and protein structural data of ftill organisms; and
the large quantities of data that are becoming available through modern experimental
techniques. These pools of information makes bioinformatics an interesting and
rewarding application área. It raises the scope to intégrate and analyse these data
which can lead to a better understanding o f biological ftinctions at all levéis (Karp,
1996b and Bayat 2002).
The term bioinformatics refers to the application of computers in addressing
biological problems, and it is most frequently used in relation to storing and searching
genome sequence data and protein sequence data (Luscombe et al., 2001 and Stevens
et al., 2001). In other word bioinformatics can be defined as information technology
applied to the management and analysis of biological data. Computing power can be a
useful assistant in automating, organising, and analysing this biological data.
Bioinformatics covers áreas like protein structure analysis, protein structure
modelling, gene sequence matching, etc. (Bayat, 2002). Bioinformatics also covers
other áreas such as integration of heterogeneous molecular biology databases. This
particular área is the main focus of this research.
This research is aiming to present a concept of how data can be extracted from
the molecular biology databases in heterogeneous environment for more meaningfiíl
information.

These

databases

store a

variety

of information

and

various
l
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bioinformatics tools use these information to analyse problems raised by the
biological research community. The following sections will overview molecular
biology databases and its different aspects. The chapter presents the background of
the research and identifies issues which are related to the research. This chapter
introduces some existing molecular biology databases which will be used in the
research and it describes the type o f records and structures used by these molecular
biology databases. The chapter also intends to introduce the bioinformatics tools and
the users who are associated with these molecular biology databases. Finally, the
chapter outlines the research scope and the motivation of this research.

1.2 Background
The data sets used in bioinformatics are essentially 'one-dimensional'.
Genome sequences consist of letters which represent the sequence of the four bases in
a nucleic acid chain. Protein sequences consist of letters which represent the sequence
of amino acid residues in a protein chain. This wealth of information has only recently
become available for further research in database applications. The major issues
relating to this area are types of molecular biology databases, types of informatics
projects and types of users. The following sections will be looking at these issues.

1.2.1 Molecular biology databases

»

There are several molecular biology databases which are considered to be
major 'data resources' to store, maintain, update and to distribute these information
(Wheeler et al. 2001). For example, one such data resource centre is the European
Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) established in 1994. The major roles of the institute are
to develop and to distribute the sequence databases. These databases store human
chromosome sequence information for gene mapping. Basic features of the following
major molecular biology databases (EMBL, GenBank, Genome Database, O M I M ,
PDB and H G M D ) are discussed here.

EMBL
E M B L (European Molecular Biology Laboratory) is a laboratory that
maintains Europe's primary nucleotide sequence data resource (Baxevanis, 2001).
The E M B L Nucleotide Sequence Database ìs a comprehensive database of D N A
(Deoxyribo Nucleic Acid) and the R N A (Ribo-Nucleic Acid) sequences which have
2
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The E M B L Nucleotide Sequence Database is a comprehensive database of D N A
(Deoxyribo Nucleic Acid) and the R N A (Ribo-Nucleic Acid) sequences which have
been collected from scientific literature and patent applications. E M B L has been also
collecting data directly from the researchers and the sequencing groups after peer
review. It collaborates with GenBank (USA) and the D N A Database of Japan (DDBJ,
Okayama, 1998). Table 1.1 describes the entities of the E M B L database.

Table 1.1 Structure of the entities used in E M B L database
Attributes
ID
AC

sv
DT
DE
KW
OS
OC
OG
RN
RC
RP
RX
RA
RT
RL
DR
FH
FT
CC
XX
SQ
bb
//

Description
identification
accession number
new sequence identifier
date
description
keyword
organism species
organism classification
organelle
reference number
reference comment
reference positions
reference cross-reference
reference author(s)
reference title
reference location
database cross-reference
feature table header
feature table data
. comments or notes
spacer line
sequence header
(blanks) sequence data
termination line

(begìns each entry; 1 per entry)
(>=1 per entry)
(>=1 per entry)
(2 per entry)
(>=1 per entry)
(>=1 per entry)
(>=1 per entry)
(>=1 per entry)
(0 or 1 per entry)
(>=1 per entry)
(>=0 per entry)
(>=1 per entry)
(>=0 per entry)
(>=1 per entry)
(>=1 per entry)
(>=1 per entry)
(>=0 per entry)
(0 or 2 per entry)
(>=0 per entry)
(>=0 per entry)
(many per entry)
(1 per entry)
(>=1 per entry)
(ends each entry; 1 per entry)

GenBank
GenBank (Benson et ai, 1993) maintains the database as a combination of flat
files and relational databases containing Abstract Syntax Notation One (see Glossary).
Each GenBank entry is assigned with a Unique Identifier by the N C B I (National
Centre for Biotechnology Information). Since it emerged it has expanded somewhat in
scope to include expressed sequence tag data, protein sequence data, threedimensional protein structure, taxonomy and it links to the biomedical literature,
M E D L I N E (see Glossary). The database size approximately doubles every eighteen
ninths. The average user of the database is not able to açcçss the structure of the daja

3
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for query or for other functions, although complète snapshots of the database are
available to export in a variety of. formats, including abstract syntax notation one
(/iSN.l). The query mechanism provides W W W version which allows key searching
r

of séquence and GenBank UID (unique identifier) searching through a static interface.
Each GenBank entry includes a concise description of the séquence, e.g., the scientific
name and taxonomy of the source organism, and a table of features that identify
coding régions and other sites of biological significance, such as transcription units
(see Glossary), sites of mutations (see Glossary) or modifications, and repeats. Protein
translations for coding régions are included in the feature table. Bibliographie
références are included along with a link to the MEDLENE unique identifier for ail
published séquences. A sample search resuit of human chromosome] using GenBank
B L A S T (see Glossary) search is illustrated in Figure 1.1. The resuit shows the human
chromosome! map. The record represents proteins associated with particular gene of
chromosome], for example, PINK] gene represents PTEN induced putative kinasel.
Data values of the databases are linked with other databases using hyper link.
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Figure 1.1 : A sample search result of GenBank BLAST search

Genome Database (GDB)
G D B is built around a commercial relational D B M S S Y B A S E and it is modelled
using standard Entity-Relationship techniques (Cuticchia et al., 1993).^There have
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been difficulties in using this model to capture simpler map and to probe data because
the data needed to draw a gene map is difficult to model in a relational database
management systems. In order to improve data integrity and to simplify the
programming for application writers, G D B provides a Database Access Toolkit. G D B
is built around ten inter-linked data managers. Most users use a web interface to
search the ten inter-linked data managers. Each manager keeps track of the links for
one of the ten tables within G D B system with GenBank. Users are given only a very
high-level view of the data at the time of searching and thus the users cannot easily
make use of the information collected from the structure of G D B tables. Since, the
structure of the tables are hidden from the users, the users are unable to do exploratory
ad-hoc searching of the database using the present interfaces. Integration of the G D B
database structure and On-line Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) has never been
achieved (Fasman et al. 1996). O M I M database deals with genetic disorder diseases
and it needs to have data correlation between G D B and O M I M data for analysing
diseases due to genetic disorder. A t present, G D B provides descriptions of the
following types of objects:
•

Regions of the human genome, including genes, clones, P C R markers,
breakpoints, cytogenetic markers (see Glossary), fragile sites, syndromic
regions, contigs and repeats.

•

Maps of the human genome, including cytogenetic maps, linkage maps,
radiation hybrid maps, content contig maps and integrated maps (see
Glossary). These maps can be displayed graphically via the Web.

•

Variations within the human genome including mutations, polymorphisms,
and allele (see Glossary) frequency data.

G D B draws genetic maps based on researchers* information, e.g., left flanking
marker (see Glossary) and right flanking marker (see Glossary), however, it does not
store the images of these genetic maps.

For example, the following APC

(Adenomatous Polyposis Colt) gene map (Figure 1.2) has been retrieved from G D B .
The map shows APC gene location at the human chromosome. Tr^s map has been
drawn based on left and right flanking marker values. However the image of the APC
gene location can not be obtained from this map.

5
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It is important to have the scope for corrélation between gene map, Protein data
bank (PDB) and O M I M need to be achieved in order to analyse diseased gene but this
corrélation can not be achieved in G D B database with its présent data structure.

3422.1
3422.2

U2AF1RS1
CTKNAP1

Sq22J
Sq23.1

Figure 1.2 Gene map of APC gene (retrieved from GDB).

OMIM
On-line Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) is an electronic repository of
information on the genetic basis of human diseases (McKusick, 1991). O M I M Covers
material on five disease areas based loosely on organs and Systems. The phenotype
(see Glossary) and génotype (see Glossary) entries contain textual data which are
loosely structured as general descriptions, nomenclature, modes of inheritance,
variations, gene structure, mapping, and numerous lesser catégories. The full-text
entries are converted to an A S N . l structured format. The basic form of the database
still remains difficult for any modification. Table 1.2 shows a list of O M I M database
attributes which can be used for the search field, e.g., search can be initiated for ' M I M
number' field.
O M I M provides only textual information of the genetic disorder diseases, and
it has not established any bi-directional links with other databases for variance
analysis of diseases; It does not also store gene mutation information whichare not
associated directly with any diseases.

6
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Table 1.2 OMIM database fields and its descriptions.

Search Field

Description

Qualifier

Contains all termsfromall searchable database fields in the database.
Describes a subset of disease-producing mutations.
The chromosome onto which a gene or disorder has been mapped,
as reported in the OMIM Gene Map.
Clinical Synopsis Clinical features of a disorder and the mode of inheritance
(e.g., autosomal dominant, autosomal recessive, x-linked).
Contributor to an OMIM record. Names are in the format of lastname
Contributor
followed by one or more initials.
The date on which an OMIM record was created.
Création Date
Number assigned by the Enzyme Commission or Chemical Abstract
EC/RN Number
Service (CAS).
Editor of OMIM record.
Editor
Primarily used to retrieve subsets of records that contain crosslinks to
Filter
other Entrez databases, and LinkOuts to external (non-Entrez) resources.
Cytogenetic map location represented in the OMIM Gene Map.
Gene Map
Gene Map Disorder Text words appearing in the Disorder column of the OMIM Gene Map.
The official gene symbol, and alternate gene symbols, associated with a
Gene Name
record.
M I M Number
For information on the numbering system.
Modification date Date on which the record was last modified.
Mod. History
All dates on which an OMIM record was updated.
Properties
An index containing various properties of OMIM records, identifying
those which have attributes such as Allelic Variants, Clinical Synopsis,
Mini-MIM condensed entry, or Gene Map locus.
Référence
Contains author names and title words from the articles cited in an
OMIM entry. Names are in the format of lastname followed by one
or more initials.
Contains terms from the main text-containing Section of a record.
Text Word
Words in title of an OMIM record. Includes words in the primary title,
Title Word
alternative titles, and included titles.

All Fields
Allelic Variant
Chromosome

[ALL]
[AV] or [VAR]
[CH] or [CHR]
[CSI or [CLIN]
[AU] or [CTRB]
[CD] or [CDATJ
[EC] or [ECNO]
[ED] or [EDTR]
[FI] or [FILTJ
[GM] or [MAP)
[DIS] or [DI]
[GN] or [GENE]
[ID] or [MIM]
[MD] or [MDAT]
[MDH] or [HIST]

[PR] or [PROP)

[RE] or [REF]
[TXT] or [WORD]
[TI] or [T1TL]

Protein Data Bank (PDB)
Protein Data Bank (Bernstein et al, 1977) is a collection of three dimensional
protein structures which have been obtained by X-ray crystallography or nuclear
magnetic resonance. The PDB is distributed in flat-file format, however data taken
from the PDB for various projects have been reorganised using relational or object
based system (Abola et al., 1998). A n example of PDB entry, its record format and
structure are shown in Table 1.3, Table 1.4 and Table 1.5 respectively.
Table 1.3 Sample PDB entry
COMPND
COMPND
COMPND
COMPND
COMPND
COMPND
COMPND
COMPND

M O L I D : I;
2 MOLECULE: S-ADENOSYLMETHIONINE SYNTHETASE;
3 CHAIN: A, B;
4 SYNONYM: MAT, ATPVL-METHIONINE S-ADENOSYLTRANSFERASE;
5 EC: 2.5.1.6;
6 ENGINEERED: YES;
7 BIOLOGICAL_UNIT: TETRAMER;
8 OTHER DETAILS: TETRAGONAL MODIFICATION

7
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Table 1.4 Record format of PDB database
COLUMNS

DATA T Y P E

FIELD

DEFINITION

I -6

Record name

"COMPND"

9-10

Continuation

continuation

11-70

Specification

Allows concaténation of
multiple records.
Description of the molecular
list components.

compound

Table 1.5 Detail structure of PDB database
TOKEN

V A L U E DEFINITION

MOL ID
MOLECULE
CHAIN
FRAGMENT
SYNONYM
EC

Numbers each component.
Name of the macromolecule.
Comma-separated list of chain identifier(s).
Specifies a domain or region of the molecule.
Comma-separated list of synonyms for the MOLECULE.
The Enzyme Commission number associated with the
molecule.
Indicates that the molecule was produced using
recombinant technology or by purely chemical synthesis.
Describes mutations from the wild type molecule.
If the MOLECULE functions as part of a larger
biological unit, the entire functional unit may be
described.
Additional comments.

ENGINEERED
MUTATION
BIOLOGICAL_UNIT

OTHERDETAILS

A n example of protein crystallographic information (see Glossary) search for
idcode:4HHB using PDB is shown in Figure 1.3.
TUU; The cry «tal itructnra of hmnan deoiyhaemoglobiii at 1.74 A mio ration.
Compound: Hemoglobin (Daoxy)
AuVtcm; G. Fermi, M . F. Peniti
Bip. Mtlhod; X-ray DiflnctÌMi
Classification; Oxygen Transport
Soon:*; not available
Primary Citation.- Fermi, C , Peratx, M . P., Shaman, B., Fourme, R.: The cry ita] itiuctura of human
deoxjhaemoglobm at 1.74 A retolution. J Mol Biol 175 pp. 159 (1984)
[ MetDnie |
Dtpoaäon

Dolt: 07-Mar-1984

R*l*as* Dau; 17Jul-1984

Uttoluhon [Aj. 1.74
V

R-Vahii: 0.135

Oroup; F 21
UxttÇttl:

Jim {A}:
•mgf^O:

a

63.15

b 5359

« & * » » J « > btta

c 53.80

99-34 gamma

Pofyrmr Chains; A, B, C, D

9000

Btadu**: 574

Atoms; 4779
MET groups; ID
HEM
P04

Ham*

formula

PROTOPORPHYRIN Dt CONTAINING FE

C^HfiN^FE,

PHOSPHATE ION

0 P,
4

OOmr Vtracns; 3HHB. 3HHB

jure 1.3. A crystallographic information search for IDCODE:4HHB using
PDB
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A crystallographic information for idcode:4HHB protein molécule is retrieved from
P ^B database. This crystallographic information is used for protein image modelling.
t

Again, the corrélation option between this protein image and G D B gene map for gene
variance analysis is not available.

HGMD
Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD) comprises published single
basepair substitution in coding, regulatory and splicing relevant régions of human
nuclear genes (see Glossary), as well as deletions, insertions, repeat expansions,
combined micro insertions and deletions ('indels') (see Glossary) and complex
rearrangements (Cooper et al, 1999). It has référence to the first reported literature
which has the following information: mutation, the associated disease states, the gene
name, symbol and chromosomal location. AH entries are allocated a unique accession
nurnber. By July 1999, H G M D contained approximately 18,200 lésions from a total
of 895 human genes. When categorized by mutation type, the database included
nearly 12,900 différent single base pair substitutions, 3000 small (<=20bp) deletions,
1,100 small insertions, and 137 small indels. In addition, 1200 reports of gross gene
deletions, insertions (>20bp) and complex rearrangements were also included
(Krawczak et al, 2000). In addition to data on the nature and location of mutations,
H G M D also provides access to a collection of référence c D N A (see Glossary)
séquences of human genes. Up to now, only mutations which are clearly causative for
a particular inherited disorder have been logged into H G M D . Mutations are not
necessarily disease-causing but may instead only be associated with one or more
disease phenotypes (see Glossary) or particular disease linking which has not yet been
established. Such variants are not included in H G M D . H G M D also does not store the
indirect association of diseases which can not be determined by simple descriptive
statistics or standardised information format. Complex mathematical modelling is
necessary to determine the disease association with a particular mutated genes
(Krawczak et al., 2000). A list of attributes of H G M D database is shown in Table 1.6.
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Table 1.6 Record structure of HGMD database
Gene Symbol
Gene Description
Nucleotide substitutions (missense / nonsense)
Nucleotide substitutions (splicing)
Nucleotide substitutions (regulatory)
Small deletions
Small insertions
Small indels
Gross deletions
Gross insertions & duplications
Complex rearrangements (including inversions)
Repeat variations
The previous Sections have described the major sources of genome and their
functional data sets. The data structure of the individual databases reveals that each
database has been constructed to serve a particular type of information to the
scientific community. Combining all the related information can serve more
meaningful information and it will also be able to contribute in genetic variance
analysis for understanding the underlying mechanism of diseases. The major obstacle
to integrate these databases is the heterogeneous nature of these databases. The
heterogeneous features of the databases have been summarised in Table 1.7. The table
summarises the major contents of the data resources. It also highlights the current
structure and the major data types used in these molecular biology databases.

Table 1.7

Heterogeneous features of the major genome related databases

Database
Name

Major
Contents

GenBank

DNA/RNA
Flat-file/ASN.l
Sequence
Protein
Disease
Flat-file/ASN.l
Phenotypes,
Genotypes
Genetic Map Relational
Linkage data

OMIM

GDB

HGMDB

Current
Structure

Sequence and Flat-fileapplication
Sequence
Variants
vf specific

DB Problem
Areas

Primary
Data typ es

Schema browsing,
schema evolution,
linking to other dbs
Unstructured,
linking to other dbs

text,
numeric
Text

Schema expansion, Text,
numeric
complex objects,
Linking to other dbs
Schema expansion, Text
linking to other dbs
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1.2.2 Types of bioinformatics projects
Computer systems play essential roles in all aspects of genome research,
starting from data acquisition and analysis to data management. The high-volume data
intense bioinformatics projects require powerful computers and appropriately
designed data-management systems (Kingsbury, 1993 and Blake, 1995).
The

Report of the Invitational D O E workshop on Genome informatics

identified three main components for genome related information projects. These
components are data acquisition, data analysis and data-management

system

(Kingsbury, 1993). These issues are discussed in the following Sections.
1.2.2.1 Data-acquisition systems
The report emphasises that an appropriate and efficient data acquisition system
is required for research laboratories which are generating large amounts of data. A l l
the Genome centres and similar laboratories need to be supported by the strong local
informatics group for acquiring data efficiently. This Section presents some examples
of bioinformatics data acquisition systems which include inventory control system,
sequence production software and visualisation software. A brief description of these
systems are provided here:
Inventory Control Software
A major genome centre may require several hundreds of thousands of reagents, gels,
and other materials. The automated inventory control systems are needed to track the
use of these materials. The manual tracking will not only be possible but it will not be
efficient either. These type of systems are now becoming essential for laboratory
management.
Sequence Production Software
At present, machine learning and artificial intelligence are becoming major
components for any computer systems that are used to analyse almost all aspects of
sequence generation and assembly.
Visualization Software
Invariably most of the genomic data are presented as images and efficient tools are
required to interpret these images in gel electrophoresis (Chapter 4), to read filters and
to execute other steps on the critical path for genome analysis. Developing
appropriate software for storing these images is the major component of any
bioinforamtics project. The image data will

enable the

users

to conduct

11
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comprehensive analysis of morphological differences for genome and genome
products using image-processing techniques.
1.2.2.2 Data-analysis systems
The functional understanding of Genome data cannot be revealed without the
use of powerful computer systems (Bayat, 2002). But studying sequences, predicting
protein structures, and comparing genomes to greater extent also need additional
informatics tools (Letovsky, 1995), such as sequence analysis software, protein
folding software, physical mapping and contig assembly software, genetic mapping
software, comparative genomic tools and classification software.
1.2.2.3. Data management systems
Huge amount of functional genomic and phenotypic data are generating from
the genome project (Paton et al. 2000 and Okayama et al, 1998). At present, this data
cannot be accommodated by traditional publishing methods (Krawczak et al. 2000).
The current databases should be able to provide ready access to the data, find the
essential data, interpret current experiments and to plan for future work. At present,
electronic data management

and data dissemination systems are increasingly

becoming crucial components in bioinformatics (Bayat, 2002 and Krawczak et al.
2000). The nature of these databases range from highly specialised databases
supporting local research projects (Khan et al. 2001a) to general databases that
support the entire community (Robbins, 1994).
Local Databases
Local databases need to be targeted and dedicated. These databases should be
flexible enough to handle specific local needs. The raw laboratory data and the local
analysis of these data are required to be stored. Not only the local researchers should
be able to get benefit from it but the large community should also have access to these
databases for inter-laboratory data exchange or for data comparison. The integrated
local databases should allow the flexibility of coping with the rapid changes in local
experimental protocols and results. The technical issues of local databases should be
addressed by the local users and this technology must be able to meet quickly the
specific requirements defined by the local researchers (Davies et al, 1997).
Collaborative Databases
Collaborative databases are conceptually between local and community
systems (Kingsbury, 1993). For example, a set of collaborating researchers may work
on any particular chromosome and these information need to be stored in a central
12
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repository. This type of database includes both raw data and refined information, for
example, Chromosome 19 Database. The implementation of a collaborative database
requires developing distributed computing environment. The distributed computing
environment can be established by interconnecting the computers either by using local
high speed network or through the internet (Jain, 2002).
Community Databases
The community databases are shared resources. Thèse databases are open to
the entire research community and the majority of their users are located at remote
sites. In most cases the community databases provide refined information instead of
raw data. However, at présent thèse databases are also attempting to make the raw
data available. For example, G D B now provides raw data on which a published
genetic map is based. There are several existing approaches to build community
databases, for example, data warehousing, federated databases etc., but thèse
approaches need to be robust and it needs to meet the requirement of the entire
community. Thèse

requirements

lead to new

challenges,

such

as,

design

considération, appropriate approach and sufficient flexibility to address the need of
différent user communities. The successful design of community databases dépend on
the construction of component databases and thèse component databases should be
flexible enough so that it can be fitted within the large biological science information
infrastructure. This will allow différent users to integrate the view from the
component databases for greater understanding of the data (Khan and Rahman,
2002b). Moreover, community databases should recognise the data corrélation among
the multiple databases to demonstrate the biological interdependence and should
provide support for integrated queries involving multiple databases. They should be
also well documented for database integration and interoperation.

1.3 Molecular Biology Data: Current Problems and Approaches
It is apparent that the community databases should be integrated with each
other in this era of comparative and functional genomics and proteomics research. It is
évident by various research that not any single consolidated database will be able to
serve the entire research community (Karp, 1995 and 1996ab). The advancement of
web technologies initiated some degree of linking among the molecular biology
d&bases. M any information resources are now availabl'e^in web but they are rïqt
prelented in a systematic and structured mariner. The magnitude of biological web
,

v

*- ,
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data is increasing on a regulär basis, but the data corrélation between thèse web based
information is almost impossible. To address this problem, linking biological web
drjà based on their meaning h as now become a major -research area in Computer
r

Science and Bioinformatics. Other approaches, such as, data warehousing (Schonbach
et al. 2000 and Markowitz and Topaloglou 2001) and database fédération for
biological data integration emerged as an alternative to web linking (Kemp et al.
2000a), but thèse approaches have its own limitations as explained in Chapter 2. For
example, thèse approaches do not allow local autonomy and schema transformation
and they fall to address the 'global' issues that exist in molecular biology.
The présent approaches in molecular biology database integration concentrate
on building a 'Federated Information System* (Busse et al. 2000) as a world-wide
y

information solution. But to include the web data in 'Fédération Information System'
requires defining a web data model, developing corrélation with the objects and
navigating within the resources. The major challenge in achieving this goal is to build
an effective framework and to focus on cooperative environment where the
integration will be an automated process with or without minimum intervention front
the users.
Next Section describes the research scope and motivation for this research.

1.4 Scope of the Research
Comprehensive studies of molecular biology data often involve exploring multiple
molecular biology databases. To explore thèse databases efficiently requires dealing
with the distribution of data among thèse databases. This involves synchronisation
with the heterogeneity of the Systems underlying thèse databases and the semantic
(schema représentation) heterogeneity of thèse databases. Karp (1995) said in this
context:
Molecular Biology Databases are created by such a diverse set of international groups that
nobody has the power to legislate the standards at any single level of abstraction, much less
at ali of the existing levels of heterogeneity, such as the conceptualization, the data model or
the query language

Many other researchers also highlighted this issue, for example, Davidson et al.
(1995) said:
Biomatrix calls for integration of data on a huge scale in both volume and complexity,
significant technical challenges still remain for the smallerà scale data integration problems
that arise frequently wimin^bioinforrhatics*

v
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Some of the researchers also highlighted the importance of clear criteria for
characterising systems which are managing heterogenous databases. For example
Markowitz (1995a) said:
Molecular biology data are distributed among multiple databases. Although containing related
dala, these database are often isolated and are characterized by various degrees of heterogeneity.
They usually represent different views of the scientific domains and are implemented using
different data management system. Currently several systems support managing data in
heterogeneous molecular biology database. Lack of clear criteria for characterizing such systems
preclude comprehensive evaluation of these systems or determining their relationship in terms of
shared goals and facilities.
These references also show that the integration of molecular biology databases is
a major challenge in bioinformatics. The challenge ranges from schema modelling to
developing collective tools for interoperability in molecular biology databases. The
scope of these issues can be summarized as follows:
•

schema development

•

data modelling for resolving semantic conflicts

•

looking at data submission and data creation issues

•

resolving heterogeneous system conflicts

•

developing and maintaining database and its autonomy

•

developing integration theory

•

application of integration theory in the context of molecular biology databases

•

developing theory for multidatabase query

•

application of multidatabase query concepts in the context of molecular biology
databases

•

data interpretation and visualisation

•

developing and maintaining a cooperative framework for datbabase integration

•

data comparison and data analysis for more meaningful information

"

automated and dynamic navigation for data exploration

•

developing other methods for multidatabase query using image object keying

It is clearly evident that 'biological data integration' gives rise to many aspects which
need to be investigated and researched.

1.5 Aims and Objectives of this Research
The, primary aims of this research are to understand the theory of gene database
integration and to identify the challenges it poses toward the bioinformatics'
community.

4
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'Database interoperability' in bioinformatics deals with both the technology
and the bioinformatics community. By looking at both of thèse perspectives, the
research aims to investigate the présent technologies and to establish a relationship
between thèse two domains. The technical complexity that exists for génome database
integration has been reported in many literature. Both Markowitz (1995a, 1995b and
1996) and Karp (1995) highlighted the molecular biólogy database integration issues
describing the heterogeneity of these databases. This research will look at thèse issues
and it will investigate the existing methods adopted in this research area. The research
will initially investigate the perspective of the existing théories and then it will
contribute in formulating a more adaptable and versatile method. The major
contribution o f the research will be to incorporate this as a new approach for
molecular biology database integration. Finally, the research will explore how to
overeóme the présent difficulties using this new approach and it will establish if these
difficulties He within the présent technology or within the user domain.
This research will have the following objectives to achieve the stated aims:
•

To provide understanding of current database structures

•

To provide understanding about users need to explore the molecular biology
databases

•

To introduce a new concept for database integration

"

To présent a method for database integration on the basis of this new concept

•

To introduce a framework of cooperative environment for database
integration on the basis of this method

•

Incorporate a new image based query concept

1.6 Contribution of this Research
The main contribution of this research will be in the field of bioinformatics and
'Molecular Biology Database Integration' front the technological and users
perspective. A new method for database integration will have a major impact in this
research area and the effect will be for long term. The proposed framework for
database integration as described in this thesis will also provide a major influence in
the décision making process of developing collective tools for database integration.
This work will facilitate the interaction with practitioners, researchers and
académies as a resuit of better interoperability between différent molecular biology
resources. This will lead to more activities. and participating in the form of
conférences, meetings, Publishing and other research activities.
16
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F i n a l l y , the research w i l l p r o v i d e an a i d to o v e r e ó m e the d i f f i c u l t i e s encountered
i n r e s o l v i n g semantic c o n f l i c t s a n d i n u s i n g q u e r y scripts. T h e research w i l l h i g h l i g h t
the need to d e v e l o p a c o o p e r a t i v e e n v i r o n m e n t for a n a l y s i n g gene m u t a t i o n data and
for

understanding m o l e c u l a r m e c h a n i s m o f the diseases. T h e research w i l l

also

h i g h l i g h t the fundamental a n d t e c h n o l o g i c a l guidelines to d e v e l o p future t o o l s for
interoperability w i t h i n the m o l e c u l a r b i o l o g y databases. T h e o u t e o m e o f the research
has

been

p u b l i s h e d throughout

the

research

period and

Table

1.8

shows

the

c o r r e s p o n d i n g sections w h i c h have b e e n u s e d for the p u b l i s h e d papers.

Table 1.8 Research papers and the related chapters
Research papers

Based on sections

Khan, N . , Rahman, S. and Stockman, T; (2004), Consolidation
of web data for genette variance analysis. Conference o n
Intelligent Systems for Molecular Biology and European
Conference on Bioinformatics (submitted)

7.3.1, 7.3.2, 7.4.1
7.4.2, 7.5, 7.7

Khan, N , Rahman, S and Stockman, T; (2003) Integration of
biological resources using image object keying. 16 I E E E
Computer Based Medicai System. IEEE Press

7.2, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6,
7.7, 5.4

Khan, N and Rahman, S., (2003) A new approach to detect
similar proteins for 2D gel images. IEEE Conference on
Bioinformatics and Bioengineering.

5.2, 5.3, 5.4

Khan, N , Stockman, T. and, Rahman, S, (2002) A cooperative
environment for genetic variance analysis using component
database for database integration. 15 I E E E symposium on
Computer Based Medical Application. Slovenia, 2002. Proc. I E E E
computer society press.

7.2.1, 7.2.2, 5.3.4

Khan, N . and Rahman, S (2002) Object modelling of gene mutation
data for variance analysis. 6* world c o n f é r e n c e
on systemics, cybernatics and informatics (SCI, 2002);
SCI in Medical and Biology session; Florida, U S A
Proc. International Institute of Information Systems.

3.3.1, 3.3.2

Khan, N . and Rahman, S.; (2001) A conceptual object modelling
of gene mutation data. 2001, Proc. German Conference of
Bioinformatics, G C B 0 1 . Germany.

3.4.2 and 3.4.3

Khan, N . , Rahman, S and Clarkson, G . T.; (2001)
An approach to develop human gene disorder database for
intelligent variance analysis of genes and its pro du cts. 2001,
12th International workshop on Database and Expert System
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1.7 Outline of Other Chapters
Chapter 2 describes the background of the research area. This chapter highlights
other ideas from different researchers

regarding 'molecular biology database

interoperability'. The chapter also reviews and investigates other current projects in
this area. The outcome of this review leads to formulate the scope for this research.
Chapter 3 sets out the approaches adopted to overcome the existing problems in
molecular biology database integration. A formalism of framework is presented in
chapter 3. The chapter continues with the following structure:
-

identifying the difficulties

-

discussing the issues to overcome such difficulties

-

proposing an approach for improvements and describing a gene
mutation data model
summary of the chapter
The Chapter 4 discusses the approach used in selecting image object to initiate

the integration process. Widely used gel electrophoresis protein images are used to
implement this new approach. The approach has looked at different image processing
and geometric methods for selecting an object. It has also looked at the matching
algorithms. The research highlights the present needs and limitations. This chapter
also builds an argument that initiating query by image object selection can resolve the
semantic conflicts in molecular biology database search.
Chapter 5 outlines the proposed approach for image object selection and
matching. A n empirical evidence is presented to demonstrate the approach.
Chapter 6 introduces the present database integration methodologies. It
highlights the drawbacks of the present methodologies and builds a formal
description of context for integration.
Chapter 7 discusses a formal description of context graph approach. This
approach defines-the semantics of web data and it also describes an integration
domain for successful context based integration. The chapter

analyses

the

navigational approach for locating data resources and collecting the web data. The
chapter ends with an example to demonstrate the use of context graph model.
Chapter 8 discusses the approaches used in the previous chapters. It outlines
the advantages of the approach and the contributions that it will make in the domain
ofjholecular biology. The chapter also highlights the scoperfor future research work.;
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A list of references is provided at the end of this thesis. The references are
sorted by the last ñame of the authors. Author's last ñame and year of publication are
usr'd as a reference within the text of the thesis. Glossary has been attached as
Appendix A . It provides the description of bioinformatics terms used in this thesis.
Published papers have been appended in Appendix B. Appendix C lists the outline of
the vocabularíes that are used in RDF. It also provides the Document Object Model
Interface definitions for H T M L . Appendix D provides the source images that are used
in this research.

1.8Summary
This chapter has looked at different issues of molecular biological databases. The
:

chapter has started by describing the concept of 'bioinformatics'. The term
'bioinformatics' has been defined as the information technology applied to effective
management and to analysis of biological data. The biological data are scattered over
a number of databases, e.g., E M B L , GenBank and G D B . These databases stored and
maintained biological raw data collected from different laboratories and the databases
are considered as major sources of biological information. However, these biological
sources are developed by specific international groups and different legislative
approaches have been applied to these databases for data submission and data
exchange. Because of this, these molecular biology databases exist in different size,
format and models. Accessing these databases are restricted to the level of users and
organisations. This also gives rise to heterogeneity issue and the heterogeneity of
databases is presenting a major obstacle to correlate the data among these databases.
So, it is essential to intégrate these databases in a coherent fashion for any meaningful
information and analysis. The databases described in this chapter reveal that each of
the databases is very useful source of information within a particular domain. For
example, OMDví deals with disease phenotype data, on the other hand H G M D
datábase deals with gene mutation data which has direct correlation with diseases.
Most comprehensive datábase is GenBank which provides information about gene
map with coding regions, transcription units etc. But G D B also provides the same
type of information. Although GenBank and G D B are providing the same type of
information, these two databases have different architectures and models to represent
their data. A l l these databases provide a fixed query and do not support any
comparative analysis of the data. These databases can be accessed'by using
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conventional methods, e.g. by using hyperlink where each transaction is discrete and
stateless. It does not allow multidatabase query for more meaningful information.
This chapter has also looked at different bioinformatics research works. Many
bioinformatics research have emerged on the basis of these databases. Sequence
analysis, genetic mapping and comparative genomic tools are the most promising
fields in this area of research. The success of genomic projects depends on how
quickly and effectively challenging questions can be answered and addressed. Each of
these databases is holding a portion of the information which can not be integrated
due to their heterogeneity. More specifically, biological data interdependence that has
been stored in multiple databases needs to be recognised to support integrated query.
This issue is throwing a challenge to database interoperation. Although the
collaborative or community database approach as described here is the basis of
database integration, the extent of interoperability and extraction of data for more
meaningful analysis from these databases are still considered to be a major part of an
ongoing research.
Database maintenance and types of users are equally a major concern for human
genome projects. As well as archiving the databases, the need for dynamic analytical
tools to support different community of the database users is essential. It is hard to
believe that any one particular biological source will be able to serve all the
bioinformatics community, rather autonomous and decentralised database with
dynamic tools can act as component to the community database. The chapter has also
introduced a number of areas of concern within this research domain. It has
highlighted the aim and objectives of this research. Finally, the chapter outlines the
research contributions in this area.
The next chapter will look at the issues concerning the molecular biology database
diversity in the context of global schema development and semantics of data. It will
focus on the approaches adopted by different researchers for integration of the
databases for more meaningful information. The chapter will review the current works
in this research area and it will identify the probable research issues and questions.

Chapter 2
Lite rature Review and
Research Issues
Chapter Objective
Molecular biology databases presently exist in différent formats, sizes and in différent
data structures. These create a new challenge to make thèse databases interoperable.
Currently, hyperlink text is attempting to link thèse databases but it is unable to résolve
semantic conflicts of the data. This chapter examines the diversity of molecular biology
database in terms of data modelling, data storing and data semantics. The heterogeneous
nature of the molecular biology databases is throwing a major challenge to database
integration. These challenges are examined in this chapter and the possible approaches
to résolve thèse challenges are investigated. The chapter critically reviews the présent
approaches and it sets out the research questions for this PhD research.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review and
Research Issues
the certain core areas need greater research effort if the field is to progress. One
of thèse is in the area of integration and standard spécification. Différent databases,
data types and data structure hamper knowledge discovery and data mining.
Rodrigo (2002), Editorial Foreword, Applied Bioinformatics, v o l : l , no:l

2.1 Introduction
This chapter looks into the diversity of molecular biology data modelling. The
chapter goes through the literature review and identifies the research thèmes. Section
2.2 introduces the présent approaches adopted for molecular biology database
integration. The chapter critically reviews thèse approaches and détermines how thèse
approaches are affecting molecular biology database integration for more meaningful
information. It also outlines the existing concepts on designing molecular biology
database schémas. A mathematical représentation of the basic schema construction
has been described to explain this concept. Markowitz (1995) developed this schema
model. The Section ends by proposing additional suggestions on this model.
Section 2.3 reviews the data warehousing concept (Sean, 1994) and its use for
molecular biology database integration. The section also establishes that how this
concept fails to integrate molecular biology databases for sharing information.
Section 2.4 identifies the problems of integrating biological data sources. It
looks through the criteria proposed by différent researchers (Markowitz, 1995c,
Ritter, 1994 and Letovsky, 1995) for integrating molecular biology databases.
Finally, Section 2.5 raises questions and research issues. The Section then
présents the limitations of some of the existing research projects. It then summarises
the chapter.

2.2 Heterogeneity of Molecular Biology Data Modelling
Data which are of interest to molecular biologists are distributed over
numerous heterogeneous molecular biology databases (MBDs). These MBDs display
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heterogeneity at varioús levéis, for example, they are implemented using different
systems, such as structured files or datábase management systems (DBMSs). They are
based on different view of the molecular biology domain, or they contain different
conflicting data. Furthermore, each M B D represents only some part of the molecular
biology domain and it is often designed to address only certain queries or
applications. The data in a M B D are structured according to a schema specified in a
data definition language (DDL) and they are manipulated using operations specified
in the data manipulation language (DML). These languages are based on a data model
that defines the semantics of their constructs and operations. The implication of this is
that one particular datábase is a major source of a very specific raw biological data,
but it is restricted to a particular scientific domain. Biological researchers rarely
explore múltiple databases for relevant information since there is no interoperabiliry
as such within the molecular biology databases. The main reason for this is their
extended degree of heterogeneity. The heterogeneity of molecular biology databases
can be seen as diversity of global schemas and views, diversity of data exploration
and diversity of molecular biology datábase schemas (Markowitz et ai, 1996).

2.2.1 Data exploration from molecular biology databases
Exploring múltiple M B D s entails coping with the distribution of data among
these MBDs, with the heterogeneity of the systems underlying these MBDs, and with
the semantic (schema representation) heterogeneity of the M B D s .
Strategies for managing heterogeneous M B D s can be grouped into two main
categories (Bright et ai, 1992; Sheth and Larson 1990; Sheth and Kashyap, 1992 and
Busse, 2000).

1. Consolidation strategies - entail replacing heterogeneous M B D s with a single
homogeneous M B D formed by physically integrating the components of MBDs,
or reorganising M B D s using a common D D L or D B M S .

2. Federation strategies - allow access to múltiple heterogeneous MBDs, while the
component

MBDs

preserve

their autonomy,

i.e., their

local definitions,

applications, and policy of exchanging data with other MBDs. Federation
strategies include:

s
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1. incorporating in M B D s références (links) to éléments in other MBDs, or
constructing M B D s consisting of such links
2. organising M B D s into loosely-coupled multidatabase Systems and
3. constructing data warehouses.
Karp (1995) suggested that heterogeneous M B D s can be connected via hypertext
links on the web at the level of individuai data items relationship. However, Kemper
(2001) argued that although integration o f data item links using hypertext links
between M B D s do not require or comply with schema corrélation across MBDs, it
must comply with the hyper query for data retrieval. It is also important to point out
that data retrieval in hyper linked Systems is limited in selecting an initial data item
within one M B D but it then needs to be followed up by consecutive hyperlinks to
reach the final data items. Numerous attempts have been made to integrate the
molecular biology databases using hyper links and to automate the process of link
extraction from the MBDs. For example, Systems such as Séquence Retrieval Systems
(SRS) (Etzold et al 1993; Etzold et al, 1996) and LinkDB (Goto et al, 1995) extract
existing link information from (usually fiat file) MBDs, and construct indexes for
both direct and reverse links allowing fast access to thèse M B D s . Although thèse
Systems attempted to résolve heterogeneity issues, they only provide simple index and
key match retrieval, and they also lack the abîlity to support full query facilities
(Markowitz, 1995c). For example, they cannot identify similar proteins which are
responsible for différent types of diseases.
Querying multidatabase Systems which are collections o f loosely coupled
M B D s and which are not integrated using a global schema, involves constructing
queries over subset databases o f the whole federated molecular, biology databases
(Von, 2000). In this approach a query explicitly refers to the éléments of each M B D
involved. Chen et al (1995a) proposed the Object-Protocol Model (OPM) tool-based
strategy for querying component M B D s of multidatabase Systems using a common
query language. They further claimed that O P M has the capability to describe and to
query the participating component M B D s using a common data model. They
attempted to establish the argument that common query language approach does not
require the component M B D s to be represented using a common D D L or data model.
However, the users are required to nave some knowledge regarding the structure of
the l^feDs for their query. The major drawback in this approach is that it requires a i l ;
participating M B D s to have a view defîned in a common D D L so that the users can
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examine and query component M B D s in the context of the same data model. Chen et
al. (1995ab and 1997) argued that the O P M model supports multidatabase query
la^guages that allows specifying complex query conditions across M B D s which is not
possible in hyper text linking approach. In O P M model, a query translator is needed
for: (i) translating quedes expressed in the multidatabase query language to query
targeting component M B D s , and (ii) for optimising these queries.
Like O P M model, the data warehousing approach entails developing a global
schema (view) of the component MBDs. Markowitz and Toponloglou (2001), Comell
et al. (2001) and Schonback (2000) applied the data warehousing approach in
Bioinformatics. They expressed the M B D s in a common D D L and the discrepancies
between these definitions are resolved prior to their integrating into the global
schema. In this approach data from component M B D s are transformed in order to
comply with the global schema and the data is then loaded into a central data
repository. The Genome Information Management Systems (GIMS) (Comell et al.,
2001) and Genome Topographer (GT) (Cozza et al., 1994) are examples of data
warehouses, where GIMS is developed with the Object Datábase POET system and
GT is developed with the Gemstone commercial object-oriented D B M S . The query
facilities of data warehouses are provided by the underlying system (e.g., POET
Object Datábase System), and the query processing is local to the warehouse.
However, Kemp et al. (2000) and Kemper (2001) highlighted that constructing data
warehouses require costly initial integration of the component MBDs. The data
warehouse also requires to be synchronised frequently with the component MBDs in
order to capture the evolution of their schemas. Moreover, data warehouses need to be
updated on a regular basis in order to reflect the updates of the component MBDs.

2.2.2. Diversity of global schemas and views
At present diversification in molecular biology data model and its semantics
are affecting the detail examination of the data in M B D s . In Bioinformatics domain,
frequent access to the resources and high interconnectivity are the primary concerns
for the effícient processing of data. Kashyap and Sheth, (1996) raised the issue of
identifying the objects that are semantically related to each other and resolving the
semantic

differences

among

these objects.

Existing

systems

for exploring

heterogeneous MBDs do not address the problem of understanding the semantics of
component MBDs. For exarnple, systems that support links between M B D s do not
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provide any information regarding the structure or semantics of the linked MBDs.
Some multidatabase Systems require users to know the structure (schémas) of
component M B D s without providing them any support for this. The data warehousing
concept (Schonbach, 2000 and Markowitz and Topaloglou, 2001) attempted to
address the issues of database interoperability by utilising a single unified view.
However, users are not aware of component M B D s which does not provide

flexibility

in terms of information focusing and correlating component across multiple
databases. In order to correlate the multiple resources or to résolve the semantic
différences of the data, the context of data comparison and the type of data abstraction
at the semantic level need to be described. But semantic description and annotation at
this level are hardly implemented in current widely used schémas. For example, IGD,
GT, and Entrez are based on global schémas (views) of their component MBDs.
These are expressed in A C e D B D D L for IGD and Gemstone D D L for GT and they
are not well documented to describe the structure of the GT data warehouse.
Providing the description of object relationships and corrélation between the resources
are not widely used practice in this research area.
Schonbach et al.

(2000), emphasised

on dimensionai modelling in

bioinformatics for data warehousing. B y dimensionai modelling he referred to the
process which visualises and conceptualises the model for data handling and which
helps in overcoming the gap between biological and computational requirements.
However, the global schémas of Systems such as G T , IGD, and Entrez are not based
on dimensionai modelling as described by Schonbach et al. (2000), instead they are
the resuit of independent schema design processes based on the domain knowledge
underlying the component MBDs. Most of the présent global schémas do not
represent 'consensus' schémas. For example, GT, IGD, and Entrez were developed
locally by small groups which did not take into account the 'consensus' approach and
this affected the quality of design and implementation issues (Markowitz, 1995a). In
order to reduce the complexity of schema design and to make global schémas general,
developers usually design thèse schémas using 'generic' classes and/or attributes
which may not be applicable to individuai component M B D s and whigh may not fully
capture the semantics of the data (Markowitz; 1995b). Furthermore, the design of the
global schémas of such integrated databases are expressed in system-dependent
DDLs. So it shows potential risk of not reflecting domain modelling requirements and
it may not be able to_. capture ali the information of each component M B D . The"
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synchronisation of the data semantics with other data models needs to be correlated
for effective interopeation. In this regard, Kashyap and Sheth (1996) suggested,
abstractions or mappings between the objects for comparison and which are necessary
to capture the semantic similarities for schema interoperability.
At present MBDs global schema constructs suffer from naming conflicts and
inconsistencies in detecting identical. entities of interest which are represented in
different format and name. For example, the same concept can be represented in
different schémas by using synonyms, alternative terminology, or different data
structures in molecular biology. Both Gene Data Bank (GDB) and Gene Sequence
Data Bank (GSDB) stores the genotypic details of gene but they use conflicting terms
to represent the same object. For instance, in G D B a gene is represented as gene to
represent a class of gene, whereas GSDB uses the term genesequence. Another could
simply represent locus by directly using their sequence data. Markowitz and Ritter
(1995) highlighted further examples of Homonyms and Domain conflicts. Homonyms.
can cause naming conflicts in a heterogeneous M B D environment. Domain conflicts
can be caused by storing similar values using different units or formats in different
MBDs, or from conflicting data coming from different experiments or experimental
techniques. For example, an 'increase' can be represented by the word 'increase' or it
can also be represented as '+' in the database. Other causes of conflicts include
different ways of representing incomplete information (e.g., the meaning o f nulls) and
identifying objects in different ways in MBDs.
As an attempt to resolve schema conflicts, many researchers have proposed
different approaches which range from simple renaming to resolve naming conflicts
to schema restructuring and resolving structural dissimilarities. Not much research has
been carried out in the area of automation to resolve structural dissimilarities or
naming conflicts in bio informatics. This is mainly because of the complexity and high
variable nature of data models. In many cases, a heterogeneous M B D system depends
on users' intervention to resolve the semantic conflicts, for example in IGD, Entrez
etc. If the semantic conflicts are left to the users then it needs to be standardised so
that different communities can utilise the meaning of the data and the description of
the structure for integration. However it has not been achieved yet simply because
different

communities

use

their

own

explanation

and

meaning

for

data

conceptualisation and integration. So, the resolution of semantic difference needs to
be automatic, dynamic and transparent to the users.
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Kutsche and Sunbul ( 1999) have attempted

to develop a référence

architectural model for automating the integration process. They proposed a model
with four layers which are Foundation, Integration by wrappers, Integration by
mediators and application. The model introduced the concept of 'meta information' to
express model correspondences and to include information modelling on différent
abstraction level. In their approach they defined the meta data to support the
reusability and the documentation of the resources. Although, their approach is
applied in Software Engineering, but it can be extended to heterogeneous distributed
computing for bioinformatics. Shaker et al. (2002) described semantic mapping rules
for providing mapping between heterogeneous databases and a mediated schema. In
their approach, a meta wrapper performs the semantic transformation for each data
source from its heterogeneous schema to the mediated schema. The bi-directional
rules are not part of the meta wrapper, instead, they are stored in a knowledge base.
The major drawback of this approach is the continuous update of the bi-directional
rules in order to cope with the unstable data models. Thus, the solution of semantic
conflicts does not lie in creating meta data or in developing a knowledge base rules,
but it lies in developing a framework which can be extended and exploited in multiagent architecture.

2.2.3. Diversity of data exploration
Markowitz and Topaloglou (2001), Schonbach et ai, (2000) and Cornell et al.
(2001) suggested data warehousing approach to explore M B D s . In data warehousing
approach, exploring M B D s require constructing schémas or views for data
localisation. In this approach data are converted from the format of component MBDs
to that of the data warehouse and then the data are loaded into the data warehouse.
Miller et al. (1993) highlighted the necessity for preserving the information capacity
of component M B D s when transforming one schema to another. The discrepancies
between

the

information capacities of the

views employed for exploring

heterogeneous M B D s and the underlying component of M B D s can be a major source
of confusion and it can lead to erroneous data integration.
Researchers make queries using SQL scripts for exploring biological data
residing at différent biological resources. The advent of web based data integration
leads to the development of query form interfaces for biological query, for example
Entrez and WebEntrez. However, the extent of facilities provided by thèse interfaces
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for exploring heterogeneous M B D s have not been properly characterised (Markowitz
et ai, 1996 and Markowitz and Topaloglou, 2001). Users interact directly with a Web
query interface, e.g. Entrez, and they may not be aware of the existence of a global
schema. It is not possible for the users to detect i f there are any conflicts in
component M B D s and to provide a solution to resolve the conflicts. For example,
both Genome Database (GDB) and Genome Sequence Database (GSDB) have a Gene
class. In GSDB 2.0, genes are considered to be a kind of Feature which are
characterised by gene names and which are linked to the external databases. But in
G D B genes are represented by objects of class Gene and they are characterised by
information that includes the reason why a genomic region is considered a gene and
these are linked to gene families to which the gene belongs to. Sequences are
represented in GSDB by objects of class Sequence. Sequence data includes the actual
sequence, sequence length, and the information on the source of the sequence.
Sequence information in G D B is represented by objects o f class SequenceLink.
SequenceLink refers to the sequences in GSDB database. Both G D B and G S D B
contain classes representing products. In G D B , products are limited to gene products,
while in G S D B a product can be associated with any feature. So, query capabilities
provided by these forms are limited and they are based on keyword matching. These
interfaces do not provide the support for automated navigation to the resources and
these are restricted to the query capabilities that are provided by the underlying
system. For example, IGD is only capable of executing the queries that are supported
by the ACeDB query language. ACeDB lacks many features for complex queries,
e.g., deductive capabilities (see Glossary), dynamic selection of resources and
deriving context from the query. In contrast there are many powerful programming
languages such as C P L which allows users to submit very complex queries. However,
it is difficult to imagine a biologist will be able to write a complex query using such a
complex language like C P L .
In molecular biology domain, web has become a very crucial information
repository for exchanging and disseminating information. Many approaches are
emerging to execute queries on web data. Sahuguet and Azavant (2001) in their
approach introduced a middleware architecture using web wrappers to interact with
the web sources, e.g. H T M L documents and it then utilised a mediator to export a
u||fied view of data to the users. This approach, known as the World Wide Web
Wrapper Factory (W4F) parses the H T M L into a well-formed document and it then
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mapped in a D O M tree. A set of extraction rules are employed for navigation along
the tree and it then spécifies which piece of information that needs to be collected.
Tjiïe model is well accepted in wrapper generation case for structured and well
organised data, such as small scale business data. But mis approach needs to be
extended to cope with bioinformatics data (Geihs, 2001). Because, W4F is based on
the extraction rules and thèse extraction rules need to be rewritten as well as
additional semantics need to be included in the wrapper.

2.2.4 Diversity of molecular biology database schémas
Some of the major databases have been analysed by Markowitz and Ritter
(1995) and Davidson et al. (1999). It reveals that the basic construct of database
schémas can vary quite widely depending on the types of définitions being used in
their schema design. The variations were best explained in the second meeting on
Interconnecting Molecular Biology Databases.
Markowitz (1995b) in this meeting described the basic construct of database
schémas in terms of objects using attributes which are classified in classes. The
objects of the classes can be reffered by a specific identifier. A n attribute of a class
can be single-valued, set-valued, or list-valued. In biological databases, the attribute
in most of the cases consists of several component attributes, where each component
attribute is associated with a single class of values or a union of classes. The attributes
in molecular biology databases can be categorised as (i) primitive or (ii) abstract. The
primitive attribute takes values from a controlied class of enumerated atomic values or
ranges of values, or a class of atomic values of predefined data types. On the other
hand, an abstract attribute takes values from a class or union of classes of objects.
This implies that the attributes can be derived from other attributes o f any class in
molecular biology. In some cases, for example, to represent the complex data in
biology, it is also necessary to characterise the attributes by inverse constraints for
cross-referencing the object. For example, i f an attribute A of class Oi is defined as the
inverse of abstract attribute B of class Oj, then for every instance x o f O, and every
instance y of 0,, i f y is a value of A(x) then x is also a value of B(y). Also some
derived attributes have been used for biological data modelling. Derived attributes
have values that are derived from the values of other attributes using dérivation
expressions, such as arithmetic expressions, aggregate functions and attribute
composition. For 'example, A n attribute A of a class <7„ can be defined as a
composition^pf other attributes by'associating it with one path or a union ôf paths in
...

%
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the following form: B/fOu] B [OiJ...B [OiJ,
2

n

where each Oik(n>k>l) denotes a class,

and each Bk(n>k>l) denotes an attribute associated with Oi(k.i)(Oio=Oj) and takes
values from value class that either includes or is a superclass of OA*
Markowitz (1995c) also reported that the biological database schémas contain
two major types of derived (virtual) classes: (i) derived subclasses of one or several
object classes, and (ii) derived superclasses of several classes. For example, a derived
subclass, Os, of one or intersection of several object classes, Ou — Om, (m >1), and/or
associated with a condition consists of the subset of objects that belong to the
intersection of 0, and classes m>i >1, and satisfy the associated condition. A derived
superclass, O

gt

of object classes Oi

O

m

(m>2), consists of the union o f objects

belonging to thèse classes. So, it can be concluded that the diversity and variation
exist in schema design because the theoretical définitions are not unique in nature.
This complex, interconnecting attribute description make the schémas to
dépendent on each other which lead to the high risk of data inconsistency. Although,
the practice of data modelling takes the approach of using Object Oriented model for
data description which supports the décision of first Meeting on Interconnection of
Molecular Biology Databases (Karp, 1994), but it leads to the schema integration
challenge without data redundancy. Individuai constructs are préférable to reduce the
dependency of attributes to other schema attributes. The use of derived constructs
makes the databases excessively complex and it results in redundant attributes and
values. Some researchers argued to develop a standard data model for M B D s to
facilitate M B D interoperation but standardisation could have a negative effect on
M B D modelling. It is evident from the above discussion that the derived object
constructs are not appropriate for modelling molecular biology data and hence
additional linking with available information are needed for better modelling.
It is agreed by the researchers that the current molecular biology databases can
not be modelled using structured data model. Instead, the model should be flexible
enough to cope with the unstructured or semi-structured data. This implies that an
extended independent construct with more semantics needs to be introduced. A n
extended and flexible model is needed to interconnect the diversified resources
without affecting its local autonomy. The interoperability of this model can be
achieved by introducing intermediate multi-agents which will interact with other
M B D s within a cooperative framework (Khan et al., 2001).

•h '
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2.2.5 Modelling of genomic data
Bioinformatics

projects

have

developed

their

own data

models

to

accommodate data. Number of projects have been working on bioinformatics data
modelling to achieve better storing and retrieving of data from different scientific
domain. For example, Paton et al. (2000) designed a conceptual schema for functional
genomic data using Unified Modelling Language (Booch et al., 1999) and Xie et al.
(2000) designed a relational data model for storing biological sequences. Biological
data models are in constant rearrangement because of its dynamic nature and its
constant requirements from the users. A t the same time the schema design also needs
to be redesigned at the same pace as the demand grows.
The overlapping data modelling problems still exist although many data
models are emerging in bioinformatics. The data model needs to refer to other data
models for sharing information. It is not desirable or even possible that a single data
model will take control of the whole federation of databases. On the contrary, it is
feasible to design a local data model which will be consistent and interoperable with
other data models.

2.3 Approach to Integrate Heterogeneous Databases
Schema conversion is a key component of heterogeneous database systems. It
underlines the construction of global views of multiple databases expressed in some
common data model or local views of multiple databases which are expressed in the
local data model of each component database. For example, the IGD system involves
converting relational schémas into ACeDB schémas. It then integrates these schémas
into a global ACeDB schema. However, this method of integration deals with generic
attributes to serve a specific type of query (Schonbach et al, 2000) which leads to the
replication of data.
Schema conversion needs a measure of the information capacity (Miller et al,
1993) preserved by the conversion. Thus, converting a schema Si in data model Mj to
schema S2 in data model M2 (Mi and M can be same or different data models),
2

involves defining a data mapping (converter) that can transform instances of Si into^
instances of S2. Informally, S2 is said to preserve the information capacity of 5; i f the
data mapping associated with the conversion of Sj into S transforms instances of Si
2

into instances of S2 without loss of information.
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The following criteria are proposed (Miller et al., 1993) for any schema
conversion which will preserve the information capacity.
Let Si be a schema in data model M and let S be a schema in data model M . S
}

2

2

2

préserves the information capacity of Si if:
1. there exists a total fonction / such that / converts a consistent state of Sj into a
consistent state of S .
2

2. there exists a functions / such that / converts a consistent state of S into a
2

consistent states of S/.
3. the composition of/followed by / is the identity on the set of ail consistent states
ofS/.
I f / is also total and the composition of/followed by fis the identity on the set of ail
consistent states of S , then Sj and S have équivalent information capacity.
2

2

Information capacity has been used extensively to characterise the correctness o f
schema conversions within the same data model or between data models. The degree
of information capacity préservation dépends on the following goal of schema
conversion:
1. If schema S is used only as a view for querying a specified database using
2

schema SI then the conversion of Si into S does not need to preserve the
2

information capacity of Si; however, i f Si is also used for querying a database
specified using schema S then Si and S must have équivalent information
2

2

capacity;
2. If schema S is used for viewing an entire specified database using Si then S must
2

2

have at least the information capacity of S/;
3. If schema 52 is used for updating a specified database using schema Si then Si and
S must have équivalent information capacity.
2

2.3.1 Drawbacks of schema conversion
Although the theoretical requirements for schema conversion mentioned in
Section 2.2 meant to preserve the information capacity but in reality the outcome is
not so uniform. For example Extended Entity Relations (EER) tools include translater
which converts to relational schémas. These tools also support reverse conversions
from relational schémas to EER. But when unnormalised relations are used for
representing classes and objects, the schema translater fails to preserve équivalent
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information capacity with the object schémas they represent. Sometimes additional
constraints are required to ensure information capacity équivalent.
Schema Converters that do not preserve information capacity can lead to
distorted results. However, the information capacity équivalence criterion can
sometimes be too strict so it loses the équivalent information capacity. For example,
the reverse engineering or retrofitting object schémas in addition with the existing
relational schémas sometimes add information which are missing in the converted
relational schema, or ignore information that is not relevant for constructing the object
schémas. This suggests that schema conversion needs to consider preserving
information capacity regarding subsets of the schémas involved in the conversion. So,
it requires to develop a criteria for determining the subsets that are relevant to schema
conversion. Furthermore, reliable schema Converters cannot be developed without
knowing the precise syntactic and semantic définitions of the data models targeted for
conversion. Such définitions are not always available.

2.4 Identrfying the Présent Problems in Interoperation
Molecular Biology DBs nave been created by such a diverse set of
international groups that nobody could really legislate the standards at any single level
of abstraction, and even less at the existing levels of heterogeneity, such as the
conceptualisation, the data model or the query language. Although the federated
approach is the traditional approach within the computer science community, it has
received little attention in the bioinformatics community (Karp, 1995).
Early attempts to manage heterogeneous databases were based on resolving
heterogeneity by consolidating thèse databases either physically by integrating into a
single homogenous database, or virtually by imposing a common data définition
language, data model or even D B M S for heterogeneous databases. These attempts
failed because they require a very difficult degree of attainment for co-operation and
it also means a costly replacement of application that are already based on the existing
database structures. The most effective way of coping with heterogeneous databases is
to allow them to preserve their autonomy, i.e., their local définitions, applications and
policy of exchanging data with other databases. Markowitz (1995ab), suggested to
connect the databases using hyper links or to organise them into database fédérations
or multidatabase Systems and to construct data warehouses for interoperability within
the^atabases. Schonbach (2000) described the need of datafwarehousing to assist the^
analyncal tasks in bioinformatics application. He emnhasised^on subject oriented data

•'
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warehouse in contrast to a general purpose database which will be comprised of facts
(analysis of particular item) and which will be using same type of view. But
Cvmbining databases using hyper links or creating data warehouses or database
fédérations will have the following limitations:
I.

If the database is linked using only hyper link system, then such
system is limited to select a starting data item within one database and
then follow the hyper links between data items within or across other
databases. Multiple databases can be accessed by clicking on key
words for which links have been provided. But the next set of data has
relations with the preceding set of data and this approach does not
allow any comparison. These types of transactions are independent of
preceding transactions and thus they are stateless and discrete.

II.

Database fédération and data warehouse entail developing a global
schema of the component heterogeneous database. Discrepancies
between thèse définitions are resolved before they are integrated into
one global schema. In data warehousing, data from component
databases are loaded into central databases, therefore, it is creating data
replication and data redundancy. Query processing is local to the
warehouse and therefore it is restricted only to the data items that it
contains. Moreover, if any of the component database is updated which
is a subset of the data warehouse, data warehouse itself needs to be
updated as a whole. Otherwise, it will lose data integrity. However, in
a database fédération, query translater converts queries expressed over
the global schema to queries for component databases. In this case,
biologists are required to express the queries directly using SQL,
which they are not only reluctant to do but it is also hard to imagine
that they would be Willing to express queries in more powerful
languages such as CPL. Therefore, it demands dynamic navigation
within the component databases for data exploration and integrating
the query resuit in a single interface.

III.

Multidatabase Systems are collections of loosely coupled databases that
are not integrated using global schema. Querying a multidatabase
system involves constructihg queries over component databases, where
1

*

tv

•

-

a query explicitly fëfers to the éléments of such databases participating
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as component. Alternatively, a heterogeneous database system can be
provided with a multidatabase query language that allows expressing
queries which refer directly to éléments of component databases.
Biological researchers find thèse multidatabase query languages to be
very complex to use, moreover, it requires prior knowledge of the data
éléments that résides in a particular component database.
Markowitz and Ritter (1995) and Markowitz and Topaloglou (2001)
summarised that manipulating (i.e. updating) and maintaining (i.e. reorganising) a
large database are inherently more complex process than for smaller component
database. They also suggested some criteria for characterising a heterogeneous
database system. Three of thèse criteria are of particular concern for integrating the
biological databases. These are:
i.

Database heterogeneity and coopération assumptions

ii.

Type of query interface and processing

iii.

Extent of synchronisation with component database.

Letovsky (1995), identified several criteria for evaluating the scaling
properties of an information system and then evaluate the options for the main
technology which are available today according to thèse criteria. These parameters
are:
i. Performanceparameîer.

technological scalability and content scalability

ii. Submission and Access scalability
iii. Recali:fractionof relevant answers in a system that is retrieved by query
iv. Précision: fraction of retrieved answers that are relevant
v. Schema partitioning: each component database controls part of the schema
vi. Data partitioning: multiple component database contains data for some
portions of the schema.
Letovsky (1995) summarised that thèse parameters can be achieved by
increasing the décentralisation àway from central databases and by developing subsets
of the scientific community that has an interest in that particular information. At
présent, existing Systems are compensating the lack of interoperation among the
databases by allowing more complex queries in one facility, which increases the
précision but at the expense of recali.
Robbins (1996) identified that creating collections of data resources perceived
by users are the more challênging part. These databases will be integrated with each
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other and it will maintain its autonomy at the same time, especially for basic création
and maintenance of its data resources. Davies et ai (1997) also described the need o f
subject oriented, small scale and dedicated databases. They implemented their system
and integrated with other databases of that particular subject domain using hyper
links. The major drawbacks of linking databases using hyper link have been already
discussed, moreover, database interoperability with just one research domain will not
be enough. It is essential that the users should be able to retrieve related data from
multiple databases such as G D B , P D B and GenBank without submitting separate
queries to the databases and the users should be able to integrate the results for more
efficient and effective analysis of the data.

2.5 Research Issues
On the basis of the above review it is concluded that the following questions need to
be addressed:
-

How can the molecular biology databases be integrated while keeping ail
the technological aspects transparent to the users?
How can the local autonomy of databases be preserved for data submission
which will be maintained and created by local authority?

-

How can queries be submitted to the resource databases without writing
any complex script languages and how data can be explored dynamically
using automated navigation across the resource databases?

2.5.1 Current research projects and their limitations
Karp and Suzane (1996) and Karp et al, (1998) developed Ecocyc system
which consists of a knowledge base (kb) that describes the genes and intermediary
mechanism of E.Coli and a graphical user interface (GUI) for accessing this
information.

They described the

design and the

implementation of visual

présentations. It offers hypertext navigation among related entities and multiple views
of the same entity. They have integrated genomic data with comprehensive
knowledge of the metabolic functions of gene products. They have used a fixed
number of commonly used queries to explore the data of thèse two databases. Query
facilities explore the databases using hypertext navigation. Hypertext navigation does
not allow comprehensive comparison and thus it can not be used for data analysis. It
does not also provide any knowledge or détails of the data formats used in the
database.
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Davidson et al. (1997) have integrated gene expression patterns along with the
phenotypes of mutant embryos. They have attempted to associate gene expression
with forming structures, or with particular cellular activities. They have described the
need of a database which will integrate information from a wide range of sources,
including assays on dissected and homogenized parts o f the embryo (e.g. RT-PCR
(see Glossary), Northern and Western - blots (see Glossary), RNase protection assays,
etc.). They have also emphasised that it would be able to store expression data at any
resolution ranging from incomplete accounts at low resolution to complete
descriptions, and it would allow information to be shared across the biomedicai
community. They have implemented spatial description of a séries of digital 3D
model of embryos and integrated with the Mouse Atlas database for anatomical
corrélation using hyperlink text. But they have not described how mis technique could
be used for database corrélation with gene mapping and with other resource databases
using image object keying (see Section 3.4). They have only allowed data exploration
using a fixed text data clicking and it has not provided a wide range of query across
the resource database for more meaningful analysis.
Medigue, et al. (1999) developed a system Imagerie which pro vides a user
interface to display the resuit produced by several tasks on the same screen. The
system is actually based on génome séquence and annotation. Although they have
claimed that this system provides a cooperative system for séquence analysis the
system is mainly menu driven. User must have prior knowledgë of the location of data
sources. Navigation to multiple data sources can be conducted by using this location
information to explore the data. This involves creating knowledgë based wrapper and
mediators and hence a very techno-centric approach. The user also needs to be
familiär with the multiple 'manager* to combine the results and to navigate through
the databases. It has used specific class hierarchy and biological entities to accept
input. These class hiérarchies are fixed and can not vary for carrying out différent
types of analysis.
Kemp et al. (2000b and 1996) used functional data model to integrate the
biological data sources. They have used multi-database approach and a mediator to
access other data sources. From their research, it is evident that mapping fiat files onto
functional data model entity classes and attributes is required in order to integrate data
from existing databanks.
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Siepel et al. (2001) developed a decentralised, component-based approach to
integrate the heterogeneous bioinformatics sources, called ISYS. ISYS system is
based on two basic components: ClientBus and ISYS Client Environment (ICE). These
independent components synchronise with other components of user interfaces to
présent the resuit. It is a set-building tools which are resulted as combinations o f
components. These tools are heavily dépendent on global schema. The classes have
been designed in abstract form to retain the compatibility with the other databases.
Thus query is restricted and it is menu driven. Similarity search is based on object
similarity within other databases.

The data models used in ISYS system is less

comprehensive and abstract in nature, hence synchronising with other databases
dépends heavily on the 'view' and core attributes of the component's data models.
The issues raised in the previous section and in this section have shown that
the current research activities lack to provide a full range of solutions for data
submission and to maintain its autonomy. It also fails to provide a complete
framework for data corrélation to act independently and dynamically which will
navigate along multiple databases for automated data exploration without any prior
knowledge of the location of the databases.

2.6 Summary
This chapter has started by looking at the heterogeneity nature of the
molecular biology databases (Section 2.1). 'Database interoperability' has become a
major issue in bioinformatics community for effective analysis of biological data. The
stratégies which have received most attention for integration are 'consolidation' and
'fédération'

approaches. 'Consolidation' approach refers to physical or even

administrative consolidation of certain key databases. But it offers limited solution to
database interoperability problem within molecular biology. 'Fédération' approach is
based on database linking using référence links or developing multidatabase system. It
could also be data warehousing. Data warehouses entail developing a global schema
(view) of the component M B D s , where définitions of thèse M B D s are expressed in a
common D D L and discrepancies between thèse définitions are resolved first before
they could be integrated into the global schema. But, generic classes or attributes are
used for designing global view of the related databases which might not be able to
ire full semantics of the data. Moreover, thèse data models are based on.a
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particular system domain, therefore, unable to capture ail semantics of component
data models.
.j?

Section 2.1 has also looked at issues like semântic conflicts. Resolving

semantic conflicts can be achieved by renaming, rearranging or removing structural
dissimilarities. Altematively, users can résolve the semantic conflicts and can keep
the record of resolution. But thèse approaches are not feasible due to the huge growth
of the databases and due to legislative restriction to access the data structure of the
major data sources.
The interfaces that have been provided for data access do not provide any
information regarding the data structure of the database. It does not also provide any
interprétation of the query results. One specific example is Entrez, which provides
multi-range queries but it lacks data interprétation. Moreover, the query is specific to
the particular attributes of the database. Entrez does not provide any automated
navigation for accessing multiple database to explore relevant data and to compare the
results for further analysis.
Although, Entrez is a widei y used interface to integrate with major databases
for data exploration, it has failed to develop a cooperative environment for data
corrélation.
Another populär approach of database integration is to convert multiple
schema into one global schema (Section 2.1.4). This approach tends to distort resuit or
fails to préserve équivalent information capacity. It also develops derived construct
for the schema which leads to the overlapping of attributes and to information
redundancy.
Section 2.2 has looked at integration issues. The section has reviewed the
basic structure of the molecular biology database schémas and it has highlighted that
there is no definite indication of which type of data model is préférable for storing
molecular biology data.
The section has also examined the criteria and parameters for molecular
biology database integration. It has established that thèse criteria can be achieved by
developing decentralized and bottom-up approach for database integration. It has also
confirmed that higher degree of précision and recali can be achieved by developing
coopération of databases in a particular framework. Section 2.3 has then looked at the
Problems faced in intéroperation.

tì
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The review and the criticai analysis carried out in thèse sections has resulted in
forming a set of research issues and questions (Section 2.5) which need to be
addressed for effective and meaningful analysis of biological data. A number of
existing research projects (Section 2.4.1) attempted to overcome thèse issues but most
of thèse projects have not achieved any high degree o f satisfaction for 'database
interoperability'.
Difficulties of data integration can not be resolved through data consolidation.
The data integration issue can be addressed by creating distinct, officially sanctioned
subsets of data resources relevant to individuai research areas. This is because it will
not be possible to identify a set of information resources which will be relevant to the
whole research community. Möst of the génome database projects have focused on
the community domain and they have not specifically addressed the local-user
domain. Developing specific and non-generic Systems are usually more cost-effective
and may lead to more rapid support of local end-users. Integration of relevant data
using object keying will provide an aid to the biological researcher to combine the
resuit and to analyse the data for more meaningful information. Despite a lot of effort
made by a number of researchers, a cooperative framework is yet to be developed to
provide more synchronisation between the component and heterogeneous databases.
The next chapter will discuss the proposed approach to address the research
issues that have been raised in this chapter. The research proposes a component
database model and suggests a multi-agent based cooperative environment for
database integration.

Chapter 3
Conceptual Modeling of Gene
Mutation Data
Chapter Objective
At the beginning of this chapter the argument for using task specific and dedicated
component database for database integration is established. A task oriented database for
gene mutation data is selected as a component database. The existing Gene Mutation
Database represents a rich source of information, however, it lacks the complete data
sets which is essential to analyse the trait for indirect association of diseases. To
understand the extent of polymorphism présent in human gene requires examining the
inheritance patterns. The parameters that need to be considered to analyse the disease
are the ethnie origin, frequency of abnormalities, genetic distance between loci (d),
mutation rate (pt) and corrélation with reported clinical importance. On the basis of thèse
analysis the conceptual schémas for the following mutation data have been developed:
trait analysis, gene mutation data, laboratory data and pathological lésions data. The
chapter then dérives a non-redundant schema integration approach for interoperating
with other molecular biology databases for more meaningful information.
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3.3. Genetic Disorder Database as Component Database
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Chapter 3
Conceptual Modelling of Gene
Mutation Data

Ifthe (bioinformatics) work can be split into several independent íasks, these can either be processe
by a single powerful sysíem one by one, two or more at a time ifseveral processors are available, or
they can be distributed among several systems (distributed computing)
Jain (2002), Distributed Computing in Bioinformatics, Applied Bioinformatics :1(1)

3.1 Introduction
The types of problems and difficulties which exist for integration of
heterogeneous databases have been looked in the previous chapter. This chapter
addresses an extensible framework for capturing laboratory data with its meta-data
properties in a semtstructured data model. This chapter also focuses on the issues of
creating a local and task specific component datábase which is a subset of global data
resources.
At present no single, unambiguous, complete and static model (Geihs, 2001)
exists for storing gene mutation data for analysing indirect association of diseases.
This chapter presents a genetic disorder datábase schema for variance analysis. It also
proposes a framework to allow the component datábase to act independently in order
to take part in integration process without affecting the local autonomy. The other
relevant issues for creating molecular biology datábase are:
i.

data submission

ii.

how to avoid attribute redundancy for datábase integration

iii.

to provide a web based framework for multidatabase query and
interoperation.

The Section 3.2 explores the present approaches used for data submission into
data banks. The section argües that the present approach can be replaced by
introducing component databases for each laboratory which is the primary source of
the data. A task specific and dedicated datábase is suggested for storing local data.
The role of the task specific datábase and their management are described in section
3:2.1 and section 3.2.2.
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The research is taken the case of genette disorder as a domain for the
Implementation part. The reasons for choosing this domain and a set of détails of the
schema of this domain are presented in section 3.3. Section 3.4 présents the
implementation environment of the schémas and it also describes the framework for
interoperation with other component databases. Section 3.5 summarises the issues
presented in this chapter.

3.2 Data Submission to the Genome Databases
Initially ali the databases stored data on the basis of reviewing papers. A n
expert will read the literature to extract the required information and it will also
Interpret the previous published results. But as the volume of data increased, new
methods emerged to accelerate the process. One method to speed up journal scanning
is the use of automated scanning procédures. Another method is to allow researchers
to submit their data directly to the databases. In the second case it requires éditorial
review and other quality controls, i.e., searching for same data, over séquence data
etc. Results of these analysis could be returned to the researcher who could then
respond with an improved version for submission as appropriate. This effectively
replaces the three error-generating steps: preparing the data for sending to the
journal, typesetting the journal, and scanning the journal with one error-correcting
step (Krawczak et al. 2000). Direct data submission in comparison with journal
scanning, gives better and faster data transfer results. However, the problem with this
method of submission is that these data need to be published and the researchers are
unable to submit the full set of results and photomicrographs because the interfaces
used for data capturing have limitations. For example, H G M D databases does not
deal with image data formats. Moreover, in many génome research, data are needed
to be submitted to multiple databases. A coordinated research program of a particular
laboratory publishes data through a number of différent databases such as GenBank,
PDB, G D B and others. These laboratories would be unnecessarily burdened i f they
require to prepare their data for multiple databases and to take responsibility for
checking the validity of links among the related éléments in ali the databases.
Developing and perfecting a coordinated direct data-submission method for ail
génome databases must be given a high priority. To résolve these issues and to
submit data in detail, the research is proposing to create a component database which
:
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will be a comportent of the whole federateci database. This database will be smallscale, laboratory based and dedicated which will store ali the laboratory results and it
will be coordinating with other community databases. This will enable the biological
researchers to be able to submit the results with a single electronic transaction which
can then be coordinated automatically with multiple relevant data sources. This
method of data submission can be applied to a broad spectrum of the research
community starting from low-volume to high-volume data producers.

3.2.1 Component database for interoperability
One of the novel features of a small scale, Iaboratory-based, dedicated and
open-ended genetic disorder database is the ability to investigate the gene function by
integrating the independent descriptions of the protein morphology structure as well
as their changes in the protein structure. The protein structure changes due to the
abnormalities in gene expression. A data model needs to be developed without
overlapping the objects or relations of component global schema. Data searching will
start from laboratory based local component database and it will continue searching
the relevant information through one or more global databases. A meta data will be
provided for schema translation and data conversion as a component of data model.
The meta data will provide the data model and the data structure information. This
meta data will then be able to extend the synchronisation among the component and
global databases for effective interoperability. It will assist the biological researchers
to interpret the query within its own local database which will automatically link the
global database for other relevant information associated with it (Khan et ai, 2001a).

3.2.2 Component database maintenance
Query processing in data warehousing is complex in nature because of the
existence of complex and huge volume of data. Biologist with average computer
skills find it difficult to maintain such a complex database. A small database is much
easier to maintain and to manipulate without affecting the global transactions. The
content of a small scale and specialised database can also be much more detailed than
any other global database. The other aspect of a small database is its close
relationship with the data warehouse concept. Data warehousing requires to develop
a global schema of the component molecular biology databases (MBD). To create
thèse global schémas the discrepancies between the component M B D needs to be
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resolved first they are expressed in a common data définition. The small-scale and
subject oriented database deals with a detailed description of the subject which
cónsist of attributes related to that particular domain. Therefore, a small-scale
database can be used as component database for local query interprétation and it can
then be linked with other data warehouses for global query, thus giving it a generic
nature. The main objective here is that the biologists with minimum computer
literacy should be able to maintain and manipúlate such a database (Khan et al,
• 2001).

3.3. Genetic Disorder Database as Component Database
The research aims to store the genetic disorder data in a database which will
act as component database of a federated system. The following sections explain how
this component database can be used to initiate coordination among the related
databases. Reasons for choosing gene mutation database as component database have
also been explained here.
Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD) was developed to store gene
mutation information which holds more than 12,900 différent lésions (Krawczak et
al 2000). But this database lacks complete data sets which are essential for
understanding the underlying molecular mechanism of diseases in biomedicai and
drug development related research. A n example in this context would be mutation
data classification and the hyper mutable sites identification (Cooper and Krawczak,
1993 and Cooper et al, 1999) which are not included in H G M D database. This
information, i.e. mutation data classification, hyper mutable sites etc., are based on
published data collected from différent Journals. The implementation process was
carried out by a manual and computerised search which can sean 250 Journals on a
weekly/monthly basis (Krawczak et al, 2000). But, H G M D entries are still limited to
original published reports. Although some data are taken from 'Mutation updates' or
review articles, mutations which are reported in abstract form and which are not
necessarily disease causing but instead associated with disease phenotypes and
variants have not been included in H G M D . Moreover, data extraction from Journals
requires standard formulation for information représentation which might avoid
various exceptions that exist in genetic mutation studies.
Identifying and understanding the properties of génome, génome mutation
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and conducting comparison of genomes and its products depend upon the provision
of storing, sharing and analysing the complete genomic data sets. For example,
mutation rate, mutation frequency, or protein images are fundamental data sets for
comparing with wild type proteins and for variance analysis of diseases. This
research proposes a complete schema (Section 3.3.3) for storing the complete set of
gene mutation data which will be used for genetic variance analysis (Khan and
Rahman, 2002a).

3.3.1 Parameters used in schema design
Examining the inheritance patterns in human can determine the extend of
polymorphism. In fact these inheritance patterns in human identify the potential
recombinants which are present in human gene loci. Evidence in favour of or against
a recombination fraction, say 0, is expressed by the quantity 2(0), termed as lod score
(Cooper and Krawczak, 1993). This is defined by the following expression:
Z(0i) = logio[L (data:Gi)/L (data: 0 =0.5)]
Here L(data: 0j) denotes the likelihood of the observed genotype or phenotype data,
L(data: 6 = 0.5) is the likelihood assuming that 6 equals 0.5, i.e., two loci are
unlinked.
However, sex differences will have an impact in determining the likelihood of
disease (6) in human. Therefore, performing two distinct analysis on recombination
fraction based on two distinct parameters 0 (for male) and 0/ (for female) will
m

produce different recombination fraction for male and for female (Rao et at, 1978).
Indirect association of diseases in human can be analysed by measuring the
quantity at which a particular dinucleotide is affected by point mutation at ore of its
two bases. This parameter is called relative dinucleotide mutabilities (rdm). If 6 and
$ denote two dinucleotides which differ exactly by one position, then the rdm can be
defined as:
/

/

/

rdm(8->8 ) = 0 ( S - > 8 ) / E ( S - * S )
where O is the observed frequency of 3

$ among the point mutations. E is a real

number proportional to the expected frequency, assuming that all dinucleotide
mutations are equally likely. Values of E depends on the probability of clinical
detection.
Inheritance pattern in human can also be determined by mutation rate (fi).
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This mutation rate is conventionally defïned as the ratio of the number of germ cells
carrying a particular de novo mutation to the total number of germ cells being at risk
for carrying that mutation (Vogel, 1990).

3.3.2 Designing gene mutation data models
In order to analyse the genetic variance of human, all the parameters
described in Section 3.3.1 need to be stored so that indirect association of disease in
human could be described. The emphasis here is on presenting indirect association of
disease data rather than presenting the direct association of disease information
which can be accessed from H G M D . The data models for depicting indirect
association of diseases based on Unified Modelling Language (Booch et al, 1999)
are presented here. Genetic trait analysis data, mutation type data, laboratory data for
mutation study and pathological lésions data have been modelled using Unified
Modelling Language (UML), where the classes have been drawn as rectangles with
the name of classes \vithin the rectangles. Generalizations have been represented by a
line with an arrowhead (Discriminator). Relationships between classes have been
represented by Unes, with the name of the rôle that the class plays in the relationship
written adjacent to the line, along with the multiplicity, which indicates the number
of objects that may participate in the relationship. When the classes depict an
aggregation then a line with a diamond at the end has been used. The conceptual
level of ANSI-SPARC (see Glossary) structure of database is an independent levël.
The implementati on of conceptual level dépends neither on software nor on the
platform of implementation. External and Internai schémas are developed on the
basis of conceptual level. The conceptual diagram of the gene mutation data will
provide facilities for wide range of analysis (Khan and Rahman 2002a).

3.3.2.1 Genetic trait analysis model
A schema for storing the data for inheritance pattern analysis is proposed in
Figure 3.1. The following information are required to be stored for inheritance
pattern analysis: recombination fraction, frequency of abnormalities and relative
dinucleotide mutabilities. Trait analysis is the aggregation of gene expression and
inheritance pattern

results.

Inheritance

pattern

has

the

following

subtypes:

background, ethnicity, geographical région, number of cases studied, types of genetic
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Correspond
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Figure 3.1 Inheritance pattern data model.

events and frequency of abnormalities. We need to store background, ethnicity and
geographical region because genetic expression varies from one geographical region
to another geographical region. For example, dyslipidaemia gene falls in the same
loci to which diabetes and obesity genes have been mapped for French, Finnish and
North American populations, but the same loci might not be the root for this disorder
in population from other geographical locations. Trait analysis might have none or
multiple corresponding reported clinical features. Many dismorphological details can
be reported as clinical features by different groups of researchers. The reported
dismorphological details can then be correlated with gene mutation data of the
component database (Khan and Rahman, 2002a).
3.3.2.2 Classification of gene mutation data model
This section describes the object model which will categorise the gene
mutation data. There are two types of mutations: mutation due to the production of
less synthesised gene products (polypeptides) and mutations due to the production of
abnormal gene products. Figure 3.2 proposes the conceptual schema for classification
.

s

%
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of gene mutation data. Amount of synthesis of gene products can be affected i f
transcription or translation is affected. The other reason which might affect the
amount of synthesis of gene products is malfunctioning of gene structure or promoter
If
K
function. Transcription region of m R N A can be affected due to the mutation at
transcriptional site, splice junction, f UTR (3' untranslated region) mutation or due to
the polyadenylation at transcription site. On the other hand translation can be affected
when there is any mutation at initiation codon (see Glossary), termination codon (see
f

Glossary), nonsense mutation (see Glossary) or at 5 UTR. Abnormal gene product
can also be produced when two genes are fused together, or i f there is any defective
post translational processing. Abnormal gene product can also be produced if gene
products are shortened or gene products are elongated. Shortened gene product and
elongated gene product might be caused due to deletion or frame shift in a particular
gene. Deletion, frameshift and insertion can also affect the gene structure. Insertion
has several subtypes and these are small insertion, duplication, inversion unstable
repeat sequence and large insertion. Small insertion changes the gene by adding 1-5
new neucleotides within the gene sequence. It can be caused by slipped mispairing or
can be mediated by inverted repeat or symmetric elements (Khan and Rahman,
2002a).
3.3.2.3 Laboratory data model
It is necessary to do experiment on restriction fragment length polymorphism
(RFLP) to analyse the indirect association of diseases. In this experiment, i f we
compare the restriction maps of the D N A sequences of the relevant alleles (see
Glossary), they can be polymorphic in the sense that each map or sequence will be
different from the others. Although not evident from the phenotype (see Glossary),
the wild type may itself be polymorphic. Multiple versions of the wild-type allele
may be distinguished by differences in sequence that do not affect their function, and
which therefore are not detected in the form of phenotypic variants. Some
polymorphisms in the genome can be detected by comparing the restriction maps of
different individuals. The criterion is a change in the pattern of fragments produced
by cleavage with a restriction enzyme. As the restriction map (see Glossary) is
independent of gene function, a polymorphism at this level can be detected
irrespective o f whether the sequence change affects the phenotype. This RFLP
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technique (see Glossary) is used as genetic marker, by which genotype variance can
be examined instead of assessing any phenotypic variation. Figure 3.3 shows the
proposed data model for laboratory evidence. In RFLP experiment each gel
electrophoresis is compared with corresponding references. For each R F L P a
restriction enzyme (see Glossary) is used in a controlled environment. In gel
electrophoresis, labelling is quantified by measuring intensity of blotting or staining
(Khan and Rahman 2002a).
Mutation Type

Producing abnormal gene
product
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Gene Product

Transcription
affected

For

Gene
structure
affected

Promoter
function
affected

For

For

Fused genes
Ttrancriptional
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Polyadenylation
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mutation
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mutation
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? U T R mutation
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processing
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f
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inverted repeat

Inversion

Expansion of
unstable repeat
sequences

Mediated by
symmetric element

. Figure 3.2 Gene mutation data model.
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3.3.2.4 Pathological lesions data model
Pathological lesions might be caused due to deletion, insertion or inversion.
Base pair substitution and abnormalities in specific repeat sequences could also lead
to the pathological lesions. Base pair substitution has several subtypes: single base
pair, or multiple base pair. A class diagram for pathological lesions data modelling is
proposed in Figure 3.4. It is required to store the pathological lesions data for future
clinical references. A single base pair substitution is referred to any modification in
gene due to substitution by a single nucleotide. This can take place at coding region,
at splice sites, or at promoter region. Multiple base pair substitutions classes will
store the information which ultimately will lead to the gross change of gene
expression (Khan and Rahman 2002a).
Laboratory Evidence

Environment

A

1 has
References

Gel Electrophoresis

Constraints

correspond

maintained

Quantity/Quality
measurement

Labelling
has

Staining

Colour

Fluorescent

Radio
labelling

Figure 3.3 Empirical data model.
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Figure 3.4 Pathological lesions data model

3.4 Implementation of the Schema
The implementation of dedicated and task specifíc datábase in the context of
a particular laboratory needs to focus on the following factors:
appropriate data model to store all the relevant data of the
laboratory: it should ensure that the data definition language
accepts the descriptive definition instead of the procedural
constructs only.
-

ability to communicate with other data models for data exchange
and interoperability: it should ensure that the data can be
exchanged through HTTP protocols and can also use other form of
datábase structure, le. relational or object oriented, for query
formulation.

-

appropriate data strucfure and inheritance for efficient query
management: it should ensure the appropriate domain valúes
coping with molecular biology data, complex and user defined
domain valúes and múltiple inheritance for object abstraction.

-

adding appropriate semantics to the data model to resolve
semantic conflicts: it should ensure the proper annotation of the
elements and resources for dealing with semantic conflicts.
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-

appropriate datábase management so that the datábase can act as
component of federated data resources: it should ensure that the
data transactions,

mediators and wrappers

can be created

effectively to include the datábase as a component of federated
information system.
-

appropriate view management for integrating component datábase
with the federated datábase system: it should ensure that a global
view can be created to reflect the participating resources schema
for integration purpose.

Implementing the schema in relational or object relational model has
drawbacks when it is to be used in the domain of medical data. Sheu et al (2000)
highlighted the limitations of using relational mpdel. They pointed out that SQL has
limited scope to make query on data, for example, finding any particular data
corresponding to any behaviour. Moreover, SQL requires the formal representation
of data in table relational form which is not always possible for molecular biology
data. Connolly and Begg (2002) also described further limitations of the relational
data model. They pointed out that the relational model relies on the homogeneous
data structure, but conceptualising molecular biology data which are distributed
under different platforms need to accept heterogeneous data. So, problems can not be
solved by homogenising the data structure as it will increase the problem in several
fold.
A partial solution of avoiding relational data model is to use object relational
model to represent the laboratory data but it has its own drawbacks. It is not possible
to describe multiple inherítance and it lacks describing complex data types such as
sets, lists, etc. which is suitable for molecular biology data.
The next section describes the use o f appropriate environment to implement
the schema which will overeóme the above drawbacks.

3.4.1 Environment for implementing the schémas
Davidson et al, (1995 and 1999), highlighted that the schémas within the
domain of molecular biology evolve rapidly in response to changing requirements
and experimental techniques. Therefore, creating laboratory databases is far more
challgnging than creating databases for business environment- The laboratory data is *
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irregular and in general they are incomplete. It also has the potential of rapid and
unpredictable changes. Data with such characteristics are termed as 'Semistructured
data' (Connolly, 2002).
The molecular biology data needs to be web dependent so that it can have an
immediate access and to cope with disparate databases. This makes it almost
impossible to fit in any proper schema model like relational or object oriented model.
The schema in proper relational or object oriented model places constraints on the
data to make it interoperable with each other (Connolly, 2002).
There are a number of database management system to describe and manage
the semistructured data, e.g. L O R E (Lightweight Object Repository, McHugh et al.
1997) and X M L ( X M L , 2000). X M L is the mostly used database management
system for semistructured data which allows designers to create their own customised
tags to provide functionality. X M L allows decompositions of objects into atomic and
complex description. The complex objects can also have children objects and a single
object can have multiple parent objects. A n arbitrary complex network can be
constructed in X M L to model the relationship among the data.
The schemas proposed in section 3.3 are implemented in X M L and the
following tables describe the implementation details of these X M L schemas.
Schema:

LaboratoryEvidence.xsd

Elements

Complex type

Blottings
Constraints
LaboratoryEvidence
Staining

GelelectrophoresisType
LabellingType
LaboratoryEvidenceType
string

Element :
namespace
Used by
Source
Element:
Namespace
Used by

Attributes

Blotting
http.7/my laboratoryevi dence. com/namespace
ComplexType LabellingType
<xs:element name="B looting">
Constraints
http://my_laboratory_evidence.corn/namespace
ComplexType GelelectrophoresisType

Name
Protocol
Environment

Type
xs: string
xs:string
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Source

<xs:element name="Constraints">
<xs : compi exType>
<xs:attribute name="Protocol" type="xs:string" t>
<xs:attribute name="Environment" type-'xs:string'7>
</xs:complexTvpe>
^
</xs:element>

Element:

LaboratoryEvidence

namespace
Used by
Children
Annotation
Source

http://my_laboratory_evidence .com/namespace
LaboratoryEv idenceType
Gelelectrophoresis
store the laboratory évidence
<xs:element name="Laboratory_Evidence"
type="LaboratoryEvidenceType ">
<xs:annotation>
<xs:documentation>store the laboratory
e v idence</xs :documentation>
</xs: annotation>
</xs:element>

Element:

Staining

namespace
Used by
Source

http ://my_laboratory_evidence .com/namespace
ComplexType LabellingType
<xs:element name="Staining"/>

„ConstraJnts
type
=

(GelelectrophoresisType

E^r~{~**—)3

Référence»

type xs:string
Labelling
type 1 LabellingType "

CompelxType:

GelelectrophoresisType

namespace http://my_laboratory_evidence.com/namespace
Used by
Element LaboratoryEv idenceType/Gelelectrophoresi s
Children
Constraints Références Labelling
Source
<xs:complexType name-' GelelectrophoresisType ">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element ref-"Constraints"/>
<xs:element name-'References" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="Labelling" type="LabellingType"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
Element:
namespace
type

Gelelectrophoresistype/References
http ://mylaboratory ev idence .com/namespace
xs: strip g
ç
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Source

<xs:element name-'References" type="xs:string"/>

Element:
na m espace
type
Children
Source

GelelectrophresisType/Labelling
http://my_laboratory_evidence.conVnamespace
LabellingType
Quant itymeasurement, Quality_measurement, Blotting, Staining
<xs:e!ement name="Label ling" type="LabellingType"/>

ComplexType:

LabellingType
LabellingType
3

Quantiry_measurement

type xs:integer
3

Quality_measuremerrt

type xs:string

Labelling

type LabellingType

„Blotting

type
m

Staining

type

namespace
Used by
Children
Source

http://my_laboratory_evidence.com/namespace
Element GelelectrophoresisType/Labelling
Quantity_measurement, Qualitymeasurement, Blotting, Staining
<xs:complexType name-'Label lingType">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="Quantity_measurement" type-'xs:integer"/>
<xs:element name="Quality_measurement" type-'xs:string"/>
<xs:element ref="B lotti ng"/>
<xs:element ref="Staining />
</xs:sequence>
</xs: comp lexType>
M

Element:

LabellingType/Quantity_measu rement

namespace http://my_laboratoryevidence.com/namespace
type
xs:string
Source
<xs:element name="Quantity_measurement" type-'xs:înteger"/>
Element:

LabellingType/Qualitymeasurement

namespace http://my_laboratory_evidence.com/namespace
type
xs:string
Source
<xs:element name-'Quai ity_measurement" type-'xs:integer"/>
ComplexType:
namespace

Laboratory_EvidenceType

http://my_laboratory_evidence.com/namespace
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Used by
Children
Source

Element:

. Element LaboratoryEvidence
Gelelectrophoresis
<xs:complexType name="Laboratory_EvidenceType">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name-'Gelelectrophoresis" type="GelelectrophoresisType"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs : complexType>
La borato ry__evidencetype/Gelelectrophoresis
Gelelectrophoresis Type
Constraints

type;
Références

Gelelectrophoresis

type |xs: strina

type I OeletectrophoresisType

LabelDng

type LabellingType

namespace
type
Children
Source
Schema

http://myJaboratoiy_evidencexorn/namespace
GelelectrophoresisType
Constraints, Références, Labelling
<xs:element name="Gelelectrophoresis" type-'GelelectrophoresisType"/^
PathologicalLessions.xsd

Elements

Compiei type

Pathologica llesions

Base-pairsubstitutionType
Deleti onType
InsertionType
Single_base_pair_substitutionType
SmaII_base_pair_substitutionType
PathologicaMessionType

élément

PathologicaI_lesions
I Pathologtcal JesionsType
Base_patr_substitution

type Basej3air_substitutionType

i

Pathologicaljesions

type Pathotogical_lesionsType_Jj ! ^
Comment describing your root
élément

• -O

type I DeletionType \i
Insertion

type InsertionType

namespace
type
children
annotation

http://my_pathological_lesions.com/namespace
PathologicaHesionsType
Base_pair_substitution Deletion Insertion
documentation Commentdescribing your root élément
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source

<xs:element name-'Pathologicallesions"
type=" Patholog ical_lesionsType ">
<xs:annotation>
<xs:documentation>Comment describing your type of
pathological_lesion<7xs:documentation>
</xs:annotation>
</xs:element>

com pie x Type

Base_pair_substitutionType
5ingle_base_paîr_substitution

a

type Single_basej3air_sufastitutionTy,..
( B a s e j a i r _ s u b s t i t u t i o n T y p e jjjj ~ ( * * *

"
' M u t t i p l e j b a s e jpair_substitution

type xs:string

nani es pace
children
used by
source

http://my_pathological_lesions.com/namespace
Single_base_pair_substitution Multiple_base_pair_substitution
élément Pathological_lesionsType/Base_pair_substitution
<xs:complexType name="Base_pair_substitutionType">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="Single_base_pairsubstitution"
type-' S ingle_base_pair_substitutionType 7>
<xs:element name="Multiple_base_pair_substitution"
type="xs : string'7>
<7xs:sequence>
<Jxs : comp lexTypO

élément

Base_pair_substitutionType/Single_base_pair_substitution
I Single_base_pair_substrtutìonType

i

SingleJbase_pair_substitution

type Single_base_pair_substitutionTy...

J
namespace
type
children
source

http://my_pathological_lesions.com/namespace
Single_base_pair_substitutionType
Coding_region Splice_sites Promoter_region
<xs:element name="Single_base_pair_substitution"
type- " Singlebase_pair_substitutionType"/>

élément
namespace
type
source

Base_pair_substitutionType/Multiple_base_pair_substitution
http://my_pathoIogical_lesions.com/namespace
xs:string
<xs:element name="Multiple_base_pairsubstitution"
type="xs : string"/>

complexType
namespace

DeletionType
http://my_pathological_lesions.com/namespace
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children
used by
source

Gross_gene_deletion Microdeletion
élément Pathologica llesionsType/Deletion
<xs: complexType name="DeletionType">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="Gross_gene_deletion" type="xs:string'7>
<xs:element name="Microdeletion" type="xs:string"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs: comp lexType>

élément
namespace
type
source

DeletionType/Gross_gene_deletion diagram "
http://my_pathologicaMesions.com/namespace
xs:string
<xs:element name="Gross_gene_deIetion" type="xs:string"/>

élément
namespace
type
source

DeletionType/Microdeletion diagram
http://my_pathological_lesions.com/namespace
xsrstring
]
<xs:element name-'Microdeletion" type="xs:string7>

complexType

InsertionType
Smalljnsertion

type Small_insertJQnType
'Duplication

type xsistring

(jnsertionType

"Inversion

type xs:string
'Repeatjsequence

type xs:string
" Lar g e _ i n s e r t i o n

type xs:string

namespace
children
used by
source

http://my_pathological_lesions.com/namespace
Smallinsertion Duplication Inversion Repeat_sequence
Large_insertion
élément Pathological_lesionsType/Insertion
<xs: complexType name="InsertionType">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name=' Small_¡nsertion
type=" Smal l i n sertionType "/>
<xs:element name="Duplication" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name=" Inversion" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="Repeat_sequence" type-'xs:string"/>
<xs:element name-'Largèinsertion" type~"xs:string"/>
</xs;sequence>
<xs:complexType>
,

élément

Insert ionType/SmalMnsert ion

,,
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SmalljnsertionType

~l

' Slippedjnispairing

type xs:string
:

Small i n s e r t i o n

lnverted_repeat

type xs:string

lype SmalljnsertionType

:

Symmetric_elemerrt

type xs:string

namespace
type
children
source

http://my_pathological_tesions.com/namespace
SmalMnsertionType
Slipped_mispairing Invertedrepeat Symmetricelement
<xs:element name="Small_insertion" type="Small_insertionType"A>

élément
namespace
type
source

InsertionType/Duplication diagram
http ://my_patho logical_lesions.com/namespace
xs:string
<xs:element name="Duplication" type="xs:string'7>

élément
namespace
type
source

InsertionType/Invers ion diagram
http://my_pathoIogical_lesions.com/namespace
xs:string
<xs:element name-'Inversion" type="xs:string"/>

élément
namespace
type
source

InsertionType/Repeatsequence
http://my_pathological_lesions.com/namespace
xs:string
<xs:element name="Repeat_sequence" type="xs:string"/>

élément
namespace
type
source

InsertionType/Largeinsertion diagram
http://my_pathological_lesions.com/namespace
xs:string
<xs:element name="Large_insertion" type="xs:string"/>

Base_pair_substitu1ion

type I Base jaairjsubstftulionType
Deletion
(pathologicalJesionsType L^~{~***~^

type DetetionType
Insertion

type 1 IrtsertionType j î

complexType

PathologicallesionsType

namespace
children
used by
source

http://my_pathological_lesions.com/namespace
Base_pair_substitution Deletion Insertion
élément Pathologicallesions
<xs: complexType name="Pathological_lesionsType">
<xs:sequence>
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<xs:element name="Base_pair_substitution"
tvpe="Base_pair_substitutionType"/>
<xs:element name-'Deletion" type-'DeletionType"^
<xs:element name="Insertion" type="InsertionType"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
élément

PathoIogicaI_lesionsType/Base_pair_substttution
Base_pair_substitutionType
Singlejbase _paîr_substitution

type Singlejbase jaairjsuhstitutionTy...

Base_pair_substitution

type Basej3air_substituttonType

'Multiple J > a s e j > a i r j 3 i i b s t î t u t i o n

type xs:string

na m espace
type
children
source

http://myj3athological_lesions.com/namespace
Base_pair_substitutionType
Single base_paû_substituti on MultipIe_base_pair_substitution
<xs:elementname="Base_pair_substitution"
type="Base_pair_substitutionType"/>

élément

PathologicallesionsType/Deletion
DeletionType

;
2

Deletion

type I DeletionType |j

Gross_gene_deletion

type xs:string
=

Microdeletion

type xs:string

J
naines pace
type
children
source

http ://my_patho logicallesions .com/namespace
DeletionType
Gross_gene_deletion Microdeletion
<xs:element name="Deletion" type="DeIetionType"/>

élément

PathologicallesionsType/Insertion
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InsertionType
Small i n s e r t i o n

type SmallJnsertionType

3

Duplication

Insertion

type InsertionType

type xs:string

ì

'Inversion

type xsistrirtg
:

Repeat_sequence

type xs:string
'Largejnsertion

type xs:string

J
namespace
type
children
Source
complexType

http://my_pathological_lesions.com/namespace
InsertionType
Smallinsertion Duplication Inversion Repeat_sequence
Large_insertion
<xs:element name="Insertion" type- InsertionType "/>
S ingIe_base_pair_substitutionType
:

Coding_region

type xs:string
~Splice_sites
(single_basejpair_substitutionT

w

|^r~(~***~^i

type xs:string
:

Promoter_region

type xs:string

namespace
children
used by
source

http://my_pathological_lesions.com/namespace
Codingregion Splicesites Promoter_region
Base_pair_substitutionType/Single_base_pair_substitution
<xs:complexType name="Single_base_pair_substitutionType">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name Coding_region" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="Splice_sites" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="Promoter_region" type="xs:string"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
=,,

élément
namespace
type
source

Single_base_pair_substitutionType/Coding_region diagram
http://my_pathological_lesions.com/namespace
xs:string
<xs:element name="Coding_region" type="xs:string"£>

élément
namespace
type
source

Single_base_pair_substitutionType/Splice_sites diagram
http://my_pathological_lesions.com/namespace
xs:string
<xs:element name="Splice_sites" type-'xs:string"Z>
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élément
namespace
type
source

Single_base_pair_substitutionType/Promoter région diagram
http://my_pathological_lesions.com/namespace
xs:string
<xs:eiement name-'Promoterregion" type="xs:string"/>

complexType
Smal M nsertionType
'Slippedjmispairing
type xs:string
' Inv erted_repeat
( s r n a l l J n s e r t i o n T y p e ^—(~**"~^Er"
type xs:string
" Symmetric_element
type xs:string

http://my_pathological_lesions.com/namespace
Slipped_mispairing Inverted_repeat Symmetric_element
élément InsertionType/Smallinsertion
<xs:complexType name="Small_insertionType">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="SIipped_mispairing" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="Inverted_repeat" type-'xs:string''/>
<xs:element name= Symmetric_element type="xs:string"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>

namespace
children
used by
source

,,

,,

élément
namespace
type
source

SmallinsertionType/Slippedmispairing diagram
http://my_pathologicallesions.com/namespace
xs:string
<xs:element name-'Slippedmispairing" type="xs:string"/>

élément
namespace
type
source

SmalMnsertionType/Invertedrepeat diagram
http://my_pathological_lesions.com/namespace
xs:string
<xs:element name="Inverted_repeat" type="xs:string"/>

élément
namespace
type
source

Small_insertionType/Symmetric_element diagram
http://my_pathological_lesions.com/namespace
xs:string
<xs:element name="Symmetric_element" type="xs:string"/>

Schema

MutationClass.xsd

Elements
Mutation_classification
Translationaffected

Complet types
Abnormal_gene_productType
Elongated_gene_productType
FusedgenesType
Fused_geneType
InsertionTypè
Less_Synthesized_gene_ProductType
MutationclassificationType
Shortened_gene_product
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SmalMnsertionType
Transcription_añectedType
Transi ationaffectedTy pe

élément

Mutation_classifîcation
I MutationjcIassificotionType
Less_Synthesized_gene_Product

type Less_Synthesized_gene_Produ...
Mutation classification

#3*

1..CD

type ^atmnjdassJficatiariType Tj
root élément

Abrtormal_gene _product

type Atanorrnal_genejoroductType

I

1..0O

type
cbildren
source

élément

MutationclassificationType
Less_Synthesized_gene_Product, Abnormal_gene_product
annotationdocumentation, root élément
<xs:element name="Mutation_classification"
type-"Mutation_classificationType ">
<xs:annotation>
<xs:documentation> root element</xs:documentation>
</xs: annotation>
</xs:element>
Translation affected
"Initiation c o d o n mutation

type |xs:strinq
Termination c o d o n mutation
Translation affected J i

type

type|xs:string
' N o n s e n s e c o d o n mutation

type xs:string
R u e UTR Mutation

type xs:string

namespace
children
Source

http://variance_analysis.com/namespace
Initiation_codon_mutation, Terminationcodonmutation
Nonsense_codon_mutation, Five_UTR_Mutation
<xs:element name="Translation_affected">
<x s : comp I exType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="Initïation_codon_mutation"
- type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="Termination_codon_mutation"
type="xs : stri ng"/>
<xs:element name="Nonsense_codon_mutation"
type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="Five_UTR_Mutation" rype="xs:string'7>
</xs:sequence>
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</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
élément
t/P
source

Translation_affected/Initiation_codon_mutation diagram
xs:string
ì
<xs:element name-'Initiationcodonmutation" type="xs:string"/>

élément
type
source

Translation_affected7Tennination_codon_mutation diagram
xs:string
<xs:element name="Termination_codon_mutation"
type="xs:string"/>

élément
type
source

Translationaffected/Nonsensecodonmutation diagram
xs:string
<xs:element name-"Nonsensecodonmutation" type="xs:string"/>

élément
type
source

Translation_arTected/Five_UTR_Mutation diagram
xs:string

e

<xs:element name="Five_UTR_Mutation" type="xs:string"/>
complexType
Abnormal_gene_productType

' Defective_post-translaitional_pro...

type xsistring
Shortened_gene_product
type FusedjjenesType
(Abnormaljgene_productType
Elongated_genejproduct

Ì

type] Elongated_genej3roductType
Fusedjgene

children
used by
source

élément
type
source

Defective_post-translationa l_processing, Shortened_gene_product,
Elongated_gene_product, Fused_gene
élément Mutation_classificationType/Abnormal_gene_product
<xs:complexType name="Abnormal_gene_productType">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="Defective_post-transIationa l_processing"
type="xs:string"£>
<xs:element name="Shortened_gene_product"
type-' Fused_genesType'7>
<xs:element name="Elongated_gene_product"
type="Elongated_gene_productType"/>
<xs:element name="Fused_gene" type="Fused_geneType"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs : comp IexType>
Abnorma l_gene_prod u ctType/Defecti ve_posttranslational_processing
xs:string
<xs:element name="Defective_post-translational_processing"
type="xs:string"/>
5
,
•
^
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élément

Abnormal_gene_productType/Shortened_gene_product
I FusedjgenesType

!

"Deletion

type xs:string

Shortenedjgenejproduct

type Fused_genesType

"Frameshift

type xs:string
J

Fused_genesType
Deletion Frameshift
<xs:element name="Shortened_gene_product"
type- Fused_genesType"/>

type
children
source

1

Abnormal_gene_productType/Elongated_gene_product
Elongated_gene_productType
Insertion
<xs:element name="Elongated_gene_product"
type= Elongated_gene_productType"A

élément
type
children
source

,,

élément

>

Abnormal_gene_productType/Fused_gene
FusedjgeneType

!

Deletion

type xs:string

Fusedjjene

type FusedjjeneType

Frameshift

type )xs:string
J

type
children
source

Fused_geneType
Deletion Frameshift
<xs:element name="Fused_gene" type-'Fused_geneType"/>

complexType
children
used by
source

Elongated_gene_productType di agra ni
Insertion
élément Abnormal_gene_productType/Elongated_gene_product
<xs:complexType name="Elongated_gene_productType">
<xs: seque nce>
<xs:element name="Insertion" type="InsertionType"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>

.,
élément

Elongated_gene_productType/Insertion
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InsertionType
Small_insertion

tVP_e}_
=

~

Duplication

type xs:string
Insertion

type InsertionType

ì

"Inuersion

type xs:strirtg
' Expansion_unstable_repeat_seq.

type xs:string
" Large_insertion

type xs:string

type
children.

InsertionType
Smal linsertion, Duplication Inversion,
Expansion_unstable_repeat_sequence, Large_insertion
<xs:element name-'Insertion" type-" InsertionType "f>

Source
FusedgenesType
complexType

'Deletion

type xs:string
( F u s e d j g e n e s T y p e ^ —( • • •
"Frameshift

vpe I xs:string

children
used by
source

Deletion, Frameshift
élément Abnormal_gene_productType/Shortened_gene_product
complexType Shortened_gene_product
<xs: complexType name="Fused_genesType">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="Deletion" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="Frameshift" type="xs:string"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs : comp lexType>

élément
type
source

Fused_genesType/Deletion diagram
xs:string
<xs:element name="Deletion" type="xs:string"/>

élément
type
source

FusedgenesType/Frameshift diagram
xs:sf —
xs:string
<xs:
s:element name-'Frameshift" type="xs:string"/>

complexType
children
used by
source

Fused_geneType diagram
Deletion Frameshift
élément Abnormal_gene_productType/Fused_gene
<xs: complexType name="Fused_geneType">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="Peletion" type="xs:string"/>

_:
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<xs:element name-'Frameshift" type="xs:string"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
élément
type
source

Fused_geneType/Deletion diagram
xs:string
<xs:element name="Deletion" type="xs:string"/>

élément
type
source

Fused_geneType/Frameshift diagram
xs:string
<xs:element name-'Frameshift" type="xs:string"/>

complexType
InsertionType
Small i n s e r t i o n
type
'Duplication
type xs:string

(insertionType

R—(-^-JEr

Inversion

-

type xs:string
" Expansionjunstable jrepeat_seq.
type xs:string
:

Large Jnsertion

type xs:string

children
used by
source

élément

Smallinsertion, Duplication Inversion
Expansionunstablerepeatsequence, Largeinsertion
élément Elongated_gene_productType/Insertion
<xs: complexType name="InsertionType">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="Smallinsertion">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="Slipped_mispairing" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="Mediated_inverted_repeat"
type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="Mediated_symmetric_element"
type="xs:string'7>
</xs:sequence>
</xs : complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name=" Duplication" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="Inversion" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="Expansion_unstable_repeat_sequence"
type="xs : string'7>
<xs:element name="Large_insertion" type="xs:string"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs: comp lexType>
InsertionType/Smal linsertion
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=

S1ipped_mispairing

type xs:string
SmalUnsertìon ^
type

Ti

/

y..

~ Mediatedjnvertedjrepeat
type xs:strtng
=

Mediatedjsymmetricjelement

type xs:string

children
Source

Slipped_mispairing, Mediated_inverted_repeat
Med iated_symmetric_e le ment
<xs:element name="Small_insertion">
<xs :comp lexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="Slipped_mispairing" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="Mediated_inverted_repeat"
type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="Mediated_symmetric_element"
type="xs : string"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs : complexType>
</xs:element>

élément
type
source

InsertionType/Small_insertiori/Slipped_mispairing diagram
xs:string
<xs:element name-'Slippedmispairing" type="xs:string"/>

élément
type
source

InsertionType/Smal Hnsertion/Mediatedinvertedrepeat diagram
xs:string
<xs:element name="Mediatedinverted_repeat" type— "xs:string"/>

élément
type
source

InsertionType/Small_insertion/Mediated_symmetric_element
xs:string
<xs:element name="Mediated_symmetric_element"
type="xs:string"/>

élément
type
source

InsertionType/Duplication diagram
xs:string
<xs:element name="Duplication" type="xs:string"/>

élément
type
source

Inserti onType/Inversion diagram
xs:string
<xs:element name="Inversion" type="xs:string'y>

élément
type
source

InsertionType/Expansion_unstable_repeat_sequence diagram
xs:string
<xs:element name="Expansion_un stabi e_repeat_sequence"
type="xs:string"/>

élément
type
source

InsertionType/Large_insertion diagram
xs:string
<xs:element name="Large_insertion" type="xs:string"/>
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Less_Synthesized_gene_ProductType

complexType

Transcription_affected

type j Transcription jjtferiedTypejj

^LessJSynthesizedjjeneJProdu...

(——-^}-

P r o m o t e r f u n c t i o n affected

type xs:string
Translation affected

type TranstationjìtfectedType

children
used by
source

élément

Transcriptionaffected, Promoter_function_affected,
Translationaffected
élément Mutation_classificationType/I^ss_Synthesized_gene_Product
<xs:complexType name="Less_Synthesized_gene_ProductType">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="Transcription_afFected"
type="Transcription_arTectedType"/>
<xs:element name="Promoter_function_affected" type="xs:string"£>
<xs:element name="Translation_arTected"
type="Translation_arTectedType"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
Less_Synthesized_gene_ProductType/Transcription_affected
Transcription_affectedType

I

Initiation s i t e mutation

type xs:string
" Splice J u n c t i o n _ m u t a t i o n
Transcription_affected

type TranscriptionjaffectedType

type xs:string
Plyadenylation

type xs:string
"Three UTR Mutation

type xs:string

type
children
Source

Tran scripti onaffectedType
Initiation site mutation, SpliceJunction_mutation, Plyadenylation
Three_UTR_Mutation
<xs:element name="Transcription_affected"
type-Transcription_affectedType"/>

élément
type

Less_Synthesized_gene_ProductType/Promoter functionaffected
xs:string

source

<xs:element name-Tromoter function_affected" type="xs:string"/>

élément

Less_Synthesized_gene_ProductType/Translation_affected

\
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Translation jitTectedTyp e
Initiation c o d o n mutation

type xs:string
T e r m i n a t i o n c o d o n mutation

type xsrstring

Translation affected

type I TranslationjaftectedType [F I V

N o n s e n s e c o d o n mutation

type I xs:string
" FroeJJTRjrnutation

typejxs:string

type
children

~

Translation_afFectedType
Initiationcodohmutation, Termination_codon_mutation,
Nonsense_codon_mutation, Five_UTR_mutation
<xs:element name="Translation_arrected"
type="Translation_arTectedType"/>

Source

complexType MutationclassificationType
Less_Syrrthesizedjgene_Product

r

type [Less_Synthesized_gene_Produ...
[Mutation classificationType r_—t ' " " H

V

~

-

1..0O

» N <T

Abnormal_gene_product

type I Abnorrnal_gene_productType y&
1

v';"i"'i'j,' ij;

11 i • • i •

r

i^i„„ii,nn,«

«»«i..m««;.'"jT?^Kil
1..00

children
used by
source

Less_Synthesized_gene_Product Abnormal_gene_product
élément Mutation_classification
<xs: complexType name="MutationclassificationType">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="Less_Synthesized_gene_Product"
type="Less_Synthesized_gene_ProductType"
maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
<xs:element name="Abnormal_gene_product"
type="Abnormal_gene_productType" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs: complexType>

élément

Mutetion_classificationType/l^ss_Synthesized_gene_Product
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Less_Synthesized_gene_ProductType
Transcription_affected

type Transcription_affectedType
LessjSynthesized jjeneJProduct

è

P r o m o t e r f u n c t i o n affected

type Less_Synthestiecljjene_Produ-

typejxs:string
Translation affected

type I Transtationjaf fectedType

J
type
children
Source

élément

Less_Synthesized_gene_ProductType
Transcription_affected, Promoter_fünction_affected,
Tran slation_affected
<xs:element name="Less_Synthesized_gene_Product"
type="Less_Synthesized_gene_ProductType" maxOccure=="unbounded'7>
Mutati on_classifìcationType/Abnorm al_gene_product
Abnormaljgene_productType
'Defectiue_post-translational _pro...

type xs:string
Shortenedjgene_product
Abnormaljgene_product

type Abnormal_gene_productType

type Fused_genesType

Ì

Elongated_gene_product

type Ëlongated_gene_productTYpe

ì

Fusedjgene

type FusedjjeneType

type
children
Source

Abnormal_gene_productType
Defective_post-translational_processing, Shortened_gene_product,
Elongated_gene_product, Fused_gene
<xs:element name="Abnorm al_gene_product"
type="Abnormal_gene_productType" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>

complexType
type
children
source

Shortened_gene_product diagram
extension of Fused_genesType
Deletion, Frameshift
<xs: complexType name-'Shortened_gene_product">
<xs:complexContent>
<xs:extension base="Fused_genesType"/>
</xs : compi exConten t>
</xs:complexType>

complexType

SmalMnsertionType
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:

Slippedjrntspairing

type xs:string
' Mediated jnirertedjrepeat
(small_insertion^

type xs:string
' Médiat ed_symmetric_element

type xs:string

children
Source

Slipped_mispairing, Mediatedinvertedrepeat,
Mediatedsymmetricelement
<xs:complexType name="Small_insertionType">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="Slipped_mispairing" type="xs:string"A>
<xs:element name="Mediated_inverted_repeat"
type="xs:string"/>
,
<xs:element name-'Mediatedsymmetricelement"
type-'xs:string"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs : complexType>

élément
type
source

Small_insertionType/Slipped_mispairingdiagram
xs:string
<xs:element name-'Slippedmispairing" type="xs:string"/>

élément
type
source

SmalMnsertionType/Mediatedinvertedrepeat diagram
xs:string
<xs:element name-'Mediatedinvertedrepeat" type=''xs:string''/>

élément
type
source

Small_insertionType/Mediatedsymmetric_element diagram
xs:string
<xs:element name="Mediated_symmetric_element"
type="xs:string"/>

complexType

TranscriptionaffectedType
" Initiation s i t e mutation

type xs:string
:

Splice J u n c t i o n _ m u t a t i o n

type xs:string
(TranscriptiQn_affectedType"^r^^"^^r3

Plyadenylation

type xs:string
T h r e e UTR Mutation

type xs:string

children
used by
source

Initiationsitemutation, Splicejunctionmutation, Plyadenylation,
Three_UTR_Mutation
élément Less_Synthesized_gene_ProductType/Transcription_affected
<xs:comp!exType name="Transcription_affectedType">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name-'Initiationsitemutation" type="xs:string"/>
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<xs:element name="Splicejunction_mutation"
type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="Plyadenylation" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="Three_UTR_Mutation" type="xs:string"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
élément
type
source
élément
type
source

TranscriptionaffectedType/Initiationsitemutation diagram
xs:string
<xs:element name="Initiation_site_mutation" type="xs:string"/>
Transcription_afFectedType/SpliceJunction_mutation diagram
xs:string
<xs:element name="SpliceJunction_mutation" type="xs:string"/>

élément
type
source

TranscriptionarTectedType/PIyadenylation diagram
xsrstring
<xs:element name="Plyadenylation" type="xs:string"/>

élément
type
source

Transcription_affectedType/Tlu-ee_UTR_Mutation diagram
xs:string

complexType

<xs:element name-Three_UTR_Mutation" type="xs:string"/>
Translation_affectedType
=

lnitiation_codon_mutation

type xs:string
~ Terminatîon_codon_mutation
type xs:string
(Translation_affectedType "L^r~(~***^3
=

Nonsense_codon_rnutation

—

type xs:string
3

Fi veJUTRjrnutat ion

type xs:string

children
used by
source

Initiationcodonmutation, Terminati oncodonmutation,
Nonsense_codon_mutation, Five_UTR_mutation
élément Less_Synthesized_gene_ProductType/Translation_affected
<xs :complexType name="Translation_afFectedType">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="Initiation_codon_mutation"
type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="Termination_codon_mutation"
type="xs: string"/>
<xs:element name="Nonsense_codon_mutation"
type="xs : string"/>
<xs:element name="Five_UTR_mutation" type= xs:string />
</xs:sequence>
<lxs : complexType>
,,

élément
type
source

,,

Tran slati onaffectedType An itiation_codon_mutation diagram
xs:string
<xs:element name='Tnitiation_codon_mutation" type="xs:string"/>
V.,
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élément
type
source

#
élément
type
source

Translation_afïectedType/Termination_codon_mutation diagram
xs:string
<xs:element name="Termination_codon_mutation"
type="xs:string"/>
ï
Translation_affectedType/Nonsense_codon_mutation diagram
xs:string
<xs:element name="Nonsense_codon_mutation" type— "xs:string'7>

élément
type
source

Translation_affectedType/Five_UTR_mutation diagram
xs:string
<xs:element name="Five_UTR_mutation" type="xs:string"/>

Schema

TraitAnalysis.xsd

Elements
Traitanalysis

Complex types
BackgroundType
ExpressionType
Genotyp icMeasurementType
InheritancePatternType
Phenotypic_measurementType
Reported_clinical_featuTesType
Traitanalys isType

élément

Traitanalysis
TraitjanalysisType
Expression

type ExpressionType
Inheritance

Pattern

type lnheritance_PatternType
ReportedjcfinicaljTeatures

type Reported_clinical_featuresType -

source

http://my_trait_analysis.eom//namespace
TraitanalysisType
Expression, Inheritance_Pattern, Reported_clinical_features
an notati ondocumen tat ion root élément
<xs:element name="Trait_analysis" type="Trait_anaIysisType">
<xs:annotation>
<xs:documentation> root element</xs:documentation>
</xs:annotation>
</xs:element>

complexType

BackgroundType

namespace
type
children
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"Sex
type xs:string
Ethnicity

type xs:string
(BackgroundType

r~h~{f*"«-)Er~
'Region

type xs:string
!

No.ofCaseJStudy

type xs:strffig

namespace
children
used by
source

. http://my_trait_analysis.eom//namespace
Sex Ethnicity Region No.ofCase_Study
élément Inheritance_PatternType/Background
<xs: complexType name="BackgroundType">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="Sex" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="Ethnicity" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="Region" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="No.ofCase_Study" type="xs:string"
</xs:sequence>
</xs: complexType>

élément
namespace
type
source

BackgroundType/Sex diagram
http:// my_trait_analysis.eom//namespace
xs:string
<xs:element name="Sex" type="xs:string"/>

élément
namespace
type
source

BackgroundType/Ethnicity diagram
http://my_trait_analysis.eom//namespace
xs:string
<xs:element name=" Ethnicity" type="xs:string"/>

élément
namespace
type
source

BackgroundType/Region diagram
http://my_trait_analysis.eom//namespace
xs:string
<xs:element name="Region" type-'xs:string"/>

élément
namespace
type
source

BackgroundType/No.ofCase_Study diagram
http://my_trait_analysis.eom//namespace
xs:string
<xs:element name="No.ofCase_Study" type="xs:string"/>

complexType

Ex p ressi onType
GenotypicJMeasurement

type

GenotypicJMeasurernentType

( E a p r e s s i o n T y p e L~l~{-**—^r~

î

Phenotypîcjmeasurement

type Phenotyptc_meastirementType

ì
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nani es pace
children
used by
source

http://my_trait_analysis.eom//namespace
Genotyp ic_Measurement Phenotypic_measurement
élément TraitanalysisType/Expression
<xs:complexType name="ExpressionType">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="Genotypic_Measurement"
type="Genotypic_MeasurementType"/>
<xs:element name-'Phenotypicmeasurement"
type="Phenotypic_measurementType"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs :complexType>

élément

ExpressionType/Genotypic_Measurement
I Genotypic_MeasurernentType
'Mutation rate

type xs: integer
GenotypicJMeasurement

type GenotypicJMeasurementType

:

uinueleotidejrnutability

type xs:integer
:

Likelyhoodjmale_and_female

type xs: integer

namespace
type
Source

élément

http://my_trait_anaiysis.eom//namespace
Genotypic_MeasurementType
childrenMutation_rate Dinucleotidemutability
Like lyhoodmaleandfemale
<xs:element name=" Genotyp ic_Measurement"
type="Genotypic_MeasurementType"/>
ExpressionType/Phenotypic_measu rement
PhenotypicjïteasurementType
Dismorphological_detaîls

Phenotypic_measurement

type Phenotypic_measurementType

ype xs:string
~ Phenatypic_symptoms

type xs: stringi

namespace
type
children
source

http://my_trait_analysis.eom//namespace
PhenotypicmeasurementType
Dismorphologicaldetails Phenotypic_symptoms
<xs:element name-'Phenotypicmeasurement"
type="Phenotypic_measurementType"/>

complexType

Genotypic_MeasurementType
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'Mutation rate
/pe xs: integer
' Dinucleotidejrnutabïlity
(GenotypicJMeasurernentType L ^ r - ^ " * * * ^ !

-

lype|xs:integer
!

Likehrtiood_male_and_femate

type |xs:inïeger

namespace
children
used by
source

http://my_trait_analysis.eom//namespace
Mutation_rate Dinucleotidemutability
L ike lyhood_male_and_fe ma le
élément ExpressionType/Genotypic_Measurement
<xs:complexType name=" Genotyp ic_MeasurementType">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="Mutation_rate" type-*xs:integer"£>
<xs:element name="Dinucleotide_mutability" type="xs:integer"/>
<xs:element name="Likelyhood_male_and_femaIe"
type="xs:integer"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs : comp lexType>

élément
namespace
type
source

Genotypic_MeasurementType/Mutation_rate diagram
http://my_trait_analysis.eom//namespace
xs: integer
<xs:element name=" Mutati on_rate" type="xs:integer"/>

élément
namespace
type
source

Genotypic_MeasurementType/Dinucleotide_mutability diagram
http://my_trait_analysis.eom//namespace
xs: integer
<xs:element name-'Dinucleotidemutability" type="xs:integer"/>

élément
namespace
type
source

Genotypic_Measu remen tType/Likelyhood_maIe__and_fem aie
http://my_trait_analysis.eom//namespace
xs: integer
<xs:element name="Likelyhood_male_and_female"
type="xs:integer7>

complexType

Inheritance_PatternType
' Genette jeuerrtjfype
type xs:string
AbnormaiityjTrequency

(jnheritanceJPatternType L^r~(—*^^1
type xs:string
Background
type BackgroundType

namespace
children
used by
source

http://my_trait_analysis.eom//namespace
Genetic_event_type Abnormal ityfrequency Background
élément Trait_analysisType/Inheritance_Pattern
<xs:complexType name="Inheritance_PatternType">
<xs:sequence>
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<xs:element name="Genetic_event_type" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="Abnormality_frequericy" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name=" Background" type=" BackgroundType "/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
élément
namespace
type
source

Inheritance_PatternType/Genetic_event_type
http://my_trait_analysis.eom//namespace
xs:string
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3.4.2 A hierarchy for gene mutation data
The data model of human gene mutation data based on the non-redundant
schema integration concept (Khan and Rahman 2001b) is presented in Figure 3.5.
This section explains the détails of this proposed concept. In this model data have
been presented as objects which are instances of classes. We have emphasized on the
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domain of mutation data. A l i the superclasses and subclasses are the représentation of
this concept. MutatedGene class represents any common features of the gene that has
béen mutated. It will store the coding région, promoter région, consensus séquence
and the transcribed area. Two subclasses that are referred by this superclass objects
are DiseaseCausing class and IndirectAssociation class. The DiseaseCausing class is
further subdivided into two subclasses: SequenceFeature and ProductFeature.
Séquence Feature stores the information on mutation site characteristics, i.e., crossover, and gap. ProductFeature stores information on protein structure, affinity site
modification

and quantity of products. AssayTechnique class supports the

information with laboratory protocol and empirical information, i.e., images of
Radiography, Ideogram etc. The object classes described here are independent but
the two main classes, WildtypeGene and MutatedGene are related to each other. This
relation has been represented with the arrow in Figure 3.5. The relation itself has
been represented as a class, Mutation (see Glossary). This relation is functionally
dépendent on each other, i.e., a mutated gene dépends on a particular gene séquence.
This Mutation class is specialised with two subclasses, MutationTypes and
MutationMeasurement. MutationTypes class will catégorise the mutation data and it
will store the information in two distinctive subclasses. Mutation data is stored either
in class LesssynthesizedGeneProduct or in AbnormalGeneProduct. This dépends
upon the nature and the characteristics of the mutation. LesssynthesizedGeneProduct
corresponds to the information i f the mutation causes reduced synthesis of a normal
gene produci. Mutation type could.be deletions (frame shifts), insertions, duplication,
splice junction mutations, etc. AbnormalGeneProduct class gathers the information
on gene structural defects, i.e., elongated gene product or shortened gene product. It
also stores information related to the post translational defects, i.e., modification of
processing and instability of protein products. MutationMeasurement will store the
qualitative and quantitative measurements of the mutation, i.e., Mutation Rate and
Mutation from public domain databases and it will dépend on the mutation data
entry.
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Figure 3.5 The hierarchy used in gene mutation data model

3.4.3 Non-Redundant schema integration
At présent the interoperability between databases is achieved by designing
generic class and attributes applicable for general community. This résulte in
overlapping of attributes and objects represented by différent classes in différent
databases. For example, Gene classes exist in both the Genome Database (GDB) and
the Genome Séquence Databases (GSD).
The research focuses on designing a schema for genetic disorder database
which will have unique classes, attributes and objects for variance analysis. This will
be unique since it will have no overlapping components with other genetic databases.
This implies that if attributes a du a , a bdi, -•cimbdn exist in classes C , C bd2,
mh

mbd2

m

mbdi

m

Cmbdh C bn of public domain molecular biology databases in schema S bdi, S bd2,
m

m

Smbd^.-Smbdni then the same attributes (a bdi
m

m

a bdn) and classes (C bdi,-*.C bdn)
m

m

m

will not exist in the schema of genetic disorder disease database Sgd. The intersection
of C bdL C d2, C bd3,-Cmbn can exist but the intersection of C bdi,C dn with any
m

mb

m

m

classes of S d will not exist (Figure 3.6). The classes, C dj
g

g

r

mb

C dn which belongs to Sgd
g

will be unique within ali the heterogeneous databases of scientific interest. The
classes C di,...,C dn can be a subclass of classes C bdi, C bd2, C bd3.->C bdn but
g

g

m

m

m

m
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Cgdi, —,Cgdn can not be subset of thèse C b u —,C bdn classes. The classes C di, ...,C d
m

d

m

g

g

can be a superclass of classes C bdi, C bd2, C bd3,-,C bdn but there can not be any
m

m

m

m

union of attributes belonging to C bdi,—,C bdn classes (Figure 3.6). This will ensure
m

m

that C d can never be a part of any derived subclass or superclass. The attributes of
g

classes Cgdi,...,C dn will not be a composite attributes by taking the values from the
g

attributes of C bdi,--,C bdn classes. This will ensure no data redundancy during
m

m

constructing data warehouses and its interoperability between

heterogeneous

databases. This non-redundant schema integration (Khan and Rahman, 2001b) is
summarised here.
i)

Attribute a

of C bdi classes where 1 < / <n[sìrice b„ is attribute

gd

m

of classes belongs to S bdJ
m

ii)

The attributes a d of Cgd will not have the union of attributes
g

of

Cmbdi classes where 1 < i <n[since b„ is attribute of classes belongs to S„bdJ
iii)

The attributes a d of Cgd will not have the intersection of attributes (01,...$^
g

of Cmbdi classes where \ <i<n[since

b„ is attribute of classes belongs to

SmbdJ
iv)

The attribute a d of class C di will not be a composition of other attributes like
g

bi[C di], b [C 2],
mb

2

mbd

g

, bnfCmbdn] where each C dn (n>V) denotes a class
mb

and each b denotes an attribute associated with C bdk (where k=l,2, ....,n).
n

m

-...'S'mMï

-(where ¡¿1)

Figure 3.6. Interacting classes for interoperability
(Note: Class C dk of schema S d is acting as subclass for interaction with other
g

g

molecular biology database schema classes and vice versa.)
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3.5. Summary
The chapter sets out a formalism for biological resource integration to avoid
de^endency on global schema and to increase the priority on primary sources of data.
It starts with the discussion 'why laboratory based gene disorder database is
necessary to store empirical évidence of a particular research laboratory'. For
example, we need to store parameters like mutation frequency and mutation rate for
variance analysis of the gene mutation data. Image data is needed to analyse the data
with other data available in public domain databases like GenBank, GDB and PDB.
Although, Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD) stores the gene mutation data it
does not deal with indirect association of diseases. For indirect association of disease
analysis it needs to examine the background history, ethnicity, recombination
fraction, mutation rate and to determine likelihood of the diseases in human. Hence,
it requires mathematical and statistica! modelling for analysing the inheritance
pattern of diseases. Thus, a detail gene mutation data modelling is required to store
all the relevant information. In this context small, dedicated and laboratory based
database is much easier to maintain and it will not affect the global transactions i f
modified. However, as the public domain databases are the rieh source of
information, the suggested gene disorder data model alone will not be able to
examine molecular mechanism of the diseases. It requires to share knowledge with
other databases on common view for variance analysis, i.e., protein morphological
comparison and gel-electrophoresis image comparison.
The chapter also shows that the data model can not be implemented using
traditional approach like relational or object oriented model because of its limitation
in handling semistructured data. Molecular biology data modelling needs to interact
with semistructured data. Semistructured data modelling language, X M L , is used to
implement the model for gene mutation data. In this the data models organise the
data in graphs where each node représenta an object and edges represent the
relationship between the objects and values represented by the edge's node. The
labels are created so that it can add semantics on the values or the objects.
A hierarchical model is proposed to describe the position of the component
database in a network environment so that élément or object redundancy can be
avoided. A formai description to avoid élément or object redundancy and to'eliminate
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those attributes which are already present in the public domain databases is suggested
in this chapter. The framework focuses on the concept of describing the component
data model without having overlapping attributes. It also focuses on the criteria
where the task-specific dedicated database (genetic disorder database) does not hold
any subset or union of attributes that are currently present in public domain
databases. It does not also hold any attributes which are intersection of existing
attributes in the public domain databases. Thus, by interacting with the parent
class/object and child class/object of public domain databases, interoperability
among the resource databases can be achieved.
The approaches described in this chapter establishes a theoretical foundation
of the 'molecular biology database integration*. These theoretical concepts in
contrast to conventional methods, e.g., data warehousing or database linking using
hyper text, include values of integrating data. It presents compound results by using
single interface for variance analysis of gene mutation data without any data
redundancy and by incorporating related entities of data sources.
The next chapter discusses how laboratory evidence which is stored in
component database of the laboratory, such as gel electrophoresis image, can initiate
the integration process for data extraction from public domain databases.

Chapter 4
Identifying Protein Spots in 2D Gel
Electrophoresis Images

Chapter Objective
Many algorithms are available for quantitative and qualitative analysis of protein spot in
gel electrophoresis images and majority of these algorithms use geometric and image
processing techniques to match the protein spots. These algorithms do not take into
consideration the electrophoretic mobility of the proteins and they only match similar
protein spots rather than matching similar proteins. This chapter explores the existing
methodologies and approaches for protein spots matching and prepares a ground to set
out a new approach to cope with the diversity of protein spots. The chapter also examines
the existing method of linking protein spots with phenotypic details and it highlights the
drawbacks of the existing method. The chapter also looks at the issues that need to be
addressed in the new method.

Chapter Contents
4.1 Introduction
4.2 Present Software and Algorithms
4.3 Spot Identification on Line of Path
4.3.1 Point operation on image
4.3.1.1 Interpolation technique for mapping coordinates
4.3.1.2 Determining Pixel value along the cross-sections of
line
4.3.2. Searching for the protein spot in the neighbourhood area
4.3.2.1 Hausdorff distance algorithm for geometric shapes
4.3.3 Point pattern matching in gel electrophoresis images
4.3.3.1 Edge detectors
4.3.3.2 Edge linking method: Hough Transform
4.4 Dynamic Linking of Protein Spot to 3D Structure
4.5 Summary
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Chapter 4
Identifying Protein Spots in 2D Gel
Electrophoresis Images
4.1. Introduction
Gel electrophoresis technique is a fundamental procedure for separating the D N A and
proteins from a iruxture. This technique is based on the concept of separating the charged
particles in the gel. Gel electrophoresis analysis is a well-established technique to compare
and contrast one protein with another. It uses an electric field to separate a mixture of
molecules through a stationary material (gel). The velocity of migration of a protein in an
electric field depends on the electric field strength, the net charge on the protein and the
frictional coefficient (see Glossary). The electric force drives the charged molecules towards
the charged electrode. There is also a frictional resistance that slows down the movement of
this charged molecule. This frictional force is a measure of the hydrodynamic size of the
molecule, the shape of the molecule, the pore size of the medium in which electrophoresis
takes place, and the viscosity of the buffer.
In electrophoresis, the force moving the macromolecule (nucleic acids or proteins) is the
electrical potential and the electrophoretic mobility of an ion is the ratio of the velocity of the
particle to the electrical potential.
When a potential difference is applied, molecules with different overall charges will
begin to separate due to their different electrophoretic mobilities. Even molecules with
similar charges will begin to separate if they have different molecular sizes, since they will
experience different frictional forces. Some methods of electrophoresis rely on the different
charges applied on molecules to effect separation, while other methods exploit differences in
molecular size which therefore encourage frictional effects to bring about separation As the
separation process continues, the separation between the larger and the smaller fragments
increases. The schematic diagram of gel electrophoresis image is shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1. A schematic diagram of gel electrophoresis technique
Molecules that are small compared with other proteins in the gel readily move
through the gel to the positive charge, whereas molecules much larger than the other proteins
are almost immobile. Intermediate size molecules move through the gel with various degrees
of mobility. The migrated band of the proteins are then compared with a set of markers to
determine the molecular weight of the protein.
A gel electrophoresis image which has been used to separate the proteins present in
Erythroleukemic (see Glossary) cell is shown in Figure 4.2. This is used to analyse the
protein components of cells for any genotype or phenotype expression The 2D gel is the
product of two separations performed sequentially in acrylamide gel media. Based on
isoelectric charge of the protein considered as the first dimension, and molecular weight of
the protein considered as the second dimension, the protein molecules have been separated
on the gel medium. Each spot in the 2D pattern of spots of the image represents a protein
The coordinate of any spot is determined by its corresponding isoelectric charge and the
molecular weight (Figure 4.3a). This shows that, all the proteins with the same molecular
weight will have the same y value although their electric charge (x value) may vary. So all
the spots on the same line of path are considered as similar protein with respect to its source
protein spot (Figure 4.3b). These spots are detected by staining or radiographic methods. Few
spots in the image are identified with protein names, e.g., enoyl-Coa hydratase or
triosophosphate isomerase. These images generate huge qualitative and quantitative data
which need to be correlated with the disease states of the human cell for genotype or
phenotype explanation. This would then aid to design the relevant drug for the particular
disease. For such application, the gel electrophoresis images need to be compared with other
images which are available in public domain databases that can be accessed through the
internet.
.»
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Figure 4.2 Gel electrophoresis image of human Erythroleukemic cell proteins
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Figure 4.3. (a) a protein spot coordination; (b) Protein spots on the line of path with
same molecular weight
However, the dynamic nature of the protein spots makes it a major challenge to
compare the protein spots and to search for the identical or similar proteins from the gel
electrophoresis images. These type of images have the following characteristics:
•

spots in the image determine the protein

•

size of the spots vary and they do not have any consistency

•

spot features are not fixed for any particular protein

•

the electrophoretic mobility (Section 4.1) and isoelectric charge determine the type of
protein.

These varying characteristic features raise questions as how to match these with other
proteins of similar natures that are available from various resource databases. Section 4.2
reviews the existing algorithms and systems which have been used for matching gel
electrophoresis images. The limitations of the existing approaches and the need for
alternative approaches to match gel electrophoresis image have been highlighted in this
section
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Section 4.3 investigates the spot identification techniques and its applications. It
highlights the drawback and weakness of these techniques. The section then describes the
proposed spot identification technique which identifies the spot on a specific line of path and
the result is then used for matching and finding the correct protein spot. Section 4.3.2
introduces Hoursdorff distance technique which is used to determine the geometric patterns
and shapes of the spots in the neighbourhood area of target positional vector. The technique
is elaborated further in section 4.3.3. Section 4.4 describes an approach to link the selected
and matched protein spot with the relevant 3D structure of it. This technique automates the
manual process which is currently used to link the protein spots with the 3D image of the
protein. The research shows why such dynamic linking of protein spot with 3D images is
necessary for clinical analysis and selecting the right drug. Finally, section 4.5 summarises
the limitations of present approaches and highlights the motivation for this alternative and
novel approach to compare protein spots.

4.2 Present Software and Algorithms
There are many software available which are used to compare the protein spots. For
example, G E L L A B system (Lemkin and Lipkin, 198lab and Lemkin et al, 1982), uses the
point pattern comparison technique to identify the spots of the same protein. Another system
is M E L A N I E (Appel et al., 1997) which compares spot clusters instead of using simplified
point pattern matching technique. Melanie and Java based program Flicker (Lemkin, 1997)
used user defined landmarks for comparison of the spots. It requires alignment assumptions
for image comparison The system also defines a probabilistic criterion for the definition of a
correct match (Appel et at. 1997). These systems work well for the same type of gel
electrophoregram where the intensity of the spots do not change. However in both cases if
the intensity value of the spots change then it can significantly affect the outcome of the gel
image matching (Kriegel et al. 2000 and Chui and Rangaranjan, 2000). Smilansky (2001)
concluded that one of the key problems in gel electrophoresis image analysis is the difficulty
and slowness in the registration process (image alignment) which is laborious and the results
are not satisfactory. He developed a system for the analysis of 2-D P A G E images, called Z3.
The Z3 system employs registration of the images from the raw image ^jata as the first step
and the subsequent processing of the image then relies on it. He argued that it is an
alternative to the customary approach where a spot is detected first in the image and then the
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landmarking or the image registration process is applied to compare it further with other
images. Spot detection in the first phase is very crucial as it reduces the amount of data from
millions of pixel to thousands but adequate information for image registration is not available
from public domain databases throughout internet. The shape, the intensity and the noise
content of the spots vary from one image to another for an identical protein also. So, image
registration, as a first step, will only work in the known environment where all the features
of the spots are known.
New algorithms for protein spot matching are also emerging. For example, Panek and
Vohradsky (1999), introduced a new algorithm to identify protein spots. Their approach use
the information from the neighbourhood spots for matching. A syntactic descriptor
characterize the spots and the positional similarity is then derived. Pre-processing phase in
their technique also leads to image distortion Pleibner et al (1999) introduced another
algorithm, using watershed transformation and Delaunay Triangula!ion technique, to detect
the protein spots. The algorithm deals with the local matching problem of 2D patterns of
protein spots from gel electrophoresis images. In their approach a triangulation is constructed
over the set of sample points in the source image. They then computed all the locations in the
target image where a good matching with the patterns is likely to occur. Finally, they
computed the actual patterns that answer their local matching query. This matching
algorithm works only for local intensive patterns. However, this is an alternative approach to
the alignment techniques described by Weber et al (1994). The major drawback of this
approach is that it does not always give the correct results. To address this issue they
implemented a spot editing tool into the system (Carol) where errors can be corrected
manually. Clearly this is not an ideal solution
Appel (1997), Lemkin (1997), Tekalp (2000) and Garrels et al (1984) all suggested
that comparison of spot lists matching are greatly enhanced if one compares the spot lists
region by region, rather than spot by spot In their current systems, this is implemented as a
graph algorithm where vertex clusters are matched. In an alternative approach, described by
Smilansky (2001), geometric signature of several spots that constitutes a rectangular region
in a raw image, rather like a fixed group of stars has been used. Direct registration techniques
to the sub image defined by this rectangular region are used which determined the correct
transformation at the centre of the region. However, all these methods are based on
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geometric computation and image processing techniques and they match similar protein
spots rather than matching simitar proteins. For example, the matching is based on the size
and intensity values of the protein spots.
To detect similar spot in the target image means the identification of identical or similar
proteins from the target gel electrophoresis images. In this case, the electrophoretic mobility
of the proteins need to be considered to limit the search and to optimise the output. Although
the spot for one particular protein in the source and target image can be identical or similar,
but the following parameters can still vary:
background value
protein spot intensity
protein spot shape, and
noise in the image
For example (Figure 4.4) triosophosphate isomerase protein spot lies on the same
line of path (pq) in both images (a b) but the spot location and the intensity of the spot vary
r

significantly in this case.
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Figure 4.4. Triosophosphate isomerase protein spots in two different images
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None of the algorithms and approaches described in the previous section (Section 4.3)
have considered or taken into account the electrophoretic mobility concept to compare the
gel spots. Next chapter presents a novel approach for identifying the identical or sirnilar
protein spot in 2D gel electrophoresis images. This approach considers the following factors:
-

2D gel electrophoresis protein spots differ significantly in two different images even
when they represent the same protein

-

same or similar protein spots will lie on the same line of path because of their
electrophoretic mobility and molecular weight.

-

the intensity of the matched regions in both images can be different even though it
shows a correct matching.

-

the region of similar spot at the target image must lie in the same or different
directional vector on the line of path.
Although many software, i.e. C A R O L (CAROL, 1998) and M E L A N I E are able to

identify most of the spots in an image, but a single spot identification on any line of path
requires a different approach because it does not follow any conventional method of
matching. To achieve this a novel approach is presented in the next section

4.3 Spot Identification on Line of Path
A spot on line of path in gel electrophoresis can be identified in two ways:
•

Point operation - for increasing visibility of the image and setting an offset value
to reduce the error limit

•

Interpolation of the spots - for creating a vector of image spot intensity

Section 4.3.1 highlights the histogram and the interpolation technique for point
operation It is shown that conventional technique of point operation will not be able to
identify protein spot on line of path. Hence, the new technique proposes to create a vector of
spot intensity and then to identify the spots on line of path
However, it is shown in Section 4.2 that similar protein spot may not still be present
at the same positional vector as it is in the source image. In such case, it is necessary to
search at the neighbourhood area. Section 4.3.2 explores the methods for searching the
protein spot in the neighbourhood area.
The searching process is extended further where a region of interest from the source
image is defined and it is matched with the corresponding shape of the spot in the target
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image. Section 4.3.3 investigates different types of edge detectors and establishes the
relevant edge detector which is most suitable for this approach.

4.3.1 Point operation on image
One of the basic approach for point operation is histogram operation A histogram Hf
of any digital image / i s a plot or graph of the frequency of occurrence of each grey level in /
///is a one dimensional function with domain {0,...,K-1} and the possible range extends from.
0 to the number of pixels in the image. Therefore counting grey levels is required to compute
the image histogram and this is achieved by scanning the image. The histogram ///contains
no spatial information about / Histogram provides grey level distribution The grey levels
with lower numbers indicates the darker pixels and the grey levels with higher numbers
indicates the brighter pixels (Gonzalez, 1992).
A point operation on a digital image is a function h of a single variable applied
identically to every pixel in the image. Spatial information is not available in point operation,
hence, it does not affect the spatial relationships between pixels in the output image. Thus
point operations do not affect neither the spatial positions of objects nor their shapes.
Linear point operation provides a grey-level additive offset L which has implications
in image saturation conditions. The saturation can be resulted from the underflow or
overflow condition and it leads to errors. This situation can be corrected by adding offset
value L which will allow the output image g(n) to set at the higher or lower end point, i.e. set
g(no) <0 at some coordinate no to g(n^-0 and set g(n<$>kri to g(n$=K-l. The range of
offset values lies within the range of fO,...-,K-J}. So, the offset value L determines the shift
of the histogram by the amount L to the right or to the left in order to increase the visibility of
the image (Tekalp, 2000).
Hf only describes the frequency of the grey levels in / So, to deteimine a vector of
intensity values of the spots in gel electrophoresis image, it is required to map the
coordinates of the spots. This is implemented by deriving interpolation of the images which
is described in the next section.
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43.1.1 Interpolation technique for mapping coordinates
Spatial mapping of the coordinates of an original image / to define new image g is
defined as:
gCn^n^/Kn)]

fi

Geometric image operations are defined as functions of positions rather than
intensity. The two-dimensional, two valued mapping function a(n)=[al(nl,n2), a2(nl,n2)J is
usually defined to be continuous and smoothly changing, but the coordinates a(n) are not
generally integers. The second stage determines the values of / to define g(n) to fit the
mapping in standard discrete lattice. Hence, it is required to interpolate the noninteger
coordinates arfnj, ni) and a2(ni,n ) to integer values so that g can be expressed in a standard
2

array of coordinates.
In Nearest-neighbour interpolation technique, the coordinates are rounded prior to
assigning in the matrix of g. Thus, the coordinates of the input images are mapped to the
nearest integer value. In this technique the amplitude of an output image pixel to be set to the
amplitude of the input pixel
The nearest neighbour interpolation can result in a spatial offset error by as much as
I/vi pixel units (Pratt, 2001). In gel electrophoresis images, nearest neighbour interpolation
can deliver inaccurate results. Because, the nearest neighbour interpolation technique rounds
off many coordinates with the same value, so, it may give an impression of 'pixel blocking'
or 'distorted spot edge'. A distorted spot edge can give wrong information of the protein
details. This interpolation technique may also lead to a sudden change in the intensity value.
Any sudden intensity change in gel electrophoresis image can lead to a new spot or can mask
a spot
Next section has proposed a new approach to determine the spot coordinates by using
grey value distribution interpolation instead of using the mapping coordinate interpolation

43.1.2 Determining pixel value along the cross-sections of line
The reasons for proposing an alternative approach for identifying the spots of protein
in the gel electrophoresis images are as follows:
•

#

the matching of the spots in two different images needs to be done on the basis o f
their respective spatial location
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•

the resemblance of shape of two different spots in gel electrophoresis images does not
ensure the protein similarity.

•

changes in intensity values in two different images can significantry decrease the
possibility of identifying any spot.
The research proposes an approach which combines the point operation technique

with geometric image operation The technique uses interpolation to find the intensity values
for each point on cross-section along the path. It determines a number of point n by
examining the intensity value grey image and their coordinates which touch the line of path
A line of path is drawn (Chapter 5) on the image and it finds the approximate number
of pixels through which the path traverses. It then calculates the intensity interpolation for
each pixel and stores the interpolated values in a vector of n by 3. A two dimensional plot of
the intensity values against the distance along the line segment determines the coordinates
which correspond to the intensity. The peak towards the lower intensity values determines
the darker region in the image. The spots of interest along the path of the image are
determined by assigning a threshold value T. The choice of the threshold value T determines
the trade-off between capturing all the spots along the path in the image or minimising the
noise. Higher value of T can significantly reduce the capability of reducing noise.
Figure 4.5a shows gel electrophoresis image. A line of path (x,y) is drawn on the
image. The lower pixel values which intersect the line of path are the spots on the line of
path. Nearest neighbourhood interpolation technique is used to find the intensity value for
each point along the line of path. It is shown (Figure 4.5b) that the protein spots which lie on
the line of path show a low intensity value (peak). Hence, the lower intensity values of the
pixels are chosen as the protein spots which lie on the line of path An appropriate threshold
value for low intensity is used to determine these spots on the line of path.
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Figure 4.5: Identifying a spot along the line of path using the low intensity values
The research has established (Section 4.2) that although a similar or identical protein
spot can lie at different directional vector but it must reside on the line of path. This follows
that if no spot is found on the same directional vector as that found in the source gel image,
then it is necessary to identify any protein spot in the neighbourhood area on the line of path.
Next section explains the approach used to identify any spot in the neighbourhood area.

4.3.2. Searching for the protein spot in the neighbourhood area
Nearest-neighbourhood search is important for matching protein spot. In any given
situation, it is necessary to preprocess n objects in a metric space to deteimine which of the n
preprocessed objects has the shortest distance from the query object (Brab and Knauer,
2001). In an image retrieval system, a nearest neighbour search in a metric is carried out by
measuring the image similarity (for example, QBIC (QBIC, 2002)). Brab and Knauer (2001)
proposed HausdorfT distance measure for nearest neighbourhood search. The outline of the
Hausdorff distance measure is described in the next Section, 4.3.2.1. HausdorfT distance
measure is the basis for this proposed approach (see Chapter 5). It determines the nearest
neighbourhood spot in the gel electrophoresis image.

43.2.1

HausdorfT distance algorithm for geometric shapes
Felix Hausdorff devised a metric function between subsets of a metric space. B y '

definition, two sets are within HausdorfT distance r from each other if and only if any point
of one set is within distance r from some point of the other set (Alt, 2001 and 2000).
More formally, let there be a space X with a metric function d. For every A czK, and r
> 0, Barnsley (1988) and Edgar (1995) defined an open neighbourhood as
Nr(A) = (y: d(x,y) < r for some xeA}
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The Hausdorff metric h(A,B) is defined in terms of the neighbourhoods. For any two subsets
A andßofX,
h(A B) = inf{r: A cNrß)
t

and BcNrfA)},

where inf(R) is the Greatest Lower Bound of a set R.
Huttenlocher et al (1993) defmed the Hausdorff distance as a distance of compact
subsets of a Space if a metric measuring the distance of the points of the space already exists.
More formally, they defined the Hausdorff distance as follows:
Let P and Q be compact sets in R. Then H(P,Q) dénotes the Hausdorff distance
between P and Q, defined as
H(P,Q):=max(h(P,Q), h(Q,P)), with
H(P,Q):=sup inf||x-y||
xeP yeQ
Brab and Knauer (2001) outlined an algonthm based on HaudorfF s distance theory to
perform the nearest-neighbour queries among point sets. They described the algorithm in a
situation where a given data set R = {Qî,

Qk} that consists of k point sets QJ,... ,Qk in

space D. Given a query point set P in D to détermine:
h(P,R):=miriQ R h(P,Q), the smallest directed Hausdorff distance that P has to an image in R
e

h(R,P):= miriQeR h(Q,P), the smallest directed Hausdorff distance that an image in R has to P
Huttenlocher et al., ( 1993), Ah et al., ( 1995, 2000 and 2001 ) noted that the Hausdorff
distance is very sensitive to even a single point. For example, consider, where the point x is
some large distance D front any point of A. In this case H(A,B)=D which is determined
solely by the point x. Thus rather than using H(A,B) a gêneraiization of the Hausdorff
distance (which does not obey the metric properties on A and B, but does obey them on
specific subsets of A and B) is used. This generalized Hausdorff measure is given by taking
the k-th ranked distance rather than using the maximum, or the largest ranked one,
hk(P,Q):=kth min||x-y||
xeP y e Q
where kth dénotes the k-th ranked value (or equivalently the quantité of m values). For
example, when k=m then kth is max, and this is the same measure as h(P.Q).
The generalised Hausdorff distance is also used by A h et al. (2001) for matching
point pattems and triangles in three dimensions.
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It can be concluded that the Hausdorff distance measures the extent to which each
I/

1

point of a model set lies near some point of an image set or vice versa. This distance can then
be used to determine the degree of resemblance between two objects that are superimposed
on one another (Huttenlocher et a!. 1993 and Ehrenmann et al. 2000). However, the
Hausdoiff distance measure approach can not be applied directly to the gel electrophoresis
image protein spots because any single protein spot model in image A can identify a set of
spots in image B which are similar protein spot. This approach is not very helpful to extract
only those spots which have the capability to be the identical or similar protein spot Panek
and Vohradsky, (1999) used another approach to detect neighbourhood spots. They argued
that each electrophoretic spot can be assigned a neighbourhood consisting of a defined
number of closest spots. They concluded that due to the same electrophoretic conditions,
point patterns of matching neighbourhood spots in the reference and to that in the compared
gels will have more similarities than the point patterns of other spot pairs. They defined a
neighbourhood descriptor and the matching is then reduced to a comparison of the descriptor.
In this technique, the surrounding of each spot is divided into half-plane for segmentation
purpose and descriptor for all the spots are stored. This technique is solely based on image
registration and it concentrated on matching the similar spots instead of matching the similar
protein spots. Panek and Vohradsky (1999) also noted that the drawback of this approach is
that any spots close to the borders of the segment in the reference pattern can appear in
different segments in the matched pattern which will obtain a different descriptor. This
invalidates its correct interpretation of the reliability of the whole pattern description and
comparison. Furthermore, this process has the risk of matching more than one candidate
spots if it contains identical neighbourhood descriptor.
The objective of this research is to identify identical or similar protein spot in the target
gel electrophoresis images. It uses electrophoretic mobility feature of the protein. The next
chapter (Section 5.2.3) explains the approach which has been used to detect the
neighbourhood protein spot. The basis for this alternative approach to match similar protein
spot is that the similar or identical protein spots will lie either on the same line of path or on
the inter-section of the line (plane divider). It will not lie in any half-plane (plane that is on
the either side of the line of path) of the image.
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the présence of White Gauss tan noise (Pratt, 2001). It also includes the éléments of the
Laplacian approach.
Canny Operator detects the edges by convoh/ing a one dimensionai continuous
domain noisy edge signal f(x) with an antisymmetric impulse response function h(x), which ^
has zero amplitude outside the range f-W, W]. An edge is marked at the local maximum of the
convolved gradient.
The method has three distinctive goals:
Good detection: the amplitude signal to noise ratio of the gradient is maximised to
obtain a low probability of failure to mark real edge points and a low probability of
falsely marking nonedge points. Canny assumed that false-positive and false-negative
detection errors are equally undesirable and so gave them equal weight.
Good localisation: edge points marked by the Operator should be as close to the
centre of the edge as possible. Canny further assumed that each edge has nearly
constant cross section and orientation, but his general method includes a way to
effectively deal with the cases of curved edges and corners.
Single response: there should be only a single response to a true edge. The distance
between peaks of the gradient when only noise is présent, denoted as x , is set to
m

some fraction k of the Operator width ractor W. Thus
X =kW
m

Canny (1986) proposed unifying the set of edge maps into a single resuh by using a
technique called 'feature synthesis* which proceeds while tracking the edge segments.
Canny 's (1986) method includes a 'goodness of fit' test to determine if the selected filter is
appropriate before it is applied. The test examines the gray-level variance of the strip of
pixels along the smoothing direction of the filter. If the variance is s mail, then the edge must
be close to linear, and the filter is a good choice. A large variance indicates the présence of
curvature of a corner, in which case a better choice offilterwould have s mal 1er extent in the
smoothing direction (Pratt, 2001).
Canny's method looks for zero crossings of the second derivative, like Laplacian
approach This is a différent perspective to widerstand the essence of Çanny's method. The
Laplacian second derivative is nondirectional. Canny is performed only in the gradient
direction, directly across the local edge. A derivative taken along an edge is co unter
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There are several algorithms reported by different researchers to detect the contour of
the spots in the gel electrophoresis images. The algorithms ranges from Gaussian fitting to
Laplacian of Gaussian edge detectors (Appel et a!., 1997; Anderson et al. 1981; Lemkin et
al, 1981 Prehmela/., 1987 and Betters e/a/., 1997).,
Marr and Hildreth (1980) reported on Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) edge detector
(Mart and Hildreth operator) based on filtering the image with a Gaussian Kernel selected for
a particular edge scale. In this approach Gaussian smoothing operation limits the image to a
small range of frequencies and reduces the noise sensitivity problem when it detects the zero
crossing. This creates a set of edge maps as a function of edge scale. Each edge point is
considered to be resided in a region of scale space. This scale space can then be used to
analyse the edge maps.
A significant advantage of using L o G is that the Gaussian function is smooth and
localised in both the spatial and frequency domains. This provides a good compromise
between avoiding false edges and minimising errors in edge position. However,
implementing the LoG, requires to construct a filter and to use the filter to convolve with the
image. It also requires to construct the filter large enough to avoid significant truncation
effects. Construction of appropriate filter is a manual process and it utilises significant
amount of processing time and memory space.
Pleibner et al. (1999), used Watershed Transformation to determine the optimal
contour of protein spot. In this technique, a monochrome image is considered to be an
altitude surface in which high-amplitude pixels correspond to ridge points, and lowamplitude pixels correspond to valley points. The assumption is that valleys of the gradient
image correspond to the requested regions whereas the ridges-watershed define the optimal
contour of a region. Each region is then described by a feature, achieving a so-called mosaic
image. This approach tends to produce results that are oversegmented because of the image
noise amplification calculated by the gradient image (Lopez, 1999). Moreover, Gaussian
smoothing needs to be performed as a prefilter.
Most of the differential edge enhancement operators, e.g., Roberts operator (Roberts,
1965), Prewitt's edge gradient operator (Prewitt, 1970), Sobel's operator (Gonzalez, 1992)
etc. are derived heuristically. However, Canny (1986) developed an analytical approach to
the design of gradient operators based on an one dimensional continuous domain model in
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4.3.3 Point pattern matching in gel electrophoresis images
In biomedical technology it is often required to compare a whole series of 2D gel
electrophoresis images to understand the underlying disease mechanism and to elucidate the
protein expression However, the foUowing difficulties exist for such automated comparisons
of these images.
•

inaccuracies in the electrophoresis process

•

different format of electrophoresis images

•

different spot expression

•

different resolution of the images

Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the spots in the target image and to look for
the resemblance of the spot patterns both geometrically and spatially for automation. Even
finding the partial resemblance of the spot patterns between source and target image can
contribute to a new era in molecular biology.
Spot detection itself is a complex process. A list of spots of interests is determined by
the approach described in the previous Section. Next chapter describes the approach used to
detect the protein spot which is identical or similar to the source spot found within this list.
The following sections (4.3.3.1 and 4.3.3.2) examine the appropriate edge detector which
will be used to determine the contour of the spots in source image and the result will then be
used to compare with the protein spot shape in the target image.

433.1 Edge Detectors
Edge detection is the process of determining which pixels are the edge pixels in an
image. The result of the edge detection process is typically an edge map. A derivative or
gradient is the basis for an edge detector. To illustrate the idea, there must be a point xo that
marks the transition from the low-amplitude region to adjacent high-amplitude region The
gradient approach to detect this edge is to locate xo where gray level function f(x) reaches a •
local maximum or, equivalentry, the function reaches a local extremum In Laplacian
approach, xo is a point where a function/fjc) crosses zero.
To deal with 2D images the Laplician or gradient approach needs to be extended to
deal with discrete cases. The discrete nature of digital images requires approximation of
derivatives to avoid noises, crosstalk or interference resulted from the nearby edges.
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productive because it introduces noise without improving edge detection capability. By being
selective about the direction in which its derivatives are evaluated, Canny's approach avoids
this source of noise and tends to produce better results.
A comparison of different edge detectors on gel electrophoresis images are presented
in Figure 4.6. It is notable that Canny edge detector identifies more edges than any other
edge detectors. It is also evident from the pictures that Sobel and Prewitt operators show
more broken edges than Canny edge detector.
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Original (a)

Sobel Operator (c)

Canny Operator (b)

Prewitt operator (d)

Figure 4.6. Detection of spot edges using different edge detectors, (a) originai image, (*>)
Canny edge detector, (c) Sobel edge detector and (d) Prewitt edge detector.
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43 3.2 Edge linking metfaod: Hough Transform
Edge Uning techniques are very useful methods for joining edges or creating a
boundary of a certain area. For protein spot pattern matching it is required to identify the
shape of the source spot so that the shape can be analysed with the target spot shape for
fïnding resemblance.
The Hough Transform (HT) can be used as a mean of edge linking (Hough, 1962). It
involves the transformation of a line in Cartesian coordinate space to a point in polar
coordinate space. A straight line in Hough transform described parameterically as distance of
the line front the origin (p) and an angle (0) of the origin wrth respect to the x axis. So, the
line can be described parametrically as:
p= x cos 0 + ysin 0
The Hough transform of the line is a point at coordinate (p, 0) in the polar domain. A family
of Unes passing through a common point maps into the connected set of p-0 points.
The feature space of Hough Transform is required to be quantised to certain parameter
states after the minimal and maximal values for each parameter are determined. Each flow
vector votes for a set of quantised parameters. The parameter sets that receive at least a
predetermined amount of votes are likely to represent candidate edges. The drawbacks of H T
are its need for significant amount of computation and memory. To overcome thèse problems
modifications of HT have been proposed by Tekalp (2000):
•

décomposition of the parameters space into two disjoint subsets to perform two 3-D
Hough Transforms

•

a multiresolution Hough transform, in that at each resolution level the parameter
s pace is quantised around the estimâtes obtained at the previous level

•

mu Iti pass Hough technique, in which the flow vectors that are most consistent with
the candidate parameters are grouped first. In the second stage those components
formed in the first stage that are consistent with the same flow model in the leastsquare sensé are merged together to form segments.

Duda and Hart (1972) used Hough transform technique for line and curve detection in
discrete binary images. Each nonzero data point in the image domain is transformed to a
curve in the p-6 domain which is then quantised into cetls. If an élément of a curve falls in a
celi, that particular celi is incremented by one count. Once ali points are transformed, the p-0
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electrophoresis images with the structural protein image is used.

Section 4.4.1 highlights

this approach and shows how this meta-data database, developed by Lemkin (1997), can act
as a mediator to link with the 3D structure of the protein

4.4.1 From gel meta data to 3D structural protein image

,

The 2DWG meta database provides details of gel electrophoresis images. It also
provides

access

to

other

servers

such

as

Expasy

and

swiss-prot (URL:

http:Wwww.expasy.org/ch2d/). These two servers act as gateway to provide the details of any
protein By closely examining the expasy and swiss-prot servers it is possible to correlate gel
spot with the swis-prot entries for protein biological details and then with PDB entries for
protein structural details. When any image is selected from the 2DWG database (Figure. 4.8),
it provides access to the expasy server tor further details. Expasy server provides the list of
2D page images maintained by the Swiss-prot. A l l the spots in the images are marked. For
example a list of gel electrophoresis images are provided in Swiss-prot database (Figure 4.8).
When any gel image is loaded, one can click on the marked spot for further details. For
example, by clicking on spot (p) in the gel electrophoresis image (Figure 4.9a), the details of
the spot can be retrieved (Figure 4.9b). The swiss-prot details of the spot provide the
iriformation about the entry name, accession number, gene name and references. This page
also provides the information about the E M B L (URL: http://www.ebi.ac.uk) entries and PDB
entries (Figure 4.9c). The P D B entry leads directly to access the PDB structural page for
further viewing of 3D structural details of the protein (Figure 4.9d). However, all these
processes are manually carried out, for example, selecting the protein spot to find out the
protein accession number, accessing the SWISS-prot database and manually matching the
accession number for 3D structure. This process is also independent of the preceding
transactions. The target (3D structural protein image) image can be reached by clicking the
relevant links provided by the web pages. But the process does not allow to compare the
spots of the local database with the image gel spots available in the public domain databases
and it does not retrieve the images dynamically, i.e., without clicking at all the different
links. 3D structural protein image retrieval is necessary for dynamic spot analysis to make
conclusion about the local gel image spot It also helps to make clinical decisions by
comparing both the 3D structural protein images of the spot of local gel and that of the global
gel image. Therefore, it is necessary not to restrict the comparison within the image spots,

-
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here to create an additional relation between protein spot and the 3D structure of the protein
to establish the conclusive evidence of matching similar or identical protein. By correlating
protein spot with the 3D structure of the protein can not only aid the comparison of
phenotypic details of the diseases but it can also lead to the drug discovery process.
However, these approaches have not yet been reported by the researchers.
Lemkin (1997) developed an internet based meta-data database of 2D gel electrophoresis
images (2DWG).

The meta-data database includes source of proteins, species, image

location, location of the database containing protein details and spot map. This meta-data
database can be searched by using the conventional search engine but the searching is based
on texts. A search result is presented in Figure 4.7. Searching is carried out either by web gel
ID for example, WG00123 or by using species and protein source, for example, human and
liver respectively. Once the search is completed, the raw image can then be downloaded from
the resource and the other details are available in row and column format.
List of 2D gel images
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Figure 4.7. Result of search executed on 2DWG meta-data database.
The main objective of creating this meta-database is to keep track of the gel
electrophresis images. As an additional benefit, it also provides web indexing search engines
for the U R L list of the gel electrophoresis images. The 2DWG provides a tissue specific lists
of gel electrophoresis images regardless of which laboratory protocols were used to create
these images. However, this meta-data database does not add functionality for comparing the
image spots. Instead it relies on visual comparison with the local gel images to identify
desired protein spot. Furthermore, it does not also provide any link to 3D structural protein
which corresponds to the protein spot. This research investigates this meta-data database of
gel electrophoresis images as an intermediate mediator to link local gel electrophoresis image
with the 3D structure of the proteins. The same concept of meta-data based linking of gel
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cells are examined. Large cell counts correspond to colinear data points that may be fitted by
a straight line with the appropriate p-0 parameters. If we consider a line segment in a binary
image F(j, k) which contains a point at coordinate (j,k) that is at an angle ^ with respect to the
horizontal reference axis, then when the line segment is projected, it intersects a normal line
of length p originating from the origin at an angle 0 with respect to the horizontal axis. The
Hough array H(m,n) consists of cells of the quantised variable pn and 0„.
The approach as described above can be used for edge linking to establish the spot shape
in the source gel electrophoresis image. Ballard (1981) proposed Generalised Hough
Transform technique to determine any shape. In his technique a contour model is
approximated by a set of sample points M Every point in M can be described with respect to
some reference point y inside the contour through the vector n=y-Xi. The r's are stored in a
/?-table. For the edge image / , an array H of same size of image / is created. The edge image
can be obtained by Canny edge detection technique. The Generalised Hough Transform
maps every edge pixel PE in / to a set o f points PH in H, called Hough buffer. Every element
in H is incremented by one if it falls in PH. This method can easily be enhanced for curvature
or rotated contours by introducing new Hough accumulator for every angle ^ and for rotation
of the contour S. The R table is enhanced accordingly.
In Hough Transform, any cell whose magnitude is sufficiently large defines a straight
line. If this line is overlaid with the image edge map it should fill the missing links of straight
line edge segments, and therefore, it can be used as a mask to fill in the missing links. These
straight lines are used as region of interest (ROl) mask that controls the edge as such that the
processing is performed only on edge map pixels with the ROI. Edge map pixels outside the
ROI are left unchanged. Next chapter shows how the above process is applied to create a
ROI in the source gel electrophoresis image and the ROI shape is then compared with the
target image ROI shape for shape variance analysis.

4.4 Dynamic Linking of Protein Spot to 3D Structure
Gel electrophoresis images play a key role in biomedicine engineering ranging from
clinical purpose to the drug discovery process. The key purpose of analysing these images is
to match the protein spots for identical or similar protein. It has been established in the
previous sections (Section 4.3) that the spot matching does not necessarily give any
conclusive evidence of identifying identical or similar proteins. The research is proposing
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instead it is essential to broaden the search from the gel spots to 3D images of protein which
can then be compared for different clinical and drug discovery purpose.
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Figure 4.8. A list of gel electrophoresis images provided by the Swiss-prot database.
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d

Figure 4.9. (a) A protein spot is selected at position p, (b) the spot details are retrieved
from

SWÌSS-2D

database, (c) further details are retrieved from Swiss-prot and then (d)

the 3D structural image is retrieved from PDB.
Present methodologies do not use such dynamic linking. This research thus proposes an
alternative approach to link spot dynamically with the 3D structure. Next chapter (Section

'•A
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@

5.4>describes how to link the local gel image with the global gel image for spot comparison
It also shows how the 3D structural image can be linked with the image spots for further
comparison.

4.5 Summary
In this chapter the laboratory technique for generating gel electrohoresis images is
described. A corodinate for any protein spot in the 2D gel image is determined by its
electrophoretic mobility, i.e. by placing its isoelectric charge in X axis and its molecular
weight in Taxis. Hence all the spots with same molecular weight (same Y values) will lie on a
specific line of path. The spots with the same Y values are considered as spots of interest for
matching the source image protein spot with the target protein spot.
A number of software and algorithms are presently available to identify and to match the
protein spots in different

images, namely, Melanie (Appel et at., 1997),

CAROL

(runp://www.gelnmtchmg.inf.fu-berlin.de and Flicker (Lemkin, 1997). These software only
works well when the standard image environments are maintained, e.g., landmark setting by
the user, same intensity value, same concentration of protein, and same lane. These software
also require correcting errors manually. These software also do not take into consideration the
electrophoretic mobility of the protein. These software match the selected spots of the protein
in any location of the image and which does not necessarily match the required proteins
corresponding to the spots. The research shows how to identify the protein spots on the line of
path as these protein spots are considered as same or similar protein corresponding to the
source image protein spot. Different methodologies are explored to achieve this. Point
operation on image, i.e. histogram or interpolation, does not provide the desired objective to
create an array of spot location. An approach is then outlined to derive an array of spot
locations on any line of path by interpolating the intensity values on the cross-section along
the path. A plot is created out of this array. The plot with peaks within a threshold value is
considered as a point with spots.
In some cases, the spots may not exist in a location as it is present in the source image. In
such case, it is required to identify the spots in the neighbourhood area. The major challenge
of searching any spot in the neighbourhood area is to locate the spot at the closest position of
the original positional vector. Housdroff Distance methodology is explored for locating the
spot in nearest neighbourhood area. The algorithm measures the minimum directed Housdroff
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distance between two points in a dimension D. It is shown that this approach can not be used
directly for neighbourhood search as it can only search for all the similar spots in the
surrounding area but it can not search for the spot which lies on the line of path. Next chapter
suggests an alternative approach for locating the neighbourhood spot by utilising the nearest
directional vector concept using the distance and the angle information It extends the
approach further by analysing the shapes of the spots.
Various approaches used for edge detection to determine the shape of the target image
are also explored. It is found that the Canny edge detector gives better results in comparison
to Sobel and Prewitt edge operator. Canny detector can identify more shapes and it has the
capability of correcting errors. It is concluded that the Canny edge detector can be used for
shape detection in the target image. However, to compare the shape with the target image,
methodologies used for detecting the shape of the source image are analysed. Hough
Transform method is used to link the edges if any set of points are given in a region of interest
masking. Next chapter describes the method for determining the source spots shape by
defining a region of interest.
Many algorithms identify protein spots in gel images and they determine their shapes by
using clustering approach, for example Pahek and Vohradsky, (1999) and Appel et al. (1997).
These algorithms match the protein spots based on image processing or geometric techniques,
but the algorithms do not find any similar or identical protein from this searching. In addition
to the image processing or geometric technique the protein spot needs to be linked with the
3D structure of the protein image to achieve this. Swiss-Prot listed a number of gel
electrophoresis images and maps its spot with the 3D structure of protein However the
existing technique to retrieve gel image and its corresponding 3D structural protein is
conducted manually and it requires multiple clicking on the links to reach the target image.
This research proposes that the retrieval of 3D image should be automated and a dynamic link
needs to be established when any spot in the gel image is selected. Next chapter proposes the
alternative technique to overcome the drawbacks of the current approaches. The process is
described in the next chapter and it explains how any spot in the source image is identified
interactively by the user and then how the spot is matched in the target image. It also avoids
selecting multiple links to reach the target 3D images of the protein 3D image is retrieved
dynamically as soon as the target gel image corresponding to the matched spot is retrieved.
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Chapter Objective
The approach presented in this chapter uses a novel technique based on electrophoretic
mobility to match protein spots between source and target images. The algorithm
identifies the protein spot in the target image which lies on the same line of path as it is
in the source image. A shape matching algorithm using Generalized Hough Transform
and Canny Edge Detection method is used to determine the shape variance. The method
as described here achieves an accuracy of 90% or more in identifying the same or
similar proteins from the target image. Finally, a dedicated target based database has
been created to store a set of finite values of an element spot for correlating the 3D
protein structure.
-
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5.1 Introduction
The 2D gel protein images with detail maps are available now in the public
domain databases, for example, ExPASy SWISS-2PAGE (ExPASY, 2000 and SWISS2D, 2000). However, a scalable and robust algorithm for comparing and analysing single
protein spot has not yet been developed. The previous chapter presented some of the
drawbacks of the present approaches for analysing protein spots (Chapter 4 Section 4.2).
At present the researchers use gel electrophoresis protein spot comparison for
analysing the laboratory results with the existing clinical features. To compare the protein
spots the researchers either need to compare the gels using manual visual techniques or
they need to use analysing tools for automated comparison with other gel databases. It is
almost impossible to compare the gel spots manually because the volume of similar spots
in a single image is huge. For automated comparison, the laboratories need to be
equipped locally with the gel databases and the analysing software and again it is not an
easy task for comparing such protein spots.
The comparison of two gel image protein spots requires identifying the target
protein spot's positional vector, its morphological description and its correlation with the "
target spot. To achieve this, gel comparison software needs not only to identify the spots
with similar morphology but it also needs to determine the electrophoretic mobility of the
target protein. The mobility of a spot can be determined by using the positional vector of
the target spot and then by comparing it with the source spot. This approach helps to limit
the scope of the searching region. Once the initial target spot is identified then further
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analysis for morphological correlation between the source and target spot is required.
However, the challenge is not only to compare but to create such a comparison algorithm
which will be able to perform comparison among the inter-laboratory gel images via
internet (Efrat et al, 2001).
This chapter concentrates on the computational task for spot comparison and how
to extend the limit of searching. The approach for spot comparison described here
addresses the following issues of gel image spot matching (Khan and Rahman, 2003):
-

identifying a target spot based on the electrophoretic mobility of protein spot.

-

identifying the source and target spot regions to restrict the region of
searching.

-

correlating source and target spots based on computational geometry,
morphological description and spot intensity resemblance.

-

correlating dynamically the target spot with the 3D structural protein for more
details about the spot.

The initial tasks of the proposed approach are to determine the positional vector
of the source spot and to determine the region of interest. This is described in Section
5.2.1 and 5.2.2. Section 5.2.3 explains how a set of parameters are derived from the
region of interest and then how these parameters are compared with the target spot's
region of interest. Section 5.2.3.1 describes the approach for nearest neighbourhood spot
search. The algorithm looks for nearest neighbourhood spot on the line of path (Chapter
4, Section 4.1) when no spot is found on the same positional vector as it is in the source
image. In the case of nearest neighbourhood search the algorithm also determines the
positional variances with the source protein (Section 5.2.3.2 (i)). The algorithm also
determines the morphological variances. Generalised Hough Transform technique and
Canny edge detection method are combined to determine the shape resemblance. This
approach is described in section 5.2.3.2 (ii). Section 5.2.4 describes the approach for
correlating the 3D structure of the protein with the target protein spot. This is carried out
by extracting the image feature of the spot and then linking with the meta data. Section
5.3 presents the experimental results. Finally, section 5.4 presents a discussion and
summarises the chapter.

m
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identical protein spot in target image which lies on the line of path. For shape matching
the method interprets the pixel regions in terms of directional vector, intensity, contour
description, and its electrophoretic mobility. It identifies a set of pixels with its centre and
draws a polygonal curve around these set of boundary pixels to determine the shape
which establishes the region of interest. It then searches for the same spot at the same or
least variance position in the target image. The shape of the spot

needs to be matched

with the shape 'A* which can be found at the same or least variant position in the target
image. To identify the identical or the similar spot in the target.image the following
criteria need to be fulfilled:
1. Intersecting the spots in the target image with the same line of path as it is
used for the source image spot

u

2. Determining the spot of interest in the target image by examining the
directional vector
3. Determining the shape of the source spot for resemblance matching with the
target spot shape.
The objective is to achieve an 'exact match* to identify the spot in the target image
which has close resemblance to the source image spot features.

5.2.1 Determining the position of the protein spot in the source image
The source image S from which a particular spot of protein will be detected is set
to a user defined reference point with equal width and height. This assumption is applied
to all the source images. The source image is also divided into four quadrants, two upper
regions (a and b) and two lower regions (c and d) with the horizontal and the vertical
axes intersecting at the centre point of these quadrants (Figure 5.1). Any protein spot 'p '
of the electrophoregram can lie in any one of these quadrants.

central point

Figure 5.1. Source image divided into four quadrants
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If we consider this

as any point on the vertical plane, we can define a vector on this

plane to determine the orientation of the spot. The vector (S , 0s) to reach point
s

from

centre of the image will produce the specific orientation of the spot (Figure 5.2), where 5

S

and 0 are the path length and the corresponding angle respectively.
S

The directional vector,

from

the centre point to point

is determined as

follows:
|ô | = p -x ) +(y -y )
2

s

0

2

p

o

(i)

p

where (xo,y ) is the coordinate of the central point O and (xp, y ) is the coordinate of point
0

p

p. The angle with horizontal axis, 0 , is determined as follows:
S

y -y,

.(ii)

D

0 = arctg
S

X

K

P ~

X

o y

Vertical
,axis
Centi il point

P Point of interest

Figure 5.2. Angle produced with the horizontal axis for any point of interest on the
vertical plane.
i

S and 0 will détermine the orientation of point p\ A région of interest is drawn around
s

S

the point to détermine its mean pixel value (M ) (Figure 5.3).
s

Référence Point

J.
Regio i of
antere t

M.

Protein s >ot P

Central poin

O

Figure 5.3. Region of interest of point p in the source image.
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5.2.2 Défi ni ng the région of interest
The région of interest is defined by a set of boundary contour points Xs which are
selected interactively by the user where the contour points, M, is defïned as M - {Xi, X ,
2

X„). Each contour point of M is defined with référence to the centre point YQ. For each
of thèse points, a vector r is defined. The largest r is taken as the radius and a circle with
radius r is drawn which covers the whole spot. A rectangle of 2r width and height is then
drawn as the région of interest (Figure 5.4).

a

b

Figure 5.4 (a) A set of points defined by the user, (b) Defining the region of interest.

5.2.3. Matching the selected protein spot in the target image
l

The target image T

will be loaded from local or public domain databases at a user

defined reference point. To locate the protein spot on the target gel electrophoregram at
the same position and orientation, image T is also divided into four quadrants. The path
length, Sr and the angle with the horizontal axis, #rare determined for the target image
using the previous equations (i and ii). Region of interest is drawn at the same position
and orientation and the mean value, Mr is calculated. If the mean value Mr matches with
the mean value M at the same position and orientation, then the point will be considered
s

as matched point. The target point will be considered as 'matched point' when:

i. e s =e T
ii. Ô = Oy and
s

iii.

M

S

= MT

In other situation where

i.

es=eT

ii.

S = ôr and

iii.

MT<M

s

s

or M T > M

s

( where M j is within a threshold value),

T

it will be considered as 'spot found' and it might be the same or similar protein. The
mean value of the region of interest may vary due to the variation in the protein
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concentration or variation in the image brightness/contrast. If no spot is detected on the
line of path at the same location it will then continue to search for the protein spot in the
neighbourhood area.

5.23.1. An efficient approach for neighbourhood spot searching
The neighbourhood spot identifying method is formalised as follows:
Let P be finite set of line segment in space R. Then the nearest neighbourhood spot S is
attained either at an endpoint of a line segment in P or at an intersection point of a line
segment in P. When moving along a line segment e in P, for a query point m the distance
is maximal at an endpoint of the line and minimal at the point n where d( m)=d( n); d(m)
denotes the distance for point m and d(n) denotes the distance for point n.
The line of path through the region of interest for the neighbourhood spot matching
operation is chosen on the assumption that all identical or similar protein spots will lie on
this path. The assumption is based on the fact that the electrophoretic mobility and
molecular weight of the same or similar protein do not vary. The line of path drawn at Or
angle with Ór length is parallel to the horizontal axis and it goes through the region of
interest on image T. The line will intersect all similar points along its path. The line will
be considered as a 'non emptied' line of path i f it intersects through at least one spot of
the protein along its path (Figure 5.5).

Target image T

Figure 5.5. Neighbourhood protein spot - non emptied straight line of path in the
target image
The linear candidates for matching are determined by sweeping along the line of path.
The sweeping criteria are defined as follows:
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i.

If région of interest lies at quadrant 'b' then it will look in the right direction
along the path (towards quadrant 'a')

ii. If région of interest lies at quadrant 'a' then it will look in the left direction
along the path (towards quadrant *b')
iii. If région of interest lies at quadrant 'c' then it will look in the right direction
along the path (towards quadrant 'd')
iv. If région of interest lies at quadrant 'd'then it will look in the left direction
along the path (towards quadrant 'c')
Figure 5.6 illustrâtes the directions of search for the rteighbourhood spot.
t

a
n
9

t

d
Figure 5.6. Directions of search for the neighbourhood spot.

5.2.3.2 Selecting the best matched spot
i.

Directional vector variance:

The line of path is drawn to isolate all those spots from target image which lies on the
line of path. A vector for all these spots are stored. The vector v consists of pixel value
MT length a)-, angle &r and the coordinates of the spots, v can be expressed as
m

~MT\

ÒT\

m

MT2

ÓT2 0T2

x\

y\~

x2 y2

v=

(m)
MTn

ôTn

0Tn xn yn

To identify the best spot on the line, the variances of the spot position and the orientation
are calculated with respect to the protein spot p in the source image. Let us assume that
the length, angle and the mean variance are 5» b\ and M respectively, then
v
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|5v|=&T-ô .
s

§

|ev| = e T - e s
|M | =
V

M T - M

S

The cumulative variance A is calculated as follows:
Aj-

IV.

(Ov+e +M )i
v

v

where i = 1 to n and n is the number of spots.
The variances for each spot in the target image that lies on the line of path are calculated.
The spot with least variances (A ) is considered as the 'best possible matched* with that
min

of the source image. The spot with the least variance (A ) is considered to be the 'best
min

matched spot'. The following approach is then taken to determine the variance of the
shape contour.

ii.

Shape contour variation:

Shape contour of the spot from the source image is approximated by the sample points M
selected interactively (see Section 5.2.2) by the user. Every point of M can be described
with respect to some reference pointy inside the contour through a vector (Figure 5.4,
Section 5.2.2). A l l vectors r and the points M are stored in a M-R table. A n edge image /
is drawn using the values from the M-R table and the edge image, / , is mapped to the
target region of interest of the target image. This is used to determine the shape of the
target spot (Figure 5.11). The edge of the shape is used to determine the boundary of the
target spot. The edge is determined by applying Canny edge detector (Canny, 1986). The
pixel positions and / are determined for the target protein spot with reference to the
centre point in the region of interest (ROI). These values are stored in hf-R! table. The
shape variation of the spots on the same line of path in the source and target image is
compared by using the M-R and frf-R! table. The shape matching results are considered
'similar' i f edge p of source image consisting Xi to Xi+„ and edge X of target image
f

consisting x!i to X +„ are within a given error tolerant limit.
i

5.2.4 Retrieving 3D structure of a protein
To map the protein spot with its 3D structural protein image, a dedicated, taskspecific and declarative database (Raghavan and Garcia-Molina, 2001, Khan et al. 2002)
is created to store the gel spot information. The set of spots in each gel electrophoresis is
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labelled and each spot is associated with a finite number of values. A class is formed
using these labels and values. Each entry in the class is of the form {L, V) where L is a
label and V={v\,

v„) is a set of values. Each v, represents a value that could potentially

be assigned to an element E, i f label (E) matches L. In our case element E is a spot which
corresponds to the specific 3-D structure of a protein. A n image feature extractor, Mf
(Section 5.2), is used to look for the value v, to initiate the search for the corresponding
element E.

5.3. Experiments and Results
The following experiments have been conducted on a set of synthetic (created)
and actual images. The results obtained from these experiments are correlated with the
theories outlined in the previous sections.

5.3.1 Test dataset
A set of ten gel electrophoresis images are collected as test data from different
laboratories (see Appendix D). These image data are available in public domain database
2DWG (See Chapter 4, Section 4.4). These images contain protein spots of plasma, liver,
heart and serum sample of human. The images are all created using 2D P A G E technique
but in different laboratories, using different protocols and under different disease
conditions. However, all the protein spots in these images are represented in terms of
molecular weight (X axis) and Isoelectric pH (Y axis) value. A l l these images are
preprocessed before they are cited in the database. The size of these image files ranges
from 250 K B to 2 M B depending on the nature and complexity of the images after the
scanning (Table 5.1). The number of spots in each image varies significantly ranging
from 300 to 2000 spots.
A set of five images (400x500) is created synthetically (see Appendix D) with the
same background, intensity values and spot size to verify the proposed method (Table
5.1). A limited number of spots are created in these target images where a selected
number of spots lie on the same line of path as it is in the source image. The synthetic
image also ensures that the spot coordinates are determined selectively so that the
neighbourhood search algorithm (Section 5.2.3.1) can be verified.
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Table 5.1 Test Dataset
Type
of Image

Name

Details

Real

AL4

Protein for Alzheimer's disease, used for target spot
determination
Human CSF, used as target
Human platelete, used as target
Eiythroleukemia celi, image is used as source spot
Human R B C , used as target spot determination
Human hepg-superoxidase (HEPG2SP), used as target
Liver fluid, used as target
Human lymphoma celi, used as target
Human liver SODI, used as target
Human Idi receptor, used for target

CSF
PLT
ELC
RBC
HPG
LVR
LYP
SOD
LDL
Synthetic

synl
syn2
syn3
syn4
syn5

5 spots on line of path and 4 spots at random position
4 spots on line of path and 4 spots at random position
4 spots on line of path but not at same positional vector
2 spots at neighbourhood and 1 spot at least variance
position
4 spots with different size and intensity value and 1 spot at
nearest neighbourhood position

5.3.2. Identifying a spot on the line of path
Identifying the spots on the line of path in the target image requires deriving an
array of mapping coordinates of the spots. Approach described in chapter 4 section
4.3.1.2 is used to determine the spots along the line of path. Nearest neighbourhood
interpolation along the cross section of line is used to determine the intensity value of
each point on the line. A threshold value of the spot intensity is used to select the spots. A
threshold value of 150 is used for pixel intensity. The threshold values are evaluated
according to the grey value distribution in the gel image. The grey value distribution of
each image are determined empirically. The method captures all the spots which has the
intensity value within the lower peak range of 150. Any intensity value exceeding this
limit is considered as a noise or as a partial spot region. These spots from the line of path
are not used as candidate spots for comparison. So only the spots with an array of
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mapping coordinates are created to store the coordinates and the intensity value for each
spot is found on the line of path.

5.3.3. Identifying a spot of interest in the target image
Experiment is conducted on the test dataset which is described in Table 5.1. The
algorithm is first applied on the synthetic images (synl, syn2, syn3, syn4 and syn5). These
images have the same background, intensity values and spot size. A limited number of
spots have also been created in these target images and a selected number of spots lie on
the same line of path as it is in the source image (Figure. 5.7). The main objective of this
experiment is to see i f it retrieves the correct target image when it matches the selected
spot from the source image to the corresponding spot in the target image. The spot
positions are varied in the synthetic images. The orientation of the spots (angles Or) and
the path distance (&r) of the spots are known. A real gel image, ELC, is used to compare
with the synthetic image, i.e. synl. Image synl has nine spots and five of them are on the
line of path. These five spots are candidate spots which are to be compared with the
source image protein spot. The vectors of these spots are described in Table 5.2. When a
spot is selected interactively in the source image it successfully retrieves the
corresponding images when the orientation of the source and target spot matches. In this
test the spot number five is the target spot because it has the least variance compare to
other spots. This test is carried out on synl and syn2 to see i f it successfully recognises
the target spot from the number of spots. In each case of the experiment, it successfully
identifies the target spot.
The next phase of the test is carried out to identify similar spots in the
neighbourhood area assuming that an exact match has not been found in the first phase of
the matching. In these tests, images (syn3, syn4 and syn5) have been selected in such a
way so that the exact spot corresponding to the source spot does not exist on the same
positional vector on the line of path. In each case, it retrieves the target images which
contain the neighbourhood spot that are considered as similar protein spots with regard to
the source image protein spot. Four nearest spots at different orientations are used for
each image (syn3, syn4 and syn5). When the test retrieves the target image, a region of
interest is drawn on the target image. The orientation of the spots (the angle and distance
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path) are recorded and they are compared with the pre-determined set of values. The
result shows an accuracy of 1:8 match which indicates that it only picks up the best
neighbourhood spot out of the eight possibilities (Figure 5.8). Same test is also carried
out on other synthetic images to check i f it can identify the nearest neighbourhood spot in
the target image. In each case, the test successfully identifies the target protein spot at
least variance position. The least variance is calculated as shown in Table 5.2.

5.3.4. Matching in 2D gel electrophoresis image
This phase of the experiment is carried out on real gel electrophoregram images.
The gel electrophoregrams are not pre-processed to have unique background or to
eliminate light spots which have higher grey scale values. A source image is chosen and a
protein spot is selected which is to be matched with the same or similar protein spot in
the target image. The line of path and the region of interest are drawn. The target image is
then loaded and the matching operation is carried out to identify the same or similar spot
in the target image (Figure 5.9).
Table 5.2. Vectors of each spot to determine the least variance
Spot

Angle

Length
To spot

Source
spot
1
2
3
4
5

58.76

71.3

Mean
grey
value
0

28.36
31.63
39.49
45.95
58.76

128.4
116.28
95.9
84.8
71.3

0
0
0
0
0

Total
value

156.7
147.9
135.4
130.8
130.0

Variance Least
Comment
With
Variance
source

130.0
26.6
17.84
5.34
0.74
0

0

Spot
Of
interest

X

*5

, "V.
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Figure 5.7. Identifying the spot at the same orientation as it is in the source image
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Figure 5.9. Matching spot in the target image at the sa me location as it is in the
source image, [a] Source image and [b] spot found in the target image.
The experiment is carried out on ten gel electrophoregram images (Table 5.1) and
it successfully identified spot at the same orientation in différent target images. In this
case, the best nearest similarity value is used to choose the best matching. For similarity
search, the variance value is used. This is carried out by determining the vector v and the
variances Ai as described in équation (iv). The spot with least variance is chosen as the
same or similar protein spot on the line of the path (Figure 5.10). Overall performance
shows 90% (Table 5.3) successful identification of spots at least variance position in the
target image. The image E L C (Appendix D) is taken as a source image. A spot is selected
in the source image. A l i the target spots are identified successfully in the target image
except the one in the L Y P image (section 5.5). The image R B C (Appendix D) does not
contain any target spot on the line of path and thus the algorithm could not find any
similar spots as anticipated.
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Table 5.3. Identifying the target spot in real image
Image Angle Length
To spot

Mean Total
gray value
Value
0

130.0

-

-

58.76 71.3

0

AL4

56.44 73.1

CSF

ELC

58.76 71.3

RBC

-

HPG

-

Variance
Spot
with source type

Identified
automatically

Source
-

No spot

Not online of path

130.0

0.0

Target

Yes

0

129.5

0.5

Target

Yes

51.56 78.2

0

129.7

0.3

Target

Yes

PLT

59.23 70.1

0

129.4

0.6

Target

Yes

LVR

56.23 70.2

0

126.4

4.4

Target

Yes

LYP

56.87 70.2

0

127.0

3.0

Target

No

SOD

58.23 71.3

0

129.5

. 0.5

Target

Yes

LDL

61.34 69.0

0

130.3

0.3

Target

Yes

t

l

\ toad 'Source Image, j lM°,ÌfÌ[3,^fl?! ., ,III.^.Ii!S.Ì

Figure 5.10. Identifying the neighbourhood spot the in target image.
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5.3.5. Shape comparison
In this experiment a single spot is chosen and the variation between source and
target spot is calculated to determine the similarity of the spots. The difference matrix is
used to calculate the variance. For example, the spots in Figure 5.11 show the variation
that exists between the two spots. Shape variance within an offset is taken as an indicator
to establish that the spots are similar. Table 5.4 illustrates the parameters used for this
comparison. These spots are considered to be similar because the shape variance falls
within an acceptable region of tolerance value. In this case the shapes show 94% variance
(Table 5.4).

Figure 5.11: Source spot (a) and detected spot (b) in the target image for shape
comparison.

Table 5.4. Determining the shape variance
Spot
Source
spot

Target
spot

x,y coordinates taken
for comparison
(5,2)

r values for the Average
r
coordinates
5.385165

(4,3)

5

(3,6)

4.123106

(4,4)

4.242641

(5,3)

4.472136

(4,3)

5

(3,4)

5

(4,6)

3.162278

Shape variance

%

4.68772
94.04564

4.40860

5.4 Retrieving 3D image
This part of the experiment is carried out to show that a 3D image can be retrieved
interactively by selecting a specific spot from the source image. In this experiment, gel
electrophoresis

image

spots

are

labelled

using

Mélanine

software

(URL:

http://us.expasy.org/melanie/). The following parameters are stored in the target specific
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dedicated database: all the coordinates, intensity values, positional orientation and the
average shape radius of the spots. When a specific spot is selected in the source image,
the parameters of the selected spot are then matched wnhin this database to retrieve the
3D image which corresponds to the selected spot A dedicated and task specific database
is created (Khan et al, 2001) to store the resource mapping information The gel
resources are described in Resource Document Framework (Figure 5.12). The main
feature of RDF is to provide interoperability by adding semantics to the web resources.
RDF describes the whole web page or part of the web page as resource and these
resources are named by URI. Resource URI with their properties and values are used to
define a RDF statement. By defining the resources in the RDF body the researchers' will
be able to configure their own choice of resource database mapping information
according to their specific query. For example, to define a gel spot for protein
Oxidoreductase (Superoxide Acceptor) in human liver sample gel electrophoresis image
the following R D F statements are used to describe the metadata in dedicated database
(Khan et al. 2003a).
<rdf.RDF
xmlns:rdf^'rrtnp://www.w3.org/19W^
xmlns: s=http: //description org/schmea/>
<rdf: Description about="http://www-lecb.ncifcrf.gov/cei-bin/dbEngine/2dwgDB">
<s: GelS pot 1>
<rdf:Descriptionalx)iit^'http://ww
<rdf:type resource=http://descriptionorg/schema/Proteins/>
<v:Spotlx>cation>
<v.SpotDelta> </v:SpotDelta>
<v:SpotTheta> </v:SpotTheta>
</v: SpotLocation>
<v: S potFeature>
<v:SpotIntesity> </v:SpotIntensity>
</v:SpotFeature>
<v: ProteinDetails>
<rdf type resource= http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/cgi/explore.cgi?
pid-92441066222151&page=80&pdbId=lSOS l>
<v: ProteinName>Oxidoreductase</v: ProteinName>
<v:ProteinID>l SOS</v:PYoteinID>
</v: ProteinDetails>
</s:GelSpot>
</rdf: Description>
</rdf:RDF>
Figure 5.12 Description of gel electrophoresis protein spot using RDF
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When the source image spot is selected, the target image spot is identified based
on the delta and theta (Section 5.2.3) of the spot. The intensity value of the spot is also
matched with the source image spot. These extracted values (Extractor M/) are then
compared with the <SpotTheta> and <SpotDelta> sub-elements to match the element
<SpotLocatiori> in R D F (Figure 5.12). It also matches with the <SpotFeature> to
retrieve the protein details from the RDF. The <ProteinDetails> element describes the
resources name and URI to access the values. In this example the operator pID value
ISOS

is used to retrieve the 3D structure of the protein from the Protein Data Bank

resource. A Meta data extractor module is created (Chapter 7, Section 7.2.2) which
collects meta data and which represents the format, structural details and links of the
resource databases. It also extracts the contents of the elements and stores them in
corresponding variables. For meta data extraction a wrapper module called L S X T is used.
L S X T is a data extraction and transformation tool for converting any data stream into
X M L ( X M L , 2000). L S X template is used to extract elements contents by using Isx.foreach and lsx:vdlue-of select. The values are then stored in different variables, for
example, p, q and r. L S X T , is complementary to X S L T (XSLT, 1999). It can read
mapping linker RDF and it converts it into X M L . A n example of converting mapping
linker RDF containing resources into X M L using L S X T is described in Figure 5.13.
<lsx:transform xmlns:lsx=http://www.w3.org/lsx>
<ProteinSpotDetails>
<lsx:templatepattem-match=" ProteinDetails: $p$;\s$q$;\s;$r$;\s\w+.">
<lsx:details p="\w+" q="\w+" r="\w+'7>
<ProteinDetails>
<ProteinResource>
<lsx:value-of select="p"/>
</ProteinResource>
<ProteinName> <lsx:va!ue-of select="q"/>
</ProteinName>
<ProteinID> <lsx:value-of select="r'7>
</ProteinID>
</ProteinDetails>
</ProteinSpotDetails>
</lsx :transform>
A

Figure 5.13 Wrapper module L S X T to extract element contents
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Figure 5.14 shows the 3D images that are retrieved from the local dedicated
8

databases for same or similar protein spots.

f
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Figure 5.14. 3D Protein structures retrieved from the dedicated database, [a] same
protein and [b] similar protein for neighbourhood spot.

5.5. Summary
This chapter has presented a novel approach for identifying identical or similar
spot from target gel electrophoresis image which lies on the same line of path as it is in
the source image. A combination of geometric and image processing techniques have
been used to identify the spot which matches with the features of the source image spot.
Although the technique achieves significant accuracy in identifying the identical or the
similar protein spot, some false matching were also resulted The following factors
affected the final outcome in such cases:
i. image background

<»

ii. the size of the spots, and
iii. the intensity of the spots
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Performance can be increased significantly by adjusting the background contrast.
Histogram equalisation can be useful tool for creating uniform image contrast. However,
a nonlinear transformation can change the shape of the actual image. The contrast of the
image background can also be adjusted by estimating the background values using
morphological opening. Morphological opening has the effect of removing spot objects
(circular shape) with a given predefined radius. But it also modifies the shape of the
objects which therefore leads to image distortion. Binary thresholding and labelling can
be used to pre-process the image for improved performance, however it can have a
detrimental effect on the actual gel spots. Streaks, twin spots and complex regions can
also have a significant effect on the identifying process. The performance can be
increased in several fold by using the Brute Force method or L P approach (Efrat et ai,
2001) which can measure the ellipse encircling the spot. Also the technique described by
Kriegel et al, (2000) to partition the streaks and the complex regions can have a
significant effect when matching with the complex region. Ehrenmann et ai, (2000) used
Generalised Hough Tranform method (GHT) for object shape determination.
GHT has been used for determining the contour of the shape and it has then been
extended for shape comparison. A dynamic buffer of radius is used for creating the shape
in the source image and the target spot boundary coverings are then checked with these
values. The novelty of this approach is that the image has not been preprocessed in order
to avoid the image distortion. The spot identifying process described here is dynamic and
the image spot is selected interactively by the user (image object keying). The approach
has emphasized on extracting the directional vector information from the image. Intensity
value of the detected spot shape from the target image is also used as an additional
parameter for achieving further accuracy. This helps to come to a conclusion about the
spot similarity which enables to identify the protein similarity. The approach is also
unique because it searches for the spot only on the line of path and it does not search the
whole image. It uses the key concept of electrophoretic mobility of proteins. This concept
reduces the number of candidate spots to be identified within the image.
The major objective of this approach is to retrieve the 3D structure of the protein
from the Protein Data Bank so that the comparison does not only rely on the spot
matching. Instead it is extended to the visual comparison of 3D structure of the protein.
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To achieve this a meta data description for each spot of an image is created. The meta
data is described in Resource Document Framework for its own flexibility. The elements
of this meta data, delta, theta and the intensity value of the spot, are matched with the
features of the image to retrieve further details about the protein. Once the source protein
spot is selected the 3D structure of the protein is retrieved dynamically without any
further intermediate keying. The retrieval of multiple variant protein structure can be
achieved by describing the resources and assigning appropriate operator in meta data.
Next chapters, Chapter 6 and 7, will explore how this approach can be applied to
initiate the retrieval of further details of the protein. The protein spot of the gel
electrophoresis image can be further

linked with molecular biology databases

dynamically which are in public domain. The objective of linking the protein spot with
other databases is to reveal further clinical and genotypic feature from the open resources
that is associated with the selected protein spot in a gel electrophoresis image.
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Chapter 6
Biological Database Integration:
Concepts and Approaches
Chapter Objective
This chapter présents an approach to integrate biological data front multiple resources
info a single page. The chapter looks at the existing integration approaches to construct
federated information Systems. The federated information Systems development dépends
on creating mediators and wrappers. The wrapper création for web data is complex and
it is not accurate because of the lack of standardised and structured semantic of web data
for molecular biology. This chapter explores the possibìlity of using context for
integrating web data.

Chapter Contents
6.1 Introduction
6.2 Integration Concepts for Utilising Multiple Biological Resources
6.2.1 Federated information criteria
6.2.2 Mediator for database fédération
6.2.3 Wrapper for database fédération
6.3 Web Based Data Sources
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6.3.1.1 Metadata types
6.3.2 Contexts for integration
6.3.2.1 Using context in web data integration
6.3.3 Wrapper for web data
6.3.4. Navigation through the web sources
6.3.5 Defming contexts and relationships
6.4 Summâry
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Chapter 6
Biological Database Integration:
Concepts and Approaches
Computing infrastructures built to support the discovery process are ofien inadequate,
and the potential of productivity gains through large-scale data integration has not
materialised. White arguments rage about how this might have occurred, the reality is
that, viewed as 'complete Systems', life science IT lags nearly 20 years behind IT
Systems in other industries, where data are more structured.
Donnelly, (2003) Data integration technologies: An unfulfilled revolution in the
drug discovery process, Biosilico vol. 1, No. 2.

6.1 Introduction
Integration of molecular biology dépends on successali implementation of
technologies and tools. In many research, for example, Cheung et al, (2001, 2000),
Cluet et al. (2001) and Shanmugasundaram et al. (2001), thèse technologies and tools
emerge as an aid to molecular biology database integration domain. However,
database integration for molecular biology requires attention on a complete
framework which is more than a technology. Gieger et al. (2003) highlighted in this
regard:
The process of linking gene functions to the multitude of clinical phenotypes by means
of information extraction is still in its infancy. There are a variety of concepts and
terminology used in the clinical environment that are différent from those used in
genome research. Naturai tanguage processing methods have been developed to
extract, structure and decode clinical information in patient reports. Nevertheless, the
identification of relationships between entities in genome research and clinical
phenotypes stili remains a significant challenge.
Gieger et al. (2003) The future of text mining in genome-based clinical research,
Biosilico, vol 1, No. 3.

Issues on framework and web data integration are discussed in this chapter. It
especially focuses on how context based integration is feasible for web based
integration. The issues that support this claim have been highlighted here. However,
just to mention héfë that the complete methodology for designing, developing and
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ninning a web based information system for molecular biology databases, is not the
focus of this research and outside the scope of this thesis. The issues of any database
integration which consists a number of layers and which holds mediators and
wrappers for query exécution and exporting schémas have been highlighted here.
Section 6.2.1, 6.2.2 and 6.2.3 discuss the criteria for developing database fédération
techniques that are widely used for molecular biology integration. The issues of
mediators and wrappers are also discussed here. Finally, a conclusion is drawn that
further research for molecular biology database integration to concentrate on web data
is required. Five criticai issues for web based integration are then investigated and the
drawbacks of the présent approaches and methods are discussed.
Section 6.3 concentrâtes on the need of web based integration for molecular
biology databases. This section discusses the necessity of metadata for web based
molecular biology database integration. Although, the web developers created a
strong connection between any search page and the database individually, the role of
metadata was not established to represent a context or purpose of integration. The
metadata plays an intermediate role to interconnect différent objects residing in
heterogeneous databases. These issues are discussed in section 6.3.1.
Section 6.3.2 illustrâtes the construct of metadata based on the context of
integration. A metadata development based on subject domain entails describing a
complete ontology. It has been argued here that a metadata based on context of
integration considering an application domain of molecular biology eases the création
of the metadata and it helps defining the integration domain.
A carefully defined application domain in molecular biology leads to the
development of wrapper and to résolve the semantic conflict among the objects.
Wrapper also détermines the navigational logie to exécute queries and direct the
queries to the target sources. The wrappers are the criticai issue that needs to be
implemented for web based data integration. Section 6.3.4 and 6.3.5 examine thèse
issues and utilise thèse to implement the proposed framework.
Section 6.3.5 analyses the criticai aspect of choosing language for describing
the context in metadata. This is also another criticai issue because rnany languages
which are emerging to describe the data contents seem to cover only few aspects, i.e.
either thèse are highly language specific or thèse are restricted to the use of describing
their own ontology. This section is proposing that RDF should be used for describing
contexts of integration and it Highlights the reasons.
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Section 6.4 fïnally summarises the chapter and establishes the ground for the
proposed framework.

6.2 Integration Concepts for Utilising Multiple Biological Resources
The biomédical research laboratoires are generating high volume of data each
day. To manage thèse high throughput data, the organisations frequently create
several différent databases. These laboratory based data can be linked with federated
databases for target information without creating its own global schema. Laboratory
data will act as component of a database fédération by adopting a component based
approach for database integration. This will have a tremendous effect on the cost,
efficiency and maintenance.
The federated information system can act as central point of access to a set of
heterogeneous, autonomous, distributed Systems. The laboratory database as a
component of database fédération will lead to the database resources which are to be
integrated based on the integration domain. The objective of the biological resource
integration is to interoperate the data between
-

the structured, semi-structured and unstructured data sources,

-

tightly versus loosely coupled integration, and

-

database integration based on data semantics.

Local autonomy needs to be preserved for any integration of biological
resources (Markowitz et al., 1996 and Karp, 1996). However, this is not a
fundamental concern for business database integration where data is standardised
according to business needs. The integration of biological resources requires to have
the following features:
-

able to access over the internet,

-

able to navigate among différent databases automatically, and

-

not to be concerned with the structural knowledge of the schema.

This research is investigating the features of database fédération to determine
the suitability of current approaches for database integration. It later examines the
approaches for database integration based on the context (semantics) of the web data.

6.2.1 Federated information criteria
Federated Information system is a collection of a number of autonomous
databases which can cooperate with each other to exchange meaningful information
(Davidson et ai, 1995). In Federated information Systems the resources are mainly
constituted by a number of databases with local applications around them and users
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can have access to the global information system as a source of resources (Busse et al:
2000 and Sarker et al., 2003). Unlike the Federated Database Systems, basic
characteristics of Federated information system is based on the fact that participating
resources are not restricted to database Systems. This can include a wide variety of
information provisions.
The architecture of federated information system is based on the integration of
global schema. This global schema can be integrated by exporting schema from
participating data resources which is termed as 'bottom up strategy' or by defining
global information requirement and developing a global classical schema which is
termed as 'top down strategy' (Busse et al., 2000). In bottom up strategy the
integration process Starts with the analysis of horizontal correspondence between
component schémas. To implement this, an integrated schema is derived together with
the correspondences between the integrated schema and the export schémas.
In contrast, the top down strategy consider the existing information resources
and then générâtes a global schema using formai analysis process. In this strategy a
vertical correspondence is established between the global schema and source schema
to allow the translation of queries. Up tili now the Federated information Systems
research is within the scope of 'tightly coupled' approach where a schema export
environment is created and Consolidated to one global schema using either top down
or bottom up strategy. The architecture of tightly coupled Federated Systems is shown
in Figure 6.1 which was proposed by Busse et al., (2000).
Presentation Layer
User

User

User

User

Wrapper Layer

Local
Application
. Local
Application
Local
Application

Figure 6.1. Architecture of a Tightly Coupled Federated Information System
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However, tight connection between fédération and foundation layer greatly affects
the incrementai development of the system and any changes in the schema o f
foundation layer or in the export schema trigger a new integration process.
Busses et al. (1999), classified the Federated information Systems into three
différent groups. A brief description of thèse groups are given nere.
Any federated system without the global schema is called 'loosely coupled',
1

and the federated system with a global schema is called tightly coupled .
Tightly coupled approach oversees information resources as a single
organisational entity, whereas, loosely coupled approach shares a common
syntax for data Publishing and querying (Kemp et ai., 2000a). 'Tightly
coupled' approach adopts common hardware and software for participâting
sites. In loosely coupled approach user do not need to know the individuai
query language, however, the user does need to know the schema of the
participating databases for writing the query.
Federated Systems which are permanently materialised of source data in one
local space showed a widespread acceptabitity in molecular biology database
domain (Schonbach et al., 2000; Paton et al., 2000). This approach is termed
as 'Data Warehousing'. Although, the warehouse approach is very fast in
data searching, it has high risk in schema conversion for data matérialisation
in molecular biology. Furthermore, it has a risk of suffering with outdated
data because o f continuons update of participating molecular biology
databases (Markowitze/ al., 1996).
Any federated system with lesser extent of semantic integration can create a
major challenge for extracting meaningful information. A higher degree of
integration is achieved i f only results from différent sources are merged and
if they correspond to a specific context for molecular biology. Identification
of objects is necessary to achieve this, however, this is difficult for
molecular biology databases because of the semantic conflict and lack of
présence of context for integration (Karp, 1996b).

6.2.2 Mediator for database fédération
A federative database approach for molecular biology database integration is
no&xplored in detail. Kemp et al, (2000a) attempted to create database fédération o £
molefeular biology resources using mediator for database fédération. In their approacri
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mediator describes the content of the data resources that are members of the
fédération; including the semantic relationship which exists between them. This
meeliator also maps between mediator's schema and the external resources* schema.
A mediator based integration is a 'tightly coupled' integration for database
fédération. It follows a top-down approach for creating database fédération. The
création of mediator follows the following steps:
i.

Integration requirement needs to be analysed according to the différent
levels of users,

ii.

It leads to différent views because différent users have différent
requirements, and

iii.

The resulting view is homogenised immediately by integrating the
participating views (Navathe et al. 1986).

A mediator based integration in database fédération offers some advantages in
maintaining the system. A mediator also allows changing the structure of data
resources without affecting the global schema, as it only requires to change the
correspondence mapping (Laser, 1998). But, it faces the problem of finding a suitable
global schema.
The top-down approach also leads to a less cohérent system since they
introduce only weak bindings between the sources and the integration is based on
common ontologies. In this strategy a comprehensive description of concepts and
spécifications are created on a particular domain and this ontology is then used for
describing the content of the data sources.
A database fédération consists of more than one mediators. A l i the mediators
have their own schema. One schema can relate to other schémas of other mediators.
This leads to a high risk of structural and semantic conflict.
Other research in homogeneous mediator based information system, Von
(2000), used the same data model and query language for ali the mediators and data is
structured. This créâtes a major challenge in dealing with the heterogeneous data
sources with heterogeneous mediators which is essential for molecular biology
database integration.

6.2.3 Wrapper for database fédération
A wrapper transforms data that is represented in one particular .data', model of
its "wrapped'^data source into a data model représentation of the mediator: It also
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translates queries from the query language of the mediator to "queries" exécutable by
the source. The schema for wrappers dépends on the sources as it is a source specific
Operation and on the interface that the wrapper uses to access the source. But it is
independent of the mediatore schema. A wrapper can be built at the site where data is
resided or at the site where mediator is resided (Von, 2000). A wrapper can be reused
for différent data sources of same type, for example, a wrapper for R D B M S of one
data source can be used for another data source with the same R D B M S .
However, problems arise when integrating a new source into the global
Systems for the following reasons: (i) specifying a new service based on the
knowledge of the information need on top for creating view, (ii) specifying the
knowledge of the available contents at bottom for local databases and (iii) relating
these to each other. These also require to modify the mediatore or to create a new one.
Moreover, these might lead to create new architectural components in the integration
layer (Kutsche and Sunbul, 1999).
The problems rise to several fold when many Bioinformatics or Biomedicai
organisations develop and maintain independent databases. These information
become meaningful i f they become part of complete dataset, such as web based
resources for Protein Databank or Genome Databank. Web based resources are the
primary issue for the future of molecular biology database integration. Generating a
wrapper for these web resources is a major challenge. Wrapper for web based data
resources are difficult to reuse and it also lacks the standardisation. So the challenge is
to generate a wrapper easily and efficiently.
The

next section describes the web data as information resources for

molecular biology and the approaches taken to integrate these web resources.

6.3 Web Based Data Sources
Molecular biology data are emerging as web based resources. These web data
are open, semi or uns truc tured and hyper linked with one another with différent
extents of semantics. These sources often contain overlapping or complementary
information, but they have their own semantics heterogeneity of relationship which is
to be hyper linked. So, the challenge of integrating these biological wei> resources lies
in extracting and synthesising information from multiple independent web sources
(Hucket al, 1998).
The problem of semahtic heterogeneity is to identify the semantically related,
objects in différent databases and to identify the resolution of schematic différences^
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among them (Kashyap and Sheth, 1998). The web deals with unstructured data which
is not standardised by any authority and this web data is also difficult to exploit as it
lacks the semantics of its contents. To develop an integration domain and mapping
among the objects residing in multiple sources is a challenge. In addition providing
semantics on the contents for data interoperability can make the web based data into a
good source of knowledge (Sondag, 2001).
The next section explores how the Metadata, Context and Navigational
approach among the resources are used for conceptualisation and for adding
semantics to web contente for its interoperability.

6.3.1 Metadata for webs
Metadata is defined as data or information about data. Metadata is one of the
pivotai ideas on which the database components dépend. The function of the metadata
is the ability to abstract and capture the essential information front the underlying data
which is independent of représentation détails (Kashyap and Sheth, 1998). A general
classification of metadata according to Kashyap and Sheth (1998), is descrìbed in the
following Section.

6.3.1.1 Metadata types
Various types of metadata are used by différent researchers. Two main types
are Content Independent metadata and Content Dépendent metadata.

Content Independent Metadata - this type of metadata captures information that does
not dépend on the content of the document with which it is associated. Information
content is not captured by this type of metadata but this might stili be useful for
retrieval of documents from their actual physical locations.

Content Dépendent Metadata - this type of metadata dépends on the content of the
document it is associated with. Examples of this are size of a document or date of last
update. The content dépendent metadata can be divided into following two catégories. ,
Direct Content Based Metadata - this type of metadata is directly based on the
contente of a document, for example, full text indices based on the text of the
documents.
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Content Descriptive Metadata - this type of metadata describes the contents of
a document without directly utilising the contents of the documents, for
example, textual annotations describing the contents of any page. This specific
type has two sub-categories:
Domain Independent Metadata — in this case metadata captures the
information présent in the document which is independent of the
application or the subject domain of the information, for example,
parse trees for H T M L or C++.
Domain Specific Metadata - this type is described in accordance with
the application or subject domain of information.
Molecular biology researchers deal with Consolidated view of data for any
particular subject or application domain, for example, integration based on human
disease data, integration based on mutation data or integration of data for cell
developmental issues. Domain specific metadata is a major issue for web based
molecular biology integration. Contents in a particular web for molecular biology
only represent a partial datasets within a particular domain. This dataset is not
complete unless it can be linked with other web pages for différent sets of data to give
it a more meaningful information within that particular domain of molecular biology.
For example, O M I M web page describes diseases but it does not provide complete
information about gene and its products. But, when it is linked with G D B or PDB web
pages then it gives a complete information about the gene and its products. It will also
give information about any disease that might be caused due to the mutation in the
gene. However, this integration is only useful for the study of disease but it is not
useful for any developmental study. One needs to create another domain specific
metadata describing the contents of the web for such study.
This implies that domain specific metadata création is content dépendent of
the web that it represents. It helps to abstract the représentation détails for a particular
subject domain which are more meaningful. Domain specific metadata does not rely
on underlying structure or organisation of the data. It takes into account the context of
integration which might vary from domain to domain. Therefore, this is the most
suitable metadata type to deal with semantic heterogeneity of web which is open and
unstructured.
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6.3.2 Contexts for integration
A context is a knowledge that is required to answer a query for another
system. This cari be achieved by the mapping between différent schema éléments
(Ouksel and Naiman, 1993 and Rector, 2004). This context represents the meaning,
contents and the properties of data. A metadata is associated with this data for
représentation (Rector, 2004).
To understand and represent the knowledge of any web or a collection of web
pages it is required to capture the context of linking the objects and it is also required
to map the related domains of the two objects.
Kashyap and Sheth, (1996 and 1998) identified context which involves a
group of databases and their relationships between the objects of différent entities in a
particular subject domain.
A context can describe and abstract the representational détails of the
underlying data. These contexts are usually consulted first before processing the
underlying data but they can also be consulted at run-time. These type of contexts
represented in metadata are called Metadata Context (Kashyap and Sheth, 1996).
Other type of context which captures the domain knowledge rather than the
underlying data itself and which forces to represent the conceptual semantic view of
the underlying data is called Conceptual Context (Kashyap and Sheth, 1996). This
conceptual context is built on the terms that are used within a specific domain. The
terms are required to interrelate with each other which dépends on the relationship
and which have been described in the subject ontology.
The conceptual context can provide a very useful mean to tackle web
semantics in molecular biology database integration. The challenge of building this
type of conceptual context in molecular biology is to bridge the gap between terms
used in one subject domain and the terms used in another subject domain. Therefore, a
relationship mechanism needs to be established within a particular subject domain in
molecular biology.
The relationship among the terms used in web based molecular biology
databases varies from one subject domain to another. For example, Nucleic acid used
in Protein Databank is related with Gene in Genome Databank, but the meaning is the
same in both cases. The interest of users which dépend on the organisation or groups
canfalso overlap. For example, the users who are interested^in diseases will be looking,
at ma protein data and its structural perspective, whereas thè^users who are interestedH

$
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in cell development will be looking at the protein data and its development
perspective at each stage of the cell.
$

In molecular biology database domain a fixed set of descriptions of

relationships between objects does not necessarily mean the semantic similarity
between them. An example in this context is explained in the previous paragraph.
Currently web data are link-based, i.e., connected via links, and abstracting
links from documents allows great deal of flexibility. Link abstraction provides the
addition of functionality feature to the web data and it does not affect the conceptual
context. It also simplifies the link maintenance by reusing the links in différent
domain. This is why the research has used the conceptual context idea for molecular
biology web data integration

6.3.2.1 Using context in web data integration
Kashyup and Sheth (1996) formalised the définition of objects and their
association among themselves within a context scenario. Any object in a context
scenario spécifies the assumptions and helps to extend the object within any database
fédération.
A context can be used as a set of contextual coordinates (Kashyap and Sheth,
1998) and it can be represented as, context = <(Cj, V ) (C , Vi)....(Ck, Vk)>
}

2

where each Ci corresponds to a context and each Vi represents the relationship
between the objects for the context. Context represents the rôle of the objects and why
they are related to each other in a particular context of subject domain. The concept of
context can be applied to web data integration for molecular biology where the rôle of
Ci and Vi can be explained as follows:
Rôle of Ci :
•

Ci, l<i<k is denoting an aspect of context which is a member of the subject
domain.

•

Ci models the subject domain in a context to link with other aspects of the
context.

•

Ci may be based on the assumption of links which are allowed by the subject
domain. Any relationship which is not supported by the subject domain is null
and void.
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•

Ci may not be associateci with an object O in the web data although it is in the
subject domain. It does not associate with the application domain or outside the
boundary of the users interest domain.

•

Ci will be associated with Cj (l^^c),

Ci=<Cj,Vj> when and only when Ci eC

and Cj eC, where C is a unifying context of ali contexts.
Role of Vi:
•

Vi can be expressed as a set of values for a particular context.

•

Vi can refer to another object of another context for relationship mapping.

•

Vi can act as a value buffer to extract appropriate values frora the web based
databases that support an aspect of context.

•

Vi can unify the values that are collected front différent databases in their
respective contexts when it is referring to a unifying context.

•

Unified Vi can be referred as value extensions for expressing any object more
explicitly that support an application domain.
EI-Beltagy et al. (2001) and Mork et al (2001) proposed a framework for

adding links to web pages based on the context of the user and the web pages. They
used a simple rule based algorithm to utilise links in the création of generic links in
context. They proposed that i f document X and document Y appear in context Z, and
if there is a link related to a concept C in document X then the same link can be
y

applied to concept C in document Y. This applies to ail documents in context Z. Thus
the model allows to extract multiple source nodes and multiple destinations. Their
algorithm was based on Term Frequency and Inverse Document Frequency technique
where they measured cosine similarity function. In their proposed technique they
abstracted a context via a Cluster centroid of terms which represents any given Cluster
to group the documents. The major drawback of this technique is that i f multiple
concepts represent the same centroid of terms for similarity matching, then it is unable
to differentiate between the documents which represent différent concepts. This
scenario is quite common in molecular biolpgy data. For example, gene séquence
annotation and genotypic détails of any particular trait share the common terms for
concept représentation.

Ä

This idea can be extended further by conceptualising the contexts to design
any object and to assert how the components of the objects are distributed in multiple
web sources. These assertions can be described with the modelling of appropriate^
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contextual coordinate, which is a particular web resource of interest for particular
subject domain in this research. Although, it may hold différent aspects of subject
domain, by associating with other objects of other aspects it can give a new object for
a particular application domain (Figure 6.2). The parent context comprises a set of
component contexts and values. The component contexts describe a set of objects
which are a subset of any application domain. The objects which are described by the
component context are interrelated with each other to define a unifying context for
integration purpose.
A group of similar contexts with their associated values are grouped together
in a set which becomes a Parent context for ali the contexts in the group. Parent
context which is a unifying context can hold différent objects which is true for their
respective contexts and application domains but it might not hold a complete set o f
objects for any subject domain. Mapping of the objects in différent schema for web
can be described by Interschema Correspondance Assertions and a set of Intershcema
Correspondence. Assertions reflect the Parent context. In our approach it is
integration domain for a particular application domain (see Chapter 7 for more
détails).

Parent Context fç, V )
Reflects complete
application domain

Object
OI=>(Cl,Vl)

^Unifying Context
*>Unifying Values
Object
On=>(Cn,Vn)

Setof contexts.
Child Context ( C l , V I )
Reflects a component of
application domain

Correspondance 01 ,On)
<

».

Child Context (Cn, Vn)
Reflects component
application domain

Figure 6.2 A simple schematic diagra m of context componenti
This research has described context as a collection o f relationships where any
object which is preloaded will initiate the context activation. These collection of
relationships will also provide a number of access methods to the target web data and
navigation based on the context map (Chapter 7, Section 7.3.1). The research has also
suggested a novel navigational method and an integration domain for accessing web
based molecular biology data.
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6.3.3 Wrapper for web data
Web is a vast source of molecular biology data. In most cases thèse data are
hidden behind the search forms. These searchable data résides in structured and
unstructured databases. The pages for any web queries are dynamically generated
when a query is submitted to web search forms. It is a major challenge for any web
wrapper to automatically parse, process and interact with the form-based search
interfaces. The steps involved in submiting a query and getting a response are outlined
in Figure 6.3 (Raghavan and Garcia-Molina, 2001).

User

Figure 63. Steps involve in web queries.
The major concerns for web based data sources to extract any relevant
information are:
wrappers need to have fault tolerant parsers to collect any desired
information
wrappers need to divert the searching Operators to a number of désirable
sites, i.e., it should be able to link with other navigational site logie so that
it could reach the destination and collect the relevant information from the
H T M L pages.
It is time consuming and tedious to build wrapper from Scratch i f no tools are
involved. So, it is quite reasonable to build any wrapper using Wrapper Spécification
Language (WSL). W S L uses text parsing using regulär expressions of grammar rules
for HTTP opérations. These opérations include, form submission, requesting a web
page and parsing the H T M L pages. Some of the examples of this language are JEDI
(Huck et al., 1998) and W4F (World Wide Web Wrapper Factory) (Sahuguet and
Azavant 1999 and 2001).
In Sahuguet and Azavant (2001), the authors describe the wrapper language
W4F as a toolkit to generate wrappers for web sources. W4F functions as an
environment which allows to generate wrappers using a déclarative spécification
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language and compiles it as a Java component. This Java component can then be used
as a part of an application.
An interface between mediator and wrapper acts as denormalised schema or
universal schema to export information to the web source and to extract any
information from the web. Mediator represents a view of the data to the client once a
successful extraction is completed. W4F performs the following four major tasks:
a. Retrieving a web document
b. Cleaning
c. Extracting information, and
d. Mapping information
Web wrapper consists of three layers. These layers are:
i.

Communication layer

ii.

Extraction layer, and

iii.

Restructuring layer

The retrieving, cleaning and extracting, and mapping fonctions correspond to
the communication layer, extraction layer and restructuring layer respectively. A
general architecture of W4F wrapper as described by Sahuguet and Azavant (2001) is
shown in Figure 6.4.
Retri èva! ru! es

Retrieval Agent

H T M L page

Map to java
objects

Parser

Mapping to
XML

DOMTree

Figure 6.4. Block diagram of W4F architecture.
Once a page is retrieved using HTTP protocol, the cleaning stage transforms
the H T M L document into a well-formed document so that it can be parsed into a
D & i m e n t Object Model (DOM) tree. A set of extraction\rules using H E L ( H T M L
Extraction Language) plays a vital rôle to traverse through the D O M tree to collect the*
«

*•

;

:

=
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éléments. In the next stage the mapper maps thèse values to an exportable structure
which will be suitable for any specific application. Manolescu et ai, (2001) used a
siiuilar approach. They used D O M tree to convert multiple structured documents into
X M L repositories and it allowed the users to make queries on thèse repositories.
However, searching web data in molecular biology database requires to
transmit the queries to the wrapper in the form of binding attributes. These queries
then need to be pushed to the source by invoking the search form created by the
source web sites. For example, Protein Data Bank (PDB) web site has détails o f
protein and nucleic acid structures and other phenotypic détails. One needs to fili a
search form to make a query in this web and the form is then submitted to find the
required information. The database can be searched by using keywords, abbreviation
or by using accession number. Wrapper passes any one Operator at any one time to
perform the search and con verts the required H T M L page into D O M tree (DOM,
2000) for data extraction. It also relates the Operator with other Operators to find any
specific source and to push the query in the source at the same time. For example,
accession number for GDB needs to be related with the accession number of PDB in
any given context, i.e. linking genotypic information with the phenotype for disease
analysis. In general, web based data is accessed through the wrapper by using HTTP.
Von (2000) suggested two essential mechanism for web based access:
i.

Request H T M L pages and exécute 'CGI prograrhs'

ii.

Web forms trigger the query exécution

He also proposed a very general architecture (Figure 6.5) to represent any wrapper for
web based data access.
Mediator

Querie?

Wrapper

Resuit
Data restructuring layer
Data extraction layer

Rules

Communication layer
HTML
paEes

request
Website

V.*
TL

Figure 6.5. Ageneral architecture of a web wrapper.
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Shaker et ai (2002) also adopted the concept of utilising the semantic
mapping rules for transforming source data space into mediated schema space. They
stored the rules externally to the metawrapper application.
This research used Von's (2000) approach to, access the web search form and
to retrieve the required H T M L pages. This is described in Chapter 7.

6.3.4. Navigation through the web sources
Présent web based molecular biology database sites are all form based
(Freidman et al, 1999). They do not follow a well defïned topology of H T M L pages.
They manually operate on large databases which are updated on a regulär basis. These
databases can be searched by using the search forms and by giving some search
criteria. A H T M L page is created dynamically in response to the query form
submission. The web pages also allow navigation through multiple servers where
pages are cross linked. For example, P D B and SWISS-Prot (Bairoch, 1993) servers
are cross linked for navigation. The pages are also cross-linked with other pages by
hyperlinks or queries. These queries can be executed by using a hyperlink which
exécutes a script located at the resource server which retrieves the required static
page.
The success of any web based database integration dépends on whether the
data of the resources can be located and accessed dynamically. However, existing
techniques for web based integration mainly focus on the sites which are composed of
conventional static pages. The commercial tools and mining prototypes for the web
are also designed for thèse types of conventional sites. The enormous amount of
information stored in database and archives have not yet been explored using such
dynamic query (Berendt and Spiliopoulou, 2000).
Berendt and Spiliopoulou (2000) highlighted two issues regarding the quality
of navigation for form based web sites. These issues are:
support for navigation across the generated pages which are
resulted from the retrieving documents and which contain links to
other documents, and

^

query capabilities with différent searching and browsing patterns,
i.e. key work searching, submitting accession number of any
particular object which may exist within the interactions of a giveh
web site as'a resuit of users needs and interests.

.

^
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Although the individuai sources support a common semantics, for example,
shared meaning for the data types and domain, sharing the data among the global
community of users is stili a difficult task. Data sharing for the global community is
facing the following challenges (Mihaila et al, 2002):
i.

data providers need a mechanism for describing and Publishing
available sources of data

ii.

data administrators need a mechanism for discovering the location o f
the pubtished sources and they need to be able to obtain the metadata
from thèse sources

iii.

users need an effective mechanism for browsing and selecting sources.

In M E M O I R

(Managing Enterprise-scale Multimedia using an Open

Framework for Information Re-use) project Roure et al (2001) attempted to support
the collaboration effort in an Intranet environments by sharing documents. They
employed one or more link servers which can be interrogated either before or after a
document is viewed. However, M E M O I R is highly dependable on organisational
infrastructure and applications.
A comprehensive navigational approach is required to locate and access the
molecular biology data sources. The efficiency and the accuracy of such navigational
plan also dépend on the relevance of data that have been extracted. Such navigational
plan on the basis of application domain is proposed in Chapter 7, Section 7.4.

6.3.5 Defïning contexts and relationships
Apart from the H T M L documents both X M L and X M L Schema have also
been adopted widely for molecular biology repository. Wong and Shui, (2001) and
Cheung et al, (2001) described the integration using X M L database approach and
X M L applications respectively. W W W consortium also proposed the Resource
Description Language and a mechanism for resource location. The example of this is
the émergence of Resource Document Framework (RDF) (RDF, 1999). However,
there is stili little support for describing data resources for web and finding the
sources using metadata for the resources. But at présent, the researches are stillfocused only on bibliographical collection and on information sharing among
specialised collection (Mihaila et al, 2002). Therefore, attempts are made to add
semantics on data objects for defining the contexts for.the integration purpose.
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Despite the impact of H T M L and World Wide Web on distributing data, the
main limitation o f web is its lack of machine-understandable

semantics. This

limitation does not allow to extract the concept of relationships from these distributed
data or to correlate the data with each other (Halevy et al, 2003).
Attempts to focus on web semantics are carried out by turning the web into
knowledge. First step to convert the web into knowledge is to define the meaning of
the data and its relationship. Knowledge représentation language R D F and R D F
Schema allow to define différent domains and to relate them by using reasoning about
the concepts (Appendix C). It is evident that no domain posses a single description to
represent domain ontology, instead it requires few overlapping descriptions to
represent the concept of any particular domain of subject. This research proposes to
determine the application domain of integration so that single description can be used
to fùlfil the requirements and the description of concept can be represented by R D F or
X M L for interoperability.
In Halevy et al (2003), the authors reported about two signifìcant problems to
represent the language for developing any concept. These problems are:
(i)

A vast gap between R D F and data providers: R D F represents
everything as a set of classes and properties and it créâtes a graph for
relationships. So, R D F is focused on identifying the domain structure.
The data providers are generating information which does not follow
the complete ontology and the data are based on the application
domain. So it is required to fit the data into the R D F for complete
représentation of the domain structure

(ii)

Exporting data into X M L : many data providers export their data into
X M L (Shanmugasundaram et al 2001). X M L has limitations todefine
the domain structure, instead, it tends to define the most important
object or entities. So, it provides very comprehensive hierarchical
détails of the objects and leave the relationship among the objects
unspecified.

This research is proposing to use R D F to represent the context of the
relationship because:
-

RDF does not emphasises on object's importance, it plays a neutral rôle.

-

It represents graph oriented relationship to link the objects, properties and
values.
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-

It uses références, containers and certain properties and thus adds semantic
meaning to the objects.

-

Relationship between the objects can be defined explicitly with names.

-

In contrast to X M L the relationship can be conceptualised in R D F
description.

-

RDF can name ail binary relationships between pairs of objects, whereas,
in X M L objects are embedded in hierarchy within the document structure.

-

RDF allows the représentation of semantic meaning in RDF Schema or it
allows the représentation by simply interpreting the data.

-

X M L schema is based on object-oriented classes and database schema. It
can only represent some degree of semantics by adding keys or références.
But RDF Schema is based on knowledge représentation héritage. It takes
ontology to represent the objects in the domain and the relationships
between sets.

-

RDF shows more demonstrability of knowledge than most other language.

Despite ail thèse facts, RDF has limitations for developing full ontological
description to model a complex system incrementally. It is often required to draw
inferences about the compatibility of various combinations of components in complex
system. Using RDF graph approach it is difficult to predict the graph of relationships
among the components for assembling them in single modular construct
RDF provides a basic vocabulary and grammar for represent ing assertions
associated to any context, where any context is an environment within which some
statement are held to be true and it applies to any parti eu lar circumstances. So, R D F
schema which uses its own vocabulary needs to be further extended to establish a
context front a global context by introducing external vocabulary.
For this reason this research aims to capture a higher level and modular
construct of R D F which will be ablé to model a higher level of abstraction for
components and to maintain a relationship among them. It is also essential to describe
a flexible linkage between the value and the context, rather than depending only on
the ontological relationship between the contents because ontological description can
be revised and the value can be changed frequently. The approach to extend RDF to
represent higher level constructs taking the above factor into account is described in

m
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6.4 Summary
This section highlights the issues that have been discusseci in this chapter.
Molecular biology database integration can use • a variety of approaches, e.g: i .
federated database with loosely coupled approach, i i . Federated database with tightly
coupled approach and i i i . Data warehousing. A clear distinction among thèse
approaches are described and it is shown that how thèse approaches are related with
the présent work. Although database fédération and data warehousing approaches are
widely used techniques it is argued hère that émergence of data in web or public
domain has lead to the use of other approaches.
Developing a database fédération requires to create a mediator for integration.
A mediator represents the complete ontology of the subject domain for database
integration. It is argued by différent researchers that molecular biology database
objects have différent meanings in différent contexte. It is also argued that it is not
feasible to create an ontology for a subject domain, rather few overlapping ontology
are required to represent a complete subject, specially, in the case of molecular
biology database where data contents have différent meanings. Thus, semantic
conflict is a major challenge for creating such a database mediator and for describing
an object description.
Another major challenge for a mediator is to generate a wrapper which will
communicate between mediator and the data source to export the schema and to
extract the data from the source. Unlike in business data, meaning in molecular
biology data is not the same and data also do not réside in one place. This makes the
task for wrapper generation a complex process. The wrappers are not also reusable for
web based data. So the primary concem for web based integration is to find an
efficient way to select a wrapper.
The data fédération in the area of molecular biology are tightly coupled in
Order to avoid the complications. This implies that thèse databases are based on global
schema for integration. It is argued that it is not possible to create the global schema
for integration. Because global schema will not be able to serve the whole community
in a particular subject domain.
It is proposed that publicly available data which are web based needs to be
linked based on the context. In other words, the emphasis is on the meaning of the
objects and how they relate to each other instead of just describing the object. In this
way the object itseffis not prioritised and the concentration is on the relationship of
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the object and on defining the purpose of their relationship to each other. A collection
of Statements, a context, is described which is only true for a particular application
domain and which is not true for the whole subject domain. In the process of
implementing the context description other issues are revealed and it is apparent that
thèse issues need to be resolved in metadata level. These issues are:
i.

Need for navigational logie to locate the source from the web, and

ii.

The need for an efficient language to describe the context and the
object relationship

The main objective for any navigational plan is the ability to locate the
appropriate source and the ability to exécute the query on the source data which in
this case is the web based molecular biology database.
The potential of using R D F as a medium of expressing context in metadata
level is also analysed. The suitability and power of R D F in describing semantics of
web objects are discussed. It is argued that the R D F in its présent form is not
sufficient to describe the application domain. The research has proposed an extension
of the R D F to deal with this aspect.
The next chapter présents the proposed approach to implement the issues
discussed in this chapter.
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Chapter 7
Framework for Molecular Biology
Resources Description and Navigation
Chapter Objective
Varíame analysis of genetic data can be achieved by comparing data from différent
laboratory and public data resources. This chapter proposes a framework for
interactions with différent biologica! data resources based on the context of the web data
so that a Consolidated view of data can be achieved for variarne analysis. A formai
description of context of resources and their relationships have been described here
using context graph. The context increases the interoperability by providing the
description of the resources and the navigation plan for accessing the web based
databases. A higher level construct is developed (has, provide and access) to implement
the context in RDFfor web interactions. The interaction among the resources is achieved
by describing an integration domain based on the context. The integration domain allows
to navigate and to exécute the query plan within the resource databases.

Chapter Contents
7.1 Introduction
7.2 Approach to Database Integration
7.2.1 Strategy for searching
7.2.2 A Cooperative framework for database integration
7.3 Meta Data Description for Resources
7.3.1 Context graph for resource mapping
7.3.2 Context graph interprétation for resource mapping
7.4 Source Description with RDF
7.4.1 Context représentation in RDF
7.4.2 Integration Domain using context
7.5 Search Initiation
7.6 Image Feature Extractor
7.7 An Example of Integrating Biological Resources
7.8 Summary
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Chapter 7
Framework for Molecular Biology
Resources Description and Navigation
The real problem facingdata integration is not the technologies invohed, but in
getting everyone to agrée on the meaning of the term they use.
-Martin, 2001, Review article for Meeting on Trend* in Biotechnology

7.1 Introduction
The chapter dis eusses a novel approach to search heterogeneous multiple biologica!
resources. The implementation of a framework for resource description and navigation
plan in Resource Document Framework (RDF) using context graph approach is
proposed in this chapter. The framework initiâtes the searching for data set from
multiple biologica! resources and it shows how the retrieved results from différent
biologica! resources can be integrated in a single page. This web based approach
provides an alternative to the use of generic schema for database integration (Schonbach
et al. 2000 and Markowitz, 1995b). The approach utilises loosery coupled schema (see
chapter 6) which are less dépendent on component data sources. It also coordinates the
integration of component databases without dépend ing on the top level s che ma/vi ew
model (Kemp et al. 2000a and Ram et al. 2002). This gives the scope to use laboratory
based, target-specific component databases which are relative!y independent and
autonomous and which will be able to interact with other molecular biology data sources
for more meaningful information without participating into any database fédération
(Kemp et al. 2000a). Most of the database integration researches are based on query
optimisation or query script writing (Markovitz, 1995c, Kemp et al. 2000a, Kemper and
Wiesner, 2001, Cheung et al. 2001 etc.). But the framework as proposed hère describes
how interactions wtth différent biologicai data sources can be achieved with a single
instance and without writing any query scripts. This utilises an integration domain to
1M
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extract the required information The proposed framework has the following unique
features:
L

Increase the interoperability between the databases - the internal data model is
always X M L based even though the external data model could be text, H T M L or
Relational table based.

ii.

Context description of the resources - these context are implemented in RDF
which increases the interoperability by providing the description of the resources
and the navigation plan for accessing the web based databases.

iii.

Greater flexibility to design one's own navigational plan - this includes
participating resources and query needs for a particular purpose.

iv.

Image object keying - image content information is used for initiating the query
and navigation

7.2. Approach to Database Integration
Database integration approach is discussed in this section. The search scheme to
obtain an integrated view of data sets which are distributed over different data resources,
such as Protein Data Bank (PDB: D ), Genome Data Bank (GDB: D \
p

g

and Online

Mandelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM: D ) is described in Section 7.2.1.
0

The framework based on the search strategy is described in Section 7.2.2. Section
7.3 discusses aspects of meta data description and Section 7.3.1 proposes context graph
model and a formalism for resource description Section 7.4 describes the RDF model
approach for resources description and Section 7.4.1 describes the context graph
implementation in RDF model for resource description A n integration domain for
navigational plan of molecular biology databases is described in Section 7.4.2 and 7.S.
Section 7.6 presents an approach to describe the metadata for gel electrophoresis image
spot. Finally an example implementing this approach is demonstrated in Section 7.7. The
chapter ends with a brief summary and discussion

_
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1:IA Strategy for searching
Querying

multiple heterogeneous

molecular biology

databases

requires

formulating a query based on the understanding of the comprehensive information of the
molecular biology databases. For example, to find the protein kinase genes, the
following steps are required: find the protein kinase products in the Genome Sequence
Database (GSDB) Product class, find the genes associated with the same Feature as the
Product and write the SQL scripts. It also requires to have the knowledge of accessionID
for each entry. The gdb xref attribute of Gene class in G S D B allows to find the
appropriate accessionID attribute of Genome Database (GDB). This shows that one
needs to have a high degree of knowledge in S Q L script writing and in underlying
structure of molecular biology databases to find protein kinase gene. This approach does
not help the users to search any specific information easily. In view to this, this research
has proposed an approach to make the integration and the query process easier. The
concept is based on correlation. The correlation operation is carried out between the
defective gene information from the dedicated component database and the normal gene
information from the global databases. The approach allows the researchers to locate
genetic map correlated to local defective gene data. The correlation operation is initiated
by image object keying. The protein product corresponding to the image object keying is
then searched from the global protein database (eg. Protein Data Bank, PDB). The
relevant gene product disease information from Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man
(OMIM) is then retrieved on the basis of this matching. It also retrieves the gene map
from G D B , protein structural details and the corresponding image from the local
database. The block diagram of this approach is shown in Figure 7.1.
This type of complex search needs to combine genetic, developmental, image,
and other textual format of data. A context graph model (Section 7.3.1) is used to
combine these multi-resources into the integration domain. The context graph represents
the correlation among the public domain databases. A resource framework that supports
model-based and hyper linked text data organisation can significantly increase searching
capabilities.
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OMIM

Image based
disease
database

Result presented for
variance analysis

Query submitted

Single interface to acquire
images and teits from global
data bases

Steps for qucry processing:
1. Searchìng and retrieval of images
2. Searchìng and retrieval of correlated gene map
3. Searchìng and retrieval of protein structural details
4. Hereditary information searchìng and retrieval based on gene map,
protein details and images

Figure 7.1 Query processing in cooperative environment.

7.2.2 A cooperative framework for database integration
A n independent and dedicated database will store ali the relevant laboratory
results and images (Chapter 3, Section 3.1). The conceptual level of this component
database consists of resource description and an integration domain. In addition, the
component database also describes the mapping functions for resource linking. The
database uses five converter modules/agents which are the integrai parts of this
framework model. A top level architecture of the framework is shown in Figure 7.2.
Thèse modules are mapping linker, meta data extractor, image feature extractor,
dispatcher and result interpréter.
The search scheme employs these, converter modules to scan^the resource and
navigational framework in order to retrieve the required information from the biological
resources. The function of thèse modules are explained nere (Khan et al., 2002b):
157
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/.

Mapping linker- collects the resource mapping information from the component
database. Researchers' will be able to configure their own choice of resource
databases mapping information according to their spécifie query. For example,
the retrieved information about any particular disease, the G D B , P D B and
O M I M needs to be added in integration domain. This information will be passed
to meta data extractor.

H.

Meta data extractor- collects meta data which represents the format used in
structural détails of the resource databases.

iii.

Image feature extractor - collects image data features from the component
database which are based on their contents. This will be used for image
comparison and to understand the structural variances.

iv.

Dispatcher - provides content based image descriptions from Image feature
extractor and meta data from Meta data extractor. Dispatcher then submits the
operators to the individuai resource databases to establish the link.

v.

Resuit interpréter - captures ali the results from individuai resource databases. It
then présents the resuit in an integrated form to the user along with images and
other related local information stored in the component database.

7.3 Meta data description for resources
Many researchers (Cheung et ai 2000, Kemp et al, 2000, Markovitz et al,
1996) proposed meta data based integration for molecular biology databases. Meta data
were used to store the database structural description for schema comparison. This
approach is widely used for schema transformation and to create datawarehouse, e.g.
O P M model developed by Markovitz et al (1996). Datawarehousing approach in
molecular biology database integration has drawbacks, such as, information capacity in
schema conversion, data update regularity, defining global schema etc. (Chapter 2).
Martin (2001) in a review article, "Trends in Biotechnology", emphasised the
need for web semantics. He proposed the use of Resource Document Framework (RDF)
for resource description. Martin termed RDF based resource description, or using
rd

robotics or agents, as ' 3 Generation: semantic web' and suggested that it needs to be
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employed for browser and application. The proposed framework attempts to utilise
Resource Document Framework for resource description. However, the RDF model

Local Query
USER

Local Information
•
Images
Resource mapping

Conceptual levé!

Image Data

[Mapping Linker

Meta Data extractor
Resource
DB Links

î

Image and Resuit
Interpreter

] Image feature extractor

Content based
image description

Meta data

Meta data extraction

Resource DB

Figure 7.2 A top level framework architecture for multidatabase integration
needs to be extended further to higher-level constructs to tackle the complexity of the
biological web. Because, the same data may exist at différent web sites under différent
context or it may not follow the traditional approach for relational algebraic opération.
For example, in G D B the gene APPI appears with structural information, eg., gene
location and gene annotation, but in O M I M

it is only associated with disease

information, eg, Alzheimers disease. This will not allow to correlate with each other
using relational algebraic Operation, such as union, intersection etc. The higher level
constructs can include the context of the web resources which will increase the
semantics of the webs. For example, context of 'genes responsible for diseases' can
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include all the associated resources and a derived corrélation in the resource framework
to increase the semantics of web for the integration purpose.
The following sections describe the context graph of resources to demonstrate
the contents and links among the webs. The linking of the webs is based on the
semantics and on the context of the purpose of integration. This research has proposed
an approach showing how context of data item for a particular web can be included in
the RDF for resource description and mapping. The proposed context graph model is
described in the next section.

7.3.1 Context graph for resource mapping
The context graph model shows the links and relationships which exist between the
public domain databases (Freidman et ai 1999). The context graph G is described using
the following parameters:
-

node name and unique ID

-

Operators: a set of values

-

entry point in pages
resource relation

-

edges: links between the nodes
labeled image object contents.

A graph G is defined with three interrelated subsets as: G=(S, E, L), where S denotes the
object in resource, i.e. page or any particular content, E defines the edges and L defines
the élément of an image object. S can be expressed as {u](vj)...u (v )} where u dénotes
n

n

the resource name or ID and v denotes the Operator. u(v) denotes an object v of a
particular resource w. If any node is linked with another node, then it can be expressed
with edge E as E c u x u; where each eeE is represented as e= ul.u2 if e is edge linking
resource w/ and w> L denotes a labelled image object élément with a list of values. The
context graph also describes the entry point to nodes. In order for an entry point node to
be accessed directly the Operator needs to have a constant value. Figure 7.3 shows the
context graph model for PDB, G D B and O M I M . This context graph model describes
how the PDB, G D B and O M I M objects are related to each other and how they provide

=

=

=

=

=

=

=
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access to olher target pages either by means of node name (direct linking) or by using
search forms. The diagram shows only those portions of the schema which are related to
the integration objective or which share a common view for integration purpose.
Assuming any page p(x) and its relationship to other page q(y) so that:
-

outgoing edges from page for différent node exist in différent server

-

search forms on the page for an access to the target page in différent node

-

page leads to search form in différent node for accessing the target page

To depict thèse scénarios the context graph is described as follows:
1. If a link from page p(x) to q(y) is labeled with an identifier /, this is expressed as
Ui->Uj

i(x,y) -> q(y).
2. If a value y must be provided before accessing the target page, this is expressed as
form Uj->Uj

i(x,y) -> q(y)
3. If a page leads to the target page form to provide a value y before accessing the
target page, this is expressed as
Uj-»Uj form Uj-»u

k

i(x,y) - » f(y) -> q(y)
Other parameters to describe a context graph for the resource webs are Page
contents and Element relationship, Entry point relationship, Outgoing edges and Node
type. The parameters with their meaning are described here and their représentations are
shown in Figure 7.3.
Page contents and élément relationship: The node contents in the graphs are
represented with thin one headed arrow (regulär arrow) pointing from an object node
Node(ul) to a Node(u2) which represents a property of ul. It also indicates the value
relationship departing from a node and ending at a value node. For example,
Structure biology and Geometry of protein in P D B are described in the structure page
and the Geometry information then leads to the sturucture conformation page. Another
example of node in the diagram is the Type and Marker in G D B shown in the MAP
page.
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Entry point relationship: Entry point relationship is represented by an edge
linking nodes u and uj where u uj eS. Double headed arrow in the graph describes the
t

b

entry point of a page. The arrow linking for example, nucleicacidJD,
PUBMED

proteinJD and

provides the link to the structure of the proteins. In G D B , GSID, OID,

ONAME and object (OBJ) provide the link for the gene map. Also, GSID provides the
link for GS (gene séquence) and ultimately to the OBJ. OBJ then provides access to the
gene map.
The éléments disorder, clinical synopsis, O M I M number and gene variants in
O M I M provide the link to the O M I M record.
Outgoing edges: outgoing edges from any page to the target page are described
with dashed arrow head. One value node of one page will provide the target value node
of another page. In this case, a search form, like links, maps relationship to other pages.
The value of the target page parameter, Y, must be provided before accessing the link.
This is expressed as follows:
Ui-»Uj form Uj-»u

k

i(x,y)->f(y).-> q(y)
Because, node i(x,y) takes to the search form which leads to the target page with the
given parameter y. It can be seen from Figure 7.3 that Nucleic_acid_id from page
Nucleic Acid will provide a search form for G D B . The, parameter GDB_ID will lead to
the target page of GS (gene séquence). Consecutively, GSID of G D B web schema will
provide a search form for O M I M entry. O M I M entry number or any variants of GSID
will lead to the O M I M record.
Node type: Node types are used to describe the node éléments such as Structure
in PDB. For example, the contents of P D B are Diffraction, NMR and Chemical
components. These contents make an élément of a node which is Protein in our example.
In GDB, C M A P (contig map), LMAP(linkage map) and R M A P (radiation hybrid map)
make an élément which is M A P . These node types are represented with thick arrow
pointing towards an élément of a page departing from the content.
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7.3.2 Context graph interprétation for resource mapping
Each interprétation in context graph I defînes a mapping M. A set of values for a
particular mapping M is assumed to have a set of values called V. The map requires to
i

contain triple has h', 'providep' and 'access a'. A simple interprétation / for mapping
Mis defined as follows:
1. A nonempty set R of resources, called the domain of / and superset of value V.
2. Resource access a points to the set of resources, RI, R2,.Rn, i f any value x is in RI,
R2..Rn where I(x) identifies arguments for which the resources are true.
3. A resource R is composed of a set of éléments h where h-{ej, e , ...ej.
2

4. A resource provides a set of values p where I(p)= true.
To illustrate the mapping, from Figure 7.4, the mapping is for the resource {rl:h,
rl.p,

rl:a)

where <{rl:h, rl:p, rl:a}>~

true i f any value x in r i for which

interprétation I(x) is in resource {r2:h, r2:p, r2:a} and <{r2:h, r2:p, r2a}>=true i f and
only if any values in r2 for which interprétation I(y) is in resource frn:h, rn:p, rn:a} and
<{rn:h, rn.p, rn:a }>=true. In such case the map denotes all the objects in the resource.

Mandatory
Optional

Figure 7.4. Resource mapping.
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Any resource Ri in Figure 7.4 maps to other resources i f any of the context among
has h, provide p and access a satisfies the other resources R to R„. R and R„ also maps
2

2

each other i f the context value satisfies the resources. The resource from where the
searching has started can point to one or multiple resources but it must point to at least
one resource. The mandatory and optional resource mapping are denoted with solid and
dashed arrow respectively in Figure 7.4. Because the dashed line is optional, so it is not
mandatory that the accessed resource will map to other resources. If resoùrce présents in
any particular integration domain exceeds more than two, then the third resource needs
to be mapped either by the starting resource which maps other resources or by the
second resource which is accessed through the first resource.

7.4 Source Description with RDF
The main feature of RDF is to provide interoperability by adding semantics to the
web resources. RDF describes the whole web page or part of the web page as resource
and thèse resources are named by URI (Uniform Resource Identifier). Resource U R I
with their properties and values are used to define a RDF statement (Appendix C). The
individuai components of thèse URIs are described using the approach described by
Berendt and Spiliopoulou (2000) and El-Beltagy et al. (2001). The summary of thèse
components is presented in Figure 7.5. These URIs have the following meaning: the
leading hq denotes protocol used to connect with other nodes, <hostDNS> is the DNS
name of the host, where the searching is executed and <linktoPage> is the link to the
target page. The hq, <hostDNS> and <linktoPage> are reffered to as URI prefix. The
optional global parameter list and the object specific parameters are defined as
"GlobRequest" and "ObRequest" respectively. These are used to provide, the key values
for the target page. The former one parameterised the remote élément which refers to a
set of éléments or defines any global opération such as search = Term & field = title
opération for O M I M and explore for PDB. The later represents any particular key values
to reach the target page.

CT

<webschema>

,

::="<hq>://<hostDNS>/<linktoPage>/[<GlobRequest>]?[<ObRequest>]

<GlobRequest>::= <GlobRequest>=<GlobVal>

<GlobRequest>=<GlobVal>

<ObRequest>::= <ObRequest>=<ObVal>

.

Figure 7.5. Resource description syntax
RDF contains différent URI préfixes and parameters for différent resources which
form an integration domain. The integration domain D in R D F has a set of triple which
are <Pi, {SDJ, {OjJ>. Pi denotes the attribute tag to access the URI prefix, SD denotes a
set of URI préfixes and O denotes a set of key values for target page. For example, the
PDB entries can be described in terms of attribute tag, source description and values
using R D F modelling (Figure 7.6 and 7.7). R D F modelling uses node and are to
represent the source description. If an individuai protein is identified by their unique JD
1ÄAP, then the protein and structural détails of that particular protein can be accessed
from resource http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/cgi/expIore.cgi. This scenario is modeled using
RDF modelling in Figure 7.6.

Protein Name

Structural

(APPI)

Description

Figure: 7.6. RDF model for resource description

,
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To represent a collection of resources, R D F uses an additional resource which
identifies the spécifie collection. This resource must by declared to be an instance of one
of the container object types. The type property is used to make this déclaration. The
membership relation between this container resource and the resources that belong in the
collection is defined by a set of properties. Thèse membership properties are named
simply as "_1", **_2'\ etc.. Container resources may have other properties in addition to .
the membership properties and the type property, e.g., additional statements. For
example, a protein data bank resource contains individuai protein descriptions which is
modelled in Figure 7.7.

Figure: 7.7 RDF modelling for resource containers

A R D F / X M L interprétation of the models as shown in Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7 are
described in Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9 respectively.
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<rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#
xmlns:s=http://description.org/schmea/>
<rdf: D e s c r i p t i o n
about=''http://www-lecb.ncifcrf.gov/cgibin/dbEngine/2dwgDB" >
<s:GelSpot>
<rdf: D e s c r i p t i o n
about="http://www-lecb.ncifcrf.gov/cgibin/dbEngine/2dwgDB,getTableDataByID,WG00123''
<rdf:type
>
resource=http://description.org/schéma/Proteins/>
<v:ProteinID>
</v:ProteinID>
<v:ProteinName>
</v:ProteinName>
</rdf:Description>
</s:GelSpot>
</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>
Figure: 7.8 Implementation of RDF modelling in X M L
<rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#'
xmlns:s=''http://description.org/schmea/ '>
<rdf: D e s c r i p t i o n
about="http://www-lecb.neiferf.gov/cgibin/dbEngine/2dwgDB,getTableDataByID,WG00123''
<s:protein>
<rdf:Bag>
resource=''http ://www.pdb.org' ' />
<rdf:li
<rdf:li
resource=''http://www.qdb.org''/>
<rdf:li
resource='' http://www.omim.og'' />
</rdf:Bag>
</s:protein>
</rdf: D e s c r i p t i o n >
</rdf:RDF>
/

Figure: 7.9 Implementation of RDF containers in X M L
The importance of RDF is not that it is demonstrably better than any other form
of knowledge representation, but it is widely used as an Internet standard, and it is
designed to be used in an open web environment. Exchanging information between

V
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computer systems or applications requires agreement about its representation. The R D F
is meant to describe this agreement for web resources. But, for any complex system,
such as integrating molecular biology databases, the basic R D F property-subject-object
construct is not sufficient (Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7) to describe the components of the
resources without assembling the context relationship in R D F framework. The new
factors, has, provide and access, as described in section 7.3.2 are included into R D F
source description for high level abstraction of the participating components. By
achieving context description of the participating components in RDF framework, highlevel of interactions between the resource components can be captured which enable
more detailed abstraction of the components. Another key feature of introducing
'context' into the RDF framework is that it describes the scenario where any component
which is true for any specific resource is true again for any other resources. For example,
describing the scenario 'genotypic and phenotypic details of Alzheimer's disease*
requires several components to be implemented first, such as, phenotypic details of
Alzheimer's disease, genotypic details of Alzheimer's disease, etc. Any particular
resource can be mapped to component of the 'phenotypic details of Alzheimer's disease'
scenario, e.g., in PDB, but any other resource, e.g., SWISS-Prot can also be mapped to
the component for any other purpose, i.e. linking with 2D gel electrophoresis images.
This level of complexity and user's choice can be accommodated in RDF framework
The next section describes how the context is implemented in RDF statement for
component abstraction and navigation.

7.4.1 Context representation in RDF
RDF is a collection of statements. The statements in RDF explicitly define the
associated resources and their properties. Thus RDF itself is the collection of resources.
The resources in RDF can be referred by the properties of the R D F and these property
values can be used to indicate different relationships between the resources.
The implementation of context in RDF is not direct as it is for resource
description. The context
characteristics:

description in RDF requires to have the

following

•
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-

Contexte may be related to other contexts in various ways.

-

A i l the contexts have their own values, properties and resources

-

The values of the contexts détermine the contents of the resources

-

The properties of the contexts détermine the reasons of the resources

-

The resource access provides the target for any particular éléments.

Thèse characteristics are expressed by describing a context as a statement set
with some additional structural and logical properties. Thèse are explained as follows:
-

rdfccontext is a subclass of rdfc:StatementSet, and it represents a context. By
inheritance this consists of a set of statements. Context implements a set of
statements which provide values, properties and resources. A context can be
a set of contexts for any particular purpose. For example, any context for
resource PDB can be described as:
[ProteinDataBank]

rdftype— ~> [rdfc: Context]

{
statement of PDB values
statement of PDB properties
statement of other resources

}
In the above example, ProteinDataBank is a context for PDB resource.
This ProteinDataBank context has its own values and properties. It also
provides the URI for other resources.
-

rdftype.has indicates values that is a member of a context, and which is also
asserted to be true for a particular resource. This corresponds to the values
that the resource has. For resource PDB it can be described as follows:
[ProteinDataBank]

rdftype - ~> [rdfc: Context]

{
[www.rcnbi.pdb.org]
[www.rcnbi.pdb.org]
[www.rcnbi.pdb.org]

has
"NMR"
has
"DIFFRACTION"
has -> "CHEMICAL
COMPONENTS"

:

TTrJ
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In this example, P D B resource has N M R , Diffraction and Chemical
components in the context of ProteinDataBank.
-

rdftype:provide

indicates properties to show the particular reasons for

accessing the resource. This is true for one particular resource in one context,
but this can also be true for any other resources in another context.
[ProteinDataBank]

rdftype

[rdfc:Context]

{
[www.rcnbi.pdb.org]
[www.rcnbi.pdb.org]
[www.rcnbi.pdb.org]
}
{
[www.rcnbi.pdb.org]
[www.rcnbi.pdb.org]
[www.rcnbi.pdb.org]
[www.rcnbi.pdb.org]
[www.rcnbi.pdb.org]
[www.rcnbi.pdb.org]

has
"NMR"
has -> "DIFFRACTION"
has -> "CHEMICAL
COMPONENTS"

provide
[BiologicalStructure]
provide
[Geometry]
provide
[Enzyme]
provide ->[ProteinID]
provide
[NucleicAcidID]
provide
[PubMed]

}
{
BiologyStructure: [Structure]

ProteinID: [PID] — has ->
NucleicAcidID: [NID] — has ->
}

has

....

In this example, the resource is described with a set of values within the context of
ProteinDataBank. The context graph described in Figure 7.3 is implemented in this
example. Within the context of ProteinDataBank the resource has a set of values, NMR,
Diffraction and Chemical components. This resource provides Geometry, Enzyme and
BiologyStructure of a protein. This BiologyStructure, Geometry and Ezyme have its
own values which are implemented by has.
-

rdfctype:access are the remote or local URI targets to have access to any
particular élément. For any resource PDB it can be described as follows:

T7T
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[ProteinDataBank]

rdfitype

[rdfc: Context]

{
[www.rcnbi.pdb.org]
[www.rcnbi.pdb.org]
[www.rcnbi.pdb.org]

}
{

has
"NMR"
has -> "DIFFRACTION"
has
"CHEMICAL
COMPONENTE

[www.rcnbi.pdb.org]
provide ->[BiologicalStructure]
[www.rcnbi.pdb.org]
provide
[Geometry]
[www.rcnbi.pdb.org]
provide
[Enzyme]
[www.rcnbi.pdb.org]
provide ~> [ProteinID]
[www.rcnbi.pdb.org]
provide
[NucleicAcidID]
[www.rcnbi.pdb.org]
provide
[PubMed]
}
{
BiologyStructure: [Structure]
has

ProteinID: [PID] — has ->
NucleicAcidID: [NID] — has

;
{
[PIDl]
[PID2]
[NIDI]
}

access
access
access

www.rcnbi.pdb.org
www.omim.org.cgi.bin? =value
www.gdb.org.cgi.bin? évalue

In this above example, access indicates the target page of the web within the context of
ProteinDataBank which is true for a particular PID (protein ID) and NID (nucleic acid
ID). Any given values for PIDl,

PID_2 and NIDI

will lead to the target page of

resources. The context of G D B and O M I M resources are described using similar
approaches.

7.4.2 Integration domain using context
A context is the collection of attributes of any resource where a resource is
described in terms of its values, objects it is providing and any connection to other
resources. The set of expressed contexts for each resource is integrated by creating a
unifying context for ali the contexts. This unifying context is used as the domain or
m
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i

range of integration. It leads to ali the resources which are associated with each other
and which represent a collection of Statements describing the objects présent within it.
This also allows any context to hold another context without knowing the detail physical
structure. This provides a modular approach for describing any high-level relationships
among the componente. The following example shows how to integrate PDB, G D B and
OMIM.
[IntegrationDomain]

rdf.type

[rdfc.type]

{
[ProteinDataBank] — provide -> [PID]
[ProteinDataBank] — provide -> [NID]
{
[PID]
has -> "value"
[NID]
has -> "value"
}
[CenomeDaîaBank] —provide ~> [GID]
{
[GIDJ
has
"value"
}
[OmimRecord] —-provide
[OmimNumber]

{
[OmimNumber] — has
}
[ProteinDataBank] — access
[GénomeDataBank] — access
[ProteinDataBank] — access

"value"
[GenomeDataBank]
[OmimRecord]
[OmimRecord]

The contexte, ProteinDataBank, GenomeDataBank and OmimRecord, are placed under
the new context [IntegrationDomain] which is unifying ali the contexte. The resources
as a whole is attached to another resource, [IntegrationDomain] in this example. Any
changes in the resource will not affect theintegration domain. This initiâtes the query for
the given data, such as protein ID (PID), gene séquence ID (GID) and Omim record ID
(OMIMNumber), to look for the matching data value within their individuai contexte.
The Integration Domain provides a navigational plan to explore and exécute the logicai
plans for a set of resource webs. In the above example, a map is described using link,
e.g. ProteinDataBank provides link for GenomeDataBank, GenomeDataBank provides
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link for OmimRecord and ProteinDataBank also provides link for OmimRecord. The
values for PID, GID and OMIMNumber provide the Operators for accessing the web
nodes individually. Thus, basically, the Integration Domain is providing a navigational
plan to explore and to exécute the logicai plans for a set of resource webs. The
integration domain sélects the locations which is associated with a resource and then a
set of values, such as, PID, GID and O M I M number, act as relation atom to provide the
link with the resources. For example, the web which has protein information needs to
link with web which has gene information. The relation atom for thèse two web
resources are Protein ID and Nucleic Acid ID. For instance, we can reach the G D B node
with particular GSID if the PDB node with particular PID and N I D are provided and i f
PID and NID act as relational atom. So, it can be expressed as
PID, N I D

PDB(PID) A PDB (NID) => GDB(GSID)

7.5 Search Initiation
The search initiation for target pages residing in multiple resources Starts by taking
the input streams from the integration domain (Section 7.4.2). The integration domain
provides the maps for the resources and supplies a set of values to reach the target page.
The search plan is based on the integration domain. The integration domain acts as a
Virtual table and the search initiator receives the input data from this table. It passes the
data to the hyperlinks in order to reach the target. A l l specific search Operators and maps
of the hyperlinks for any individuai integration plan are transmitted to the search
initiator, the Dispatcher (Kemper and Wilsner, 2001). The Dispatcher then submits the
Operators to the individuai resource databases to estàblish the link. Hyperlink for the
search mechanism is carried out by the Dispatch Operator (Kemper and Wilsner, 2001).
The basic functions of the dispatcher are:
/.

the search Operators are allocated to its target hyperlink for specific target.
checks the context graph described in RDF for multiple bioinformatics sources
and for mapping more détails.

Hi.

collects éléments from each target to compose a whole object and to determine
each map with search Operator as a sub-plan of the total integration pian

"

—~T,

\

m
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iv.

créâtes dynamic memory to hold the subset éléments of the output for further
integration into a whole object
A proposed search initiation mechanism is described in Figure 7.10. It is a

bottom up approach to receive the éléments from each node and then to pass through to
the next node to receive more éléments from the nodes. Finally, when ali the éléments
are collected from the target nodes, it is then combined into one whole object. For
instance, i f data set d is distributed over a number of biological resources, Dp, D and
g

D , then to retrieve d, the following steps are performed:
0

/.

access to the Dp, D and D resources;

ii.

retrieve the required pages pp, p p from Dp, D and D ;

iii.

access the required set of éléments e> e and e

g

Q

&

a

g

g

0

0

from the pages pp, p , p
g

Q

respectively and then pass the éléments of the pages to the resuit integrator to
embed the éléments into a single page p. Thèse steps are shown in Figure 7.11.
The overall objective of the dispatcher is to apply a set of search operators O to
the respective data resource R as described in mapping linker and let Offii

(l~<i=<n,

where H is a finite value) be a set of derived factsrelated to the overall search resuit. A
constructor module based on this concept is implemented to extract the élément contents
from the target H T M L pages. The basic construct of the module is shown in Figure 7.12.
!

A n integrator module is created to integrate the captured results from individuai
resource databases. It présents the results in an integrated form to the user along with
images and other related local information that are stored in the component databases
(see Chapter 3). Document Object Model (DOM, 2000) has been used which is an
Application Programming Interface (API) used for H T M L and X M L documents
(Appendix C). It defines the logicai structure of the documents. A converter module is
then used to convert the D O M file into X M L documents for interoperability. A segment
of the converter module is shown in Figure 7.13.
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Figure 7.10: Schematic diagra m of the search mechanism.
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public s t a t i c S t r i n g getText(String URIStr) {
f i n a l S t r i n g B u f f e r b u f = new S t r i n g B u f f e r ( ) ;
try {
HTMLDocument d o c = new HTMLDocument() {
p u b l i c H T M L E d i t o r K i t . P a r s e r C a l l b a c k getReader i n t l o c ) {
r e t u r n new H T M L E d i t o r K i t . P a r s e r C a l l b a c k ( ; Í
p u b l i c v o i d handleText(char[J data, i n t loc} Í
buf.append(data);
buf.append('\n');}};}};
URL u r i = new U R I ( U R I S t r ) . t o U R L ( ) ;
URLConnection conn = u r i . o p e n C o n n e c t i o n ( ) ;
R e a d e r r d = new
InputStreamReader(conn.getInputStream());
E d i t o r K i t k i t = new H T M L E d i t o r K i t ( ) ;
k i t . r e a d ( r d , doc, 0);
Ì c a t c h ( M a l f o r m e d U R L E x c e p t i o n e} {
} c a t c h ( U R I S y n t a x E x c e p t i o n e) {
} c a t c h ( B a d L o c a t i o n E x c e p t i o n e) {
Ï c a t c h ( I O E x c e p t i o n e) 1
} return buf.toString(); }

Figure7.12. Constructor module to extract the element contents from the H T M L
try
{ s o u r c e = new D O M S o u r c e ( d o c ) ;
F i l e f i l e = new F i l e ( f i l e n a m e ) ;
R e s u l t r e s u l t = new S t r e a m R e s u l t ( f i l e ) ;
Transformer xformer=
TransformerFactory.newlnstance(}.newTransformer();
xformer.transform(source,
result);
) c a t c h ( T r a n s f o r m e r C o n f i g u r a t i o n E x c e p t i o n e) {
} c a t c h ( T r a n s f o r m e r E x c e p t i o n e) { I
}

Figure: 7.13 Converter module to transform DOM documents into X M L
Finally, an Extensible Stylesheet Language for Transformation (XSLT) (Wadler,
2000) template is used to extract the X M L elements from the converted X M L files.

7.6 Image Feature extractor
This module collects image data features based on their contents from the
component database (Chapter 5). This is used for image comparison and to understand
the structural variances. A n image content extractor module (MJ is developed to match
protein spots between source and target gel electrophoresis images. The module
identifies the protein spot in the target image which lies on the same line of path as it is
in the source image (electrophoretic mobility concept). A shape matching algorithm
using Generalised Hough Transform and Canny Edge Detection method have been used
T77
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to determine the shape variance. The set of spots in each gel electrophoresis is labelled
and each spot is associated with a finite number of values, e.g., accession number of
gene, protein and O M I M in addition to protein spot shape, mean value and positional
vector. A class is formed using these labels and values. Each entry in the class is of the
form (L, V) where L is a label and V={vt,

v„} is a set of values. Each v, represents a

value that could potentially be assigned to an element E, i f label (E) matches L. In our
case element £ is a spot which corresponds to the specific 3-D structure of a protein. Mj,
is used to look for the value v, in order to begin the search for the corresponding element
E in the target image (Khan et al. 2003 and Khan and Rahman, 2003).

7.7 An Example of Integrating Biological Resources
Integration approach is implemented by using the tools as described in the above
sections. D O M interface is used which provides a set of API calls for accessing the
content of the documents; a special wrapper designed for DOM-compliant data sources
exports this information to the dynamic buffer (a virtual table) for each such A P I call.
The input parameters for the D O M calls are accession numbers of the biological
resources which are obtained by scanning through the R D F data. To illustrate the
process, an example to find information on Alzheimer disease is shown here. The
protein spot (APPI) for Alzheimer's disease is selected from the gel electrophoresis
image (Figure 7.15a). The spot position is then matched in the target image and the 3D
structural protein image for APPI is retrieved by matching the image content elements
using the image content extractor (Figure 7.15a). The Dispatcher now dispatches the
searching operators individually to the respective data resources (Figure 7.14) for
unifying them into a single page. For example, the following individual resources along
with their operators (collected from RDF) are sent to the respective databases for
information on Alzheimer's disease and to correlate the gel protein spot with the geno
and phenotypic information. D O M interfaces are used for the following resources and
operators to traverse along the contents.

Resource rl<— http:/Ais.expasv.org/cgi-bin/niceprot?Operator sl.PI=P05067
Resource r2<- http://us.expasv.org/cgi-bin/blast.PI? Operator s2 sequence=P05067
Resource r3<— http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/cgi/explore.cgi70perator s3pdbId=lAAP
Resource r4<- http://www.gdb.org/gdb-bin/genera/accno70perator s4 access ionNum=GDB: 119692
Resource r 5 ^ http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/htbin-post/Omim70perator s5 dispmim=104300

Figure. 7.14. Node operators to be dispatched for target node.

Figure 7.15(a) shows the interface where a source gel electrophoresis image is
loaded and the spot for APPl protein is selected. A target image is searched until a
match is found. It is then loaded with spots in the same position. The contents of the
spots are matched with RDF document which enable to find the resources and operators
in order to search for other details, for example, Figure 7.15(b) is the single page of
H T M L which consists of the data elements retrieved from multiple databases. These
data elements are retrieved and unified using the Dispatcher and the Result Integrator.
Figure 7.15(b) shows the final combined result in H T M L which has the elements
from different biological resources, e.g.. mutation rate, likelihood in male and female,
phenotypic details, diagnosis environment, pathological lesion details and coding region.
A l l the elements which are collected from different resources are embedded in a single
page called 'Trait Analysis*. The elements which are collected from different resources
are given in Table 7.1.
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Figure 7.15: (a) APPI protein spot matching and (b) Element collection and
Integration.
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Table 7.1: Elements Collected from the Resources
Resources

Elements
Mutation rate

Online^ Mendalian Inheritance in Men

Likelihood in male and female

Online Mendalian Inheritance in Men

Phenotytypic details

Protein Data Bank

Diagnosis Environment

Online Mendalian Inheritance in Men

Pathological lesion

Online Mendalian Inheritance in Men

Coding Region

Genome Data Bank

Genetic Event Type

Genome Data Bank

Sex

Local database

Ethnicity

Local database

No. of cases

Local database

7.8 Summary
In this chapter a solution to the problem of searching éléments from différent
biological resources in heterogeneous environment is presented. The framework for the
solution proposes a loosely coupled integration mechanism which is based on web data.
Section 7.3 outlined the overall strategy for searching the molecular biology
databases. The search scheme uses public domain molecular biology databases,

e.g,

PDB, G D B and O M I M . The scheme also employs a component database which is
laboratory based. The component based database is dedicated, target specific and
autonomous in nature. This component database initiâtes the links to resource databases
using image object keying. The search scheme utilises multiple key values to access the
target nodes of the resource pages.
A top level architectural view of the framework is proposed in Section 7.3.1.
This architectural model intégrâtes several agents, e.g., metadata extractor, image
content extractor, mapping linker, dispatcher and resuit interpréter. The cooperative
collaboration among the agents leads to the integrated view of ali the éléments that are
collected from différent resources.
m

'
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The successful technical implementation of the framework dépends on the
successful description of the molecular btology resources. Section 7.4 proposed a
formalisation for resource description In this section, it is argued that the use of context
needs to be implemented with the m età data of resources. The meta data does not need to
dépend on the schema structure but tt needs to dépend on the context of the contents.
The author proposes the following three new parameters:

'has \ 'provide ' and 'access '

for formalising the context. A novel context graph approach to describe the web contents
on the basis of the context (Section 7.4.1 and 7.4.2) is also presented. This approach
attempts to use the semant ics used within the resources instead of using the schema
structure.
In parti cu lar, the context graph implementation is the basis of database
integration as it provides the resource mapping, contents and an environment for
navigational plan which is only true for a particular context.
Resource Document Framework (RDF) is chosen to describe the context for the
resources. The major challenge to describe the context in RDF is that the RDF lacks
higher-level constructs for describing the context. The author proposed a higher level
modular constmet for implementing the context into RDF in Section 7.5 and 7.5.1. This
approach is extended further to constmet an integration domain with participating
resources and data values for navigational plan.
Section 7.6.1 described the search initiation mechanism. The search initiation for
the biologica! resources take place in multi phases. A Dispatcher module starts the
search initiation by fragmenting the plan and then by allocating them to the appropriate
resources. For each step, a new set of éléments are coltected from the target pages and
subsequentry ail thèse éléments are integrated by the Resuit Interpréter which combines
the éléments into a single page.
Atthough the problems for integration of molecular biology resources are
complex, the solution for an efficient method lies in describing the semant ics of the
webs. The author attempts to describe the semant ics by using context in R D F and
proposes a number of agents for intermediate conversions and interprétations.
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The unique contribution of this approach is the Image Feature Extractor module
which extracts the image contents from component databases and correlates it with the
integration domain. The function of this module was discussed in Chapter 5 and in
Section 7.6 of this chapter. Section 7.7 showed how this function can be included with
the integration domain for search initiation using image object keying.
In conclusion, a novel approach for database integration is presented in this
chapter. This approach is an alternative to any mediator based integration. The mediators
rely on the central schema and they are responsible for answering queries within this
schema. In other words, the query is local and schema is global in the mediator based
integration. In contrast, an integration domain instead of the global schema is proposed
in this approach which will provide the navigational plan and the participating resources
for integration. This approach gives more flexibility for integration by including more
resources and their context or by deleting any resources. A n example to find the détails
on Alzheimer's disease is presented in Section 7.8 to demonstrate the framework.

Qhapter 8
Discussion: Intégration of Component
Database Based on Image Object
Sélection
Chapter Objective
This chapter summarises ail the issues that are presented in this research. It aîso
discusses outcomes, limitations andpossibilities to draw a concluding remark about this
research. The chapter compares the proposedframework with other research to establish
the novelty and originality of this research. Finally the chapter sets out propositions for
future work to be carried out in this area.
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Chapter 8
Discussion: Integration of Component
Database Based on Image Object
Sélection
8.1 Introduction
In the preceding chapters, the thesis has examined a wide range of issues in
the area of database interoperability and the use of image object sélection for
databases linking. This chapter summarises the thesis in the context of the issues and
méthodologies raised in this research and outlines the novelty of the proposed
approach for database integration in the area of molecular biology. The thesis also
reflects on how far the core issues of database interoperability and the development of
a framework for cooperative environment have been addressed. The research makes
suggestions

for further

work

in the

area of molecular biology database

interoperability.
Section 8.2 summarises the motivation and research issues that have been
identified front literature review in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2. The section highlights
the concems for issues which have not been addressed yet. Section 8.2.1 describes the
approaches taken to address these research issues and it shows how to correlate these
approaches with the présent practices in this research area. Section 8.2.2 ernphasises
the importance of establishing theory to improve database interoperability without
affecting the sernantics of data, database architecture and local autonomy for future
practice. Section 8.3 concludes with suggestions for further works in this research
area. Section 8.4 présents a concluding remark about the research.

8.2 Summary and Discussion of the Thesis
Bioinformatics research is currently facing a major challenge* to integrate the
genome databases (Robbins, 1996; Markowitz and Topaloglou, 2001; Donnelly, 2003
and Gieger et al, 2003). This research has investigated the format and structure of the
184.
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current molecular biology databases. In the process of this investigation, the research
has outlined a clear understanding of the molecular biology database structures, their
functions and their functional importance in the area of genomic data analysis.
The research has also examined the software and database management
systems which are emerging in the area of bioinformatics. The uses of these utility
software have been examined in the thesis and a correlation has been drawn between
software and software users. The thesis has focused on independent laboratory users
and genomic data analysis tools for variance analysis of gene mutation data. The
research has established the need for the following theoretical aspects: designing data
model for gene mutation data, determining a framework for cooperative environment
to share the knowledge accessed from different data resources, dealing with database
interoperability and outlining the theoretical approach for using image matching in gel
electrophoresis images for query initiation.
Chapter two has set the scene for this research. The chapter has reviewed the
issues of molecular biology database 'interoperability' and it has described how
heterogeneous nature of the molecular biology databases is hindering the integration
process with each other for sharing the data and the knowledge. On the basis of
literature review and empirical analysis of current databases, their data and schema
diversity have been examined to understand the reasons for impediments of database
interoperability. In this regard, Liu et al. (2000) commented about the complexity of
designing large databases and outlined how components derived from multiple-data
sources are increasing the density level of databases. The chapter has also presented
the drawbacks of the current approaches and this initiated the scopes for this research.
The research has raised the following issues on the basis of the literature review:
Integration molecular biology databases for gene variance analysis and
keeping all the technological aspects transparent to the users.
-

Preserving local autonomy of databases for data submission while
maintained and created by local authority.

-

Initiating query without writing any type of script languages and
submitting query to the resource databases.
Exploring data dynamically using automated navigation across the
resource databases.

185
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Chapter three has addressed these research issues that have been raised in
chapter two. The chapter has discussed the methods and approaches adopted for this
research. The proposed approach addresses the issues for developing a component
datábase for datábase integration. To overeóme the issues raised by Liu eí al. (2000),
the research has proposed to implement a component datábase which is independent
of any participating component datábase. This component datábase will not have any
subco mponent of any super component datábase ñor it will have any su per component
derived from any participating component datábase to intégrate the component
databases with federated information system. The research has employed a number of
agents to facilítate parsing queries based on the image object selections (Chapter 5
and 7). The research has proposed the application of image object keying as an
alternative to query script wríting for multidatabase query.
The

following

section summaríses the theoríes and the concepts which

underpin the implementation of the proposed framework.

8.2.1 Developing the theoretical concepts
The main goal of this research is to establish the concept to deal with the
research issues that have been raised in this research. In addressing these research
issues, the preceding chapters have gone a considerable way to discuss them in depth.
Chapter two has set the background for research issues and chapter three has
developed the theoretical concept to address the issues.
To establish the theoretical concepts, the research has revíewed literatures for
issues on datábase interoperability and it has investigated terms like 'collaborative
datábase management' and 'federated datábase management'. Although the review
has found a number of approaches for datábase integration, but none óf these
approaches has actually addressed the criteria described by Markowitz and Ritter
(1995) and Letovsky (1995). 'Federated datábase' and 'data warehousing' approach
are two popular approaches among these. The research has established why an
alternative approach to address the data integration problem is necessary and it has
shown how it can be achieved by using a dedicated, target specifíc and independent
component datábase. It has suggested a framework for web based multidatabase query
and it has shown that how it can be initiated from the component datábase.
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8.2.2 Comparino, this research with other research
Kemp et al. (2000a) introduced a mediator based approach to integrate
génome databases which is based on Wiederhold's (1992) proposai. In their technique
they have used metadata to describe the integration schema and the externa! schémas
of each o f the federation's data resources. This approach dépends heavily on the
schema, which leads towards the 'global schema integration' approach. The
limitations of this approach has been discussed in chapter two. Another approach is
T A M B I S (Paton et al., 1999), where they maintain a classification hierarchy o f
protein with many pre-defined subclasses. This technique works well when the query
meets the fixed framework of the hierarchy and returns the values of corresponding
member to the specific subclasses. This approach works only when the query is
submitted with in a specific framework, i.e., it should match with the locai schema
classes. However, unlike ' T A M B I S ' approach, this research has described a nonredundant schema integration concept. In this approach the locai schema will not hold
any subcomponent, union or intersection of other objects of resource databases. This
concept will not allow any redundancy of attributes and thus it will be less prone to
loose data integrity. It also reduces the risk to loose information capacity.
Both Kemp et al. (2000b) and Paton et al. (2000) used 'wrapper' in their
'mediator based integration' and in T A M B I S respectively. Kemp et al. (2000b) used
'wrapper' to generate code in a différent query language, whereas Paton et al (2000)
used the terni 'wrapper' as a black box interface to remote resources. But, this
research has attempted to develop intermediate database engines for metadata
extraction from resource database which is dynamic and not static. A mapping linker
will provide the necessary information to the metadata extractor to map to the
resource databases. This transient metadata information which is coUected by
metadata extractor will be fetched into query generator for generating the necessary
code generation; Unlike Kemp's approach, this method is not storing this metadata
information. Because storing metadata information will lead to the incrementai
growth of the database, instead this research is describing the resources and a set of
Operators to access to the resources for automated navigation. The aim of this research
was to keep the process dynamic and automated. This research has suggested
proposition for local schema which will be used to store Iaboratory data and all related
if^rmation associated with gene mutation data for varjance analysis. The other
^

fi
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objective of this research is to initiate the multidatabase query based on image object
keying, for example, to initiate the query by selecting a particular spot from gel
electrophoresis image. Similar spot of protein images rwill be searched from gel
electrophoresis databases for protein correlation. The result will be used to understand
the molecular mechanism of diseases. This method of searching relevant data from
heterogeneous database is a new dimension in database integration.
The thesis has presented a complete conceptual model for describing gene
mutation. The reason for describing a complete data model for gene mutation data is
to ensure that an indirect association of disease can be determined. Although other
research works have looked at designing a conceptual schema for genome functional
data, for example, Patón et al (2000) and Okayama et al (1998), but this research has
been looking in designing models for gene mutation data for variance analysis. This
particular research area has not been investigated by either Paton's group or by any
other research groups who are working in this area.
Medigue et al., (1999) and Achard et al (2001) advocated for Object Database
Management Systems instead of using conventional relational model because of
available standardised query language and facilities to provide rich data model and
data definition. They also highlighted the issues of inheritance, encapsulation, security
granularity, concurrent usability and constraint declaration ability of OODBMS for
data description. However, Kemper and Wiesner (2001) and Achard et al. (2001)
showed in their research report that X M L expresses more flexibility, simplicity and
interoperability than O O D B M S . However, the richness of OODBMS

can be

combined with the X M L technology as a complementary to replace field/value based
flat files used by X M L Interchange Data Dumps (XIDD). XIDD ensures more
flexibility for data transformation and creating wrapper. Achard et al. (2001) also
emphasised that X I D D saves tedious and often sub-optimal parsing because it has its
own standard and generic parsers.
The other aspect of this research is to design the conceptual model which will
preserve the laboratory data. It will also determine how this local database would
initiate the query linking the multidatabase for more meaningful information and
analysis. The data model described in this thesis will extend the user participation in
genetic variance analysis. The model will store all the laboratory results and other
parameters required to analyse .the genetic variance of disease pheno^ypes and
188
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genotypes. The model will also be able to contribute its own data for knowledge
sharing with other data resources on a common ground. Data collected from local
component databases, as well as correlated data from different data sources, will
provide an insight in the disease mechanism. Again, many researcher, (e.g., Buneman
et al, 1995, Chen et al, 1997 and Baker et al 1998) have investigated tools for
distributed querying of biological sequence information sources. However, they have
not addressed the issues of large scale cross-population data analysis where statistical
data from population genetic analyses are referenced and the features of interest are
visualised (Lancaste et al. 2003).
The research has looked into issues as how the multidatabase query can be
initiated using image object keying for comparative study of the laboratory images
and to visualise the information for complete understanding. It has included the
images in query and in query results.
The thesis has presented the theoretical concept of image object keying for
linking databases. A n image retrieval method has been described in this thesis. The
query is initiated by selecting gel electrophoresis spot from the image. Other
conventional methods for matching, e.g., template matching, cross correlation method
etc., have been found not to be effective and accurate for gel electrophoresis spot
identification. This is because of its lack of deterministic identical spot, pi value
(Isoelectric pH ) and molecular weight of the protein are need to be determined for
searching gel spot. Similar gel electrophoresis protein.spots have been searched into
the database on the basis of these values. However, this method will not work i f either
the molecular weight or any other parameter is unknown. This research has proposed
an image based approach where the query is based on the image contents. The
research has developed an image searching algorithm for molecular biology database
query. This method has used both the image processing and geometric operation,
which is quite unique in nature. The experimental results have shown the accuracy
(>90%) and effectiveness in the gel electrophoresis image retrieval process which
establishes the potential of this approach. The proposed method has assumed that the
relevant pre-processing for noise and other enhancements i f necegsary have been
already applied.
The proposed image based approach not only match the selected spot in the
target image but it also retrieves the corresponding 3D images of protein. In the
189.
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context of gel image linking to resource databases, Lemkin (1997) developed a
program (Flicker) for gel matching and 2 D W G databases for gel description.
Lemkin's (1997) work was based on hyper text linking of gel image spots to the
resource databases. This involves linking multiple web pages. However, mis research
has used Resource Document Framework (RDF) for meta data description of the gels
and then it has correlated thèse with the list of resòurces. This approach is unique and
novel in the sensé that multiple web pages does not need to be searched for 3D protein
structure of selected gel image spot because it allows searching dynamically for the
3D structure of protein where the search is initiated by selecting the image object.
The linking of gel image protein spots to the resource databases is extended to
correlate the gel image protein spot with multi-resources so that ali the relevant data
corresponding to the selected protein can be extracted. This research has used a case
scenario where multidatabase query is used, utilising Protein Data Bank, Online
Mendelian Inheritance in Man and Génome Data Bank. Many approaches which are
available for multi-resources query (Kemp et ai 2000b, Von et ai 2000 and Kashyap
and Sheth, 1998) do not provide any solution for using the web data which are the
basis for loosely coupled databases. This research has highlighted the importance of
web data for molecular biology research because o f its rapid émergence and well
acceptance. The integration of web data is far more challenging than integrating
structured and standardised data since the web data does not follow any conventional
data représentation method.
Sahuguet and Azavant (2000) and Raghavan and Garcia-Molina (2001)
attempted to integrate the web data. In their approach they developed wrappers using
déclarative spécification language to describe the contents of the webs. This static
approach can be replaced by the approach presented here which is not based on the
content, it is based on the context. The reason of utilising context for integration is
that it represents the rôles of the participating objects instead the meaning of the
objects. The model of subject domain is developed on the basis of purpose of
integration, and not on the basis of the ontology. In this regard, Rector (2004) argued
that classifying définitions and determining their consistency using multi-axial
ontologies, which are often required in biomédical world for data retrieval, are
extremely difficult to build. Thus, this research has attempted to develop an
integration domain based on the contexts of the integration where object relationships
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are prominent and it ignores the object value matching. A context graph is described
in RDF to implement the approach.
The context graph description in R D F for resource mapping requires a
theoretical explanation. Three essential parameters to describe the resource mapping
are defined in this thesis. The triplet has, provide and access denote the relationships
between the objects and the path to the resources for navigational purpose. The
research has also suggested to build higher level of constructs for RDF to represent
the complete contexts for web resource integration.
In this research, a framework for cooperative environment has been proposed
instead of proposing any discrete and independent tools (Khan et al. 2002b). The local
database is equipped with the following tools: metadata extractor, link mapper, query
generator and resuit interpréter. These tools are transparent and hidden from the users.
These tools maintain a cooperative environment to work on a common ground and to
share common knowledge. The successful implementation of this proposed model
dépends on how thèse tools are used for effective search and retrieval opération.
The success of interoperability for any data model in biologjcal domain
dépends on the ability of exchanging and interacting with other data models which are
residing in extemal environment. To establish data exchange with external data
resources, Steven and Miller (2000) described the rôle of C O R B A for interoperability
between bioinformatics resources. However, C O R B A based applications have
limitations for interoperable opérations. C O R B A employs protocols which add high
overhead for transferring very small objects between resources and which is not
efficient at ali. One of the main drawbacks of C O R B A is that its interface définition
language (IDL) can not résolve semantic conflicts automatically. This research has
thus employed X M L and R D F as an alternative to C O R B A and it has utilised the
D O M interface for data exchange and data conversion as an alternative to C O R B A
IDL. D O M has the ability to deal with semistructured and very large data objects and
it is effective to use for its openness.
The framework proposed here enables to compare protein data with other
protein morphological data that are available in multiple molecular biology databases.
Traditional methods do not give the options for this type of comparison and for
linking 2D gel image data with the 3D protein structure and other text based protein
data. The cooperative environment initiâtes the whole opération by a single response
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which facilitates the local schema to look in other databases for comparing the protein
morphology and other details for single disease. Experiments that were traditionally
conducted on a single disease in a petri-dish can now be performed by using this
integrated approach. This new approach for data integration complements the existing
wealth of medical and molecular biology research.

8.3 Contribution of the Research
The main contribution of this research is its approach to deal with the
iteroperability issues including the web data integration problem. The research has
gained a wider insight in this research area which has lead to novel interpretations of
issues relevant to molecular biology research. In this regard, the research has
developed the concept of component databases for genetic disorder study in human. It
has highlighted the concept of non-redundant schema integration (Khan et al. 2001a,
2001b) for integrating molecular biology databases. The research has proposed a
method for linking databases based on image object keying which can be initiated by
selecting a particular spot in a gel electrophoresis image. Finally, the research has
suggested a framework for cooperative environment to integrate the web based
molecular biology data. The research has emphasised on the automated identification
of identical or similar proteins from public domain databases by selecting image
object. It has developed a cooperative environment for database integration which has
included a theoretical concept for describing a context and navigational approach for
future database interoperability to share biological information. The strength of the
cooperative environment for database integration lies in the fact that it is applied on
loose binding of databases which has been ignored by the existing research in the
domain of biological databases. Also the approach has shown how a discrete
component database can be developed according to the need of a specific laboratory
and which can be synchronised with the resource databases that can serve the
biological community to a much greater extent. This establishes an alternative
approach to the conventional consolidation of schemas into one standard global view.
The research establishes the concept of independent and dedicated database within a
specific framework which can aid the biological researchers to do a multidatabase
query.
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The work carried out in this research have been presented in computer based
applications (for example, proceedings IEEE, 2001 2002 and 2003 and proceedings
IîiS 2002) and in bioinformatics (for example, proceedings German conférence of
bioinformatics, 2001 and proceedings IEEE conférence on Bioinformatics and
Bioengineering, 2003) areas at international conférences.
Encouraging and positive comments regarding the approach taken to address
the 'database integration problem' have been received from référées and from
participants at thèse conférences. Thèse comments include "the framework which
have been described is interesting", "the problems which have been identified have
not been addressed before", "replacing S Q L scripts with image based searching is
quite unique", "the approach need for protein spot identification is complementary to
présent approaches", etc.

8.4 Future Work
This Ph.D research has contributed to the understanding of heterogeneity of
database schémas. It has described the diversity of molecular biology schémas and
schema constructs. It has also looked at the concepts of database integration and
framework for cooperative environment. The research aims to establish a functional
prototype system which wili use the image object keying concept to initiate the query
and to integrate the heterogeneous biological resources for more meaningful
information. The research has also aimed to look at the morphological différences of
protein structures which will help to reveal the underlying mechanism of diseases.
The research has established a cooperative environment where ali the tools will work
coherently and will generate code for multi-database query. A prototype model of this
cooperative environment has been implemented in a small scale to synchronize with
other biological resources. Research in this area-is an on-going and an iterative
process. So, the implementation of the framework and the prototype in real-time
environment stili needs to be implemented fully to see to what extent the model would
work in such dynamic environment. The results obtained from this implementation
would enable the research community to determine what other conditions, parameters
or issues may need to be addressed within the proposed prototype system.
The présent prototype model has not addressed the following issues in depth.
Technical heterogeneity: it can not résolve automatically operating Systems,
access mechanism and hardware dependence of data.
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Structural heterogeneity: data needs to be converted in X M L or in R D F
représentation

from

its original data model before taking part into

multidatabase query.
These issues raise scopes for further research in the following areas.
Tool support
The design and implementation of the approach need to be supported by the
tools as proposed in this research. These supporting tools should have the capability
for locating sources automatically and extracting the metadata from the source model
for accessing the database. The source model most oft en does not have the
heterogeneity feature because of the hardware platform, operating Systems or security
aspects. Appropriate tools are also needed for generating the wrapper automatically in
order to overcome the tedious définition of resources.
Diversified gel images
The gel images that are stored in public domain databases often have
confusing or noisy spots on the gels because often they have not been pre-processed.
Spots which are not clearly labelled can produce faulty correspondence to 3D
structure of protein image. So, image spot diversification needs to be resolved prior to
query initiation process.
Query capability
The current query initiation approach is based on image object sélection. This
query initiation method results in extracting the corresponding data éléments.
However, it does not provide the option for relational or object oriented database
searching. This option can be included by constructing the appropriate context model
and by developing an user friendly interface.
Context propagation
Further research can be initiated to overcome overlapping context description.
Describing context for différent meaning can cause context redundancy, so further
research is needed to link one context with différent meaning. A list of vocabulary can
be developed in naturai language to represent the context.
Resuit représentation

*

Current présentation of the result is purely textual based and it does not accept
any user interaction. Next part of the research can look into the data visualisation area
- frJ

-

-

"* *
.
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by implementing an interface which will enabïe the user to interact with visual data
fot automated compari son.
Prototype évaluation and system development
The prototype model has not been tested in a wider context, instead, a case has
been chosen to verify the framework. So, this can be evaluated further in the next
phase o f the research. This would include collecting more results and feedback from
practitioners and académies. This phase would also test the usefulness and the
usability of the prototype by using expert and observational évaluations techniques. A
user group will détermine the usability and an expert group will evaluate the
usefulness of the framework. The outeome from thèse phases will be used for further
system development.

8.5 Concluding Remark
This chapter has summarised the Ph.D work and the usefulness of this
research. The chapter has reflected on how this thesis has met its objectives and goals.
It has also highlighted the findings of other research works, their limitations and the
issues that have not been addressed yet. This research has focussed on those issues
which have not been addressed yet. The chapter has also highlighted the research
contribution in the field of bioinformatics and computer based applications. A list of
accepted papers have been attached in Appendix B .
The thesis has contributed towards the solution o f web based data integration.
This is achieved by describing a context graph which represents semantics and
purpose of integration. The research has also described a graph for automated
navigation to reach to the data resources. This virtual integration of loosely coupled
data, compare to physical data consolidation. Le. data warehousing, data fédération, is
complex in nature and hence it requires more focus in this area. The framework,
which as proposed here is. an attempt to bridge the heterogeneity of web data. The
encouraging results will provide a considérable input in system évolution which is
independent of data construction and autonomous.
Finally, integrating data in independent and transparent manner is crucial as it
is évident from many users community that integrating data by standardising or by
data abstracting does not bring any benefits to the users community because of its
high building and maintenance cost. So it is necessary that the proposed method as
described here is built upon thèse concepts.
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Appendix A
Glossary
Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.l) is a formal language for describing
messages which is to be exchanged among an extensive range of applications
involving the Internet, intelligent network, cellular phones, etc. in an abstract
form.
AceDB abbreviation for A Caenorhabditis elegans Database. Containing data from
Caenorhabditis Gentics Centre, C. elegans genome project and the worm
community. AceDB is also the name of the generic genome database software in
use by an increasing number of genome projects. AceDB databases are available
for the following species: C. elegans, Human Chromosome 21, Human
Chromosome X etc.
Agarose Gel is polyacrylamide gels that used as media for gel electrophoresis
because they are chemically inert and are readily formed by the polymerization
of acrylamide.
Allele is one of several alternative forms of a gene occupying a given locus on a
chromosome.
Amber codon is the nucleotide triplet U A G , one of three codons that cause
termination of protein synthesis.
Amber mutation describes any change in D N A that creates an amber codon at a site
previously occupied by a codon representing an amino acid in a protein.
Amplification refers to the production of * additional copies of a chromosomal
sequence, found as intra chromosomal (within chromosome) or extra
chromosomal (outside of the chromosome) D N A .
Annealing is the pairing of complementary single strands of D N A to form a double
helix.
A N S I / S P A R C ' s layered model of database architecture comprises a physical schema,
a conceptual schema and user views.
Autoradiography detects radioactively labelled molecules by their effect in creating
an image on photographic film.
Base pair (bp) is a partnership of A with T or of C with G in a D N A double helix;
other pairs can be formed in R N A (ribo-nucleic acid) under certain
circumstances. Distance along D N A is measured in bp.
B L A S T abbreviation for Basic Local Alignment Search Tool. This is the most
popular program for searching sequence in databases. It is very fast and able to
search D N A and protein sequences from databases.
cDNA is a single stranded D N A complementary to an R N A , synthesized from it by
reverse transcription in vitro.
Chromosome is a discrete unit of the genome carrying many genes. Each
chromosome consists of a very long molecule of duplex D N A and an
approximately equal mass of proteins. It is visible as a morphological entity only
g during cell division.
^
Ct§£e describes a large number of cells or molecules identical with a single ancestral
^ c e l l of molecule.
_
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Codon is a triplet of nucleotides that represents an amino acid or termination signal.
Crystallographic imaging techniques employed x-ray diffraction, x-ray scattering, x$• ray absorption/emission spectroscopy, and advanced biomedical imaging
techniques such as diffraction enhanced imaging (DEI) to determine molecular
structure.
Cytogenetics is the study of the physical appearance of chromosomes.
Deductive capability is the technique which highlights the fact that the system is able
to make deductions from facts stored in the database using rules stored in the
database.
Deletions are generated by removal of sequence of D N A , the regions on either side
being joined together.
Denaturation of protein describes its conversion from the physiological
conformation to some other (inactive) conformation.
Direct repeats are identical sequences present in two or more copies in the same
orientation and in the same molecule of D N A ; they are not necessarily adjacent.
Erythroleukemia is a particular type of tumour in human.
Exon is any segment of an interrupted gene that is represented in the mature R N A
product.
Filter hybridization is performed by incubating a denatured D N A preparation
immobilized on a nutrocellulose filter with a solution of radioactively labelled
R N A or D N A .
Flanking region is the D N A sequences extending on either side of a specific locus or
gene.
Frameshift mutations arise by deletions of insertions that are not a multiple of 3bp
(base pair); they change the frame in which triplets are translated into protein.
Frictional coefficient depends on both the mass and shape of the migrating molecule
and the viscosity of the medium.
Gene is the segment of D N A involved in producing a polypeptide chain; it includes
regions preceding and following the coding region as well as intervening
sequences between individual coding segments.
Genetic code is the correspondence between triplets in D N A and amino acids in
protein.
Genotype is the genetic constitution of an organism.
Hybridization is the pairing of complementary R N A and D N A strands to give an
R N A - D N A hybrid.
Initiation codon is a triplet sequence that initiate protein synthesis.
Insertions are identified by the presence of an additional stretch of base pairs in
DNA.
Intron is a segment of D N A that is transcribed, but removed from within the
transcript by splicing together the sequences (exon) on either side of it.
Inversion is a chromosomal change in which a segment has been rotated by 180°
relative to the regions on either side and reinserted.
M E D L I N E is bibliographic database covering the fields of medicine, nursing,
dentistry, veterinary medicine, and the preclinical sciences. Journal articles are
indexed for M E D L I N E , and their citations are searchable.
Modification of D N A or R N A includes all changes made to the nucleotides (A
nucleotide consists of a nitrogenous base, a sugar, and one or more phosphate
groups) after;their initial incorporation into the polynucleotide chain^a number
of nucleotides^!? a chain). \
\
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mRNA is abbreviation of messager R N A
Mutation describes any change in the sequence of genomic D N A .
Mutation frequency is the frequency at which a particular mutant is found in the
population.
Mutation rate is the rate at which a particular mutation occurs, usually given as the
number of events per gene per generation.
Network mediated program deals with communication issues, management, and
implementation problems raised by network-based communication services
(e.g., World Wide Web, e-mail, conferencing systems, etc.)
Nonsense mutation is any change in D N A that causes a codon to replace a codon
representing an amino acid.
Northern blotting is a technique for transferring RNA from an agarose gel to a
nitrocellulose filter (a paper which can bind DNA) on which it can be hybridized
to a complementary DNA.
PCR (polymerase chain reaction) describes a technique in which cycles o f
denaturation, annealing with primer, and extension with DNA polymerase are
used to amplify the number of copies of a target DNA sequence.
Phenotype is the appearance or other characteristics of an organism, resulting form
the interaction of its genetic constitution with the environment.
Point mutations are changes involving single base pairs.
Recombinant progeny have a different genotype from that of either parent.
Regulatory gene codes for an RNA or protein product whose function is to control
the expression of other genes.
Reporter gene is a coding unit whose product is easily assayed.
Restriction enzyme recognizes specific short sequences of unmethylated DNA and
cleaves (separation) the duplex.
Restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) refers to inherited differences
in sites for restriction enzymes that result in differences in the lengths of the
fragments produced by cleavage with the relevant restriction enzyme. R F L P are
used for genetic mapping to link the genome directly to a conventional genetic
marker.
Restriction map is a linear array of sites on DNA cleaved by various restriction
enzymes.
Reverese transcription is synthesis of DNA on a template of RNA; accomplished by
reverse transcriptase enzyme.
Southern blotting describes the procedure for transferring denatured DNA from an
agarose gel to a nitrocellulose filter where it can be hybridized with a
complementary nucleic acid.
Splicing junctions are the sequences immediately surrounding the exon-intron (see
exon and intron) boundaries.
TAMBIS-transparent access to multiple biological information sources.
Termination codon is one of three triplet sequences that cause termination of protein
sysnthesis; they are also called 'nonsense* codons.
Transcription is synthesis of RNA on a DNA template.
Transcription unit is the distance between sites of initiation and termination by RNA
polymerase; may include more than one gene.
Translation is a synthesis of protein on the mRNA template.
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